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VPS Servers
Give your website high performance
and security with your own mini
servers powered by our superfast
cloud.

SSD Storage

DDOS Protection

Fail-over hardware

Windows or Linux available

Backup & Restore tools

UK Servers with 1Gbit uplink

From £15 a month with
no contracts

Dedicated Servers
Need the best performance, uptime
and security? Our Dedicated servers
are perfect for growing businesses.

UK Premium Dell Servers

Single and Dual Intel
CPU Options

16GB RAM or more as standard

Hardware Raid 1 available

99.9% Uptime SLA

Under 24 hour setup

From £79/m with
no contracts

www.cyberhostpro.com
0845 527 9345

Call us today to find out more

Our Services

24/7
SUPPORT
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Reseller Hosting
Become a web hosting company
today with our premium reseller
hosting plans.

Linux or Windows Servers

WordPress Installer

MySQL & MS SQL Databases

FREE Daily Backups

Content Delivery
Network (CDN)

Email Hosting included

From £9.99 a month with
no contracts

Word ess installer

E-Mail accounts

 
Super-fast SSD Disks

 All included

FREE .co.uk domain name when you use coupon code FREEDOMAIN
(with any 12 month hosting plan from £29.99 year) 
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ong gone are the days when you

could stuff a host of keywords into

your code and hit top spot. Search

engines are far more sophisticated

nowadays and it takes a combination

of factors to rank on that hallowed

front page.

Our latest lead feature (page 40) reveals

the seven key steps that need to be followed to

ensure that your site will be seen. Yes, keywords 

still do have a role, but content, social media and 

site optimisation are now all crucial parts of the 

process as well. Read on to find out how you can 

target that elusive top spot.

Sites that work on all devices rank better in search

engines and on page 64 we look at responsive design.

Discover how media queries are being used today, what

role UX has in the build process, how to optimise images,

the key points when designing for touchscreens, how

JavaScript is being used and how to avoid browser issues.

Elsewhere in the issue, we take a peek at Facebook’s

developer resources. Find out how to get an App ID, add

the Facebook loader, implement the Facebook login, work

with the Graph API and discover some of the best

third-party add-ons.  

On the tutorial front, see how to create SVG transitions,

code adaptive backgrounds and animate web forms.

As always, enjoy the issue.

Welcome
to the sue

THE WEB DESIGNER MISSION
To be the most accessible and

inspiring voice for the industry,
offering cutting-edge features

and techniques vital to
building future-proof

online content
Steven
Jenkins

“We’ve moved
towards dropping
jQuery in favour of
‘vanilla’ JavaScript,
the way the language
was originally
intended”With a passion for technology
and tools, Web Designer
decided it was time to talk to
Parallax. Page 32

“Clarifying the
intentions and
purpose of your
business to Google
is paramount in
achieving good-
quality traffic ”Follow us on Twitter for all the news & conversation @WebDesignerMag

Visit our blog for opinion, freebies & more www.gadgetdaily.xyz

Highlight
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<meta>
welcome

L
Who doesn’t want to be number one? 

Video Tuition  –  73 minutes of expert guides on how to use CSS Shapes
from Pluralsight (www.pluralsight.com)

Assets                –    14 Distressed ink overlays & 30 seamless paper textures from 
SparkleStock(sparklestock.com)48Designer resources 

FREE – exclusive with this issue

www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner

               –  The Ekianto font 
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<meta>
contributors

Got
web skills?

We’re always looking for the 
hottest web-design talent. Email 

webdesigner@imagine-publishing.co.uk
with examples of your creative work

Neil Pearce
Neil is a web designer from 
Essex, UK and has been 
contributing to the 
magazine for many years. 
This issue he reveals how to 
use HTML and CSS to 
create a three-step 
animated web form.
Page 54

Matt Crouch
Matt is a front-end 
developer based in London. 
In this issue he takes a look 
at the Payment Request API 
– a bleeding-edge new 
feature built into web 
browsers that can capture 
your customers’ card details 
with ease. Page 84

Ralph Saunders
Ralph delivers front-end 
excellence for global creative 
communications agency 
Crowd. In this issue he 
tackles animation and shows 
how to design, produce and 
develop high-performance 
SVG page transitions. 
Page 58

Mark Shufflebottom
Mark is a professor of 
Interaction Design at 
Sheridan College of 
Advanced Learning. In this 
issue he shows you how to 
automatically create 
background colours that 
complement content. 
Page 50

Sean Tracey
Sean is a technologist for a 
global newspaper. When 
he’s not building for the 
web, he’s probably trying to 
cram Bluetooth into 
something. This issue he 
shows how to combine 
MIDI instruments and web 
audio. Page 78

Leon Brown
Leon is a freelance web 
developer and trainer who 
assists web developers in 
creating efficient code for 
projects. This issue he 
reveals a host of techniques, 
as seen on the top-class 
websites to be featured in 
our Lightbox. Page 14

Adam Morland
Adam is an agency 
founder-turned-digital 
director who’s been in digital 
for over a decade. He 
ensures only the very best 
work leaves Salad’s studio. 
This issue he reveals the 
best responsive techniques 
to build with. Page 64

Tam Hanna
Tam’s career has seen him 
wrestle with a variety of 
stacks and languages. This 
issue he takes a closer look at 
some of the best plug-ins, 
add-ons and resources from 
social media giant Facebook. 
Then tells you how to use 
them. Page 72

This issue’s panel of experts

“ Content and 
keywords go hand 
in hand; they help 
both search 
engines and users
to understand the
purpose of 
your pages ”

Welcome to that 
bit of the mag 
where we learn 
more about the 
featured writers 
and contributors… 

Paul Betteridge

Paul has been working in the industry for the past 15 years and is currently 

the head of digital marketing at leading digital agency Thinking Juice. This 

issue he walks you through the key steps to a successful SEO strategy and 

reveals the best tools to achieve your goal. Page 40
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<meta>
insid

Cutting-edge features, techniques and inspiration for web creatives

Quick look…
08   A look at new releases 

What’s new and what’s making its way to the 

masses very soon. We take a peek

10   Webkit: The best must-try 
resources out there  
Discover the libraries and frameworks that 

will  make your site a better place to visit

11    Don’t forget web accessibility 
Jonas Olofsson, director of technology at 

Expedia, reinforces the importance of 

accessibility on the web

14   Lightbox 
A showcase of inspirational sites and the 

techniques used to create them 

26    Refreshing changes 
Brand masters Green Chameleon reveal how 

they blended grin with gin to serve up Bramley 

& Gage’s strikingly smooth new dotcom

32    Design displacement 
With a passion for technology and an  

aptitude for digital, Parallax are an agency to 

look out for. Web Designer finds out more.  

40   7 steps to SEO success 
Discover the must-know rules and tools you 

will need to target top spot

64   Rethink responsive design 
Responsive design is web design. Discover the 

techniques that the pros are using today 

72   Develop with Facebook 
Integrate the best plug-ins, add-ons and  

APIs into your projects  

90   Hosting listings 
An extensive list of web hosting companies.  

Pick the perfect host for your needs

92   Course listings 
Want to start learning online? Check out what 

courses are out there with this list

98   Next month 
What’s in the next issue of Web Designer?

Chat with the team and other readers and discuss the latest tech, trends and techniques. Here’s how to stay in touch…
webdesigner@imagine-publishing.co.uk @WebDesignerMag        www.gadgetdaily.xyz

ontents

Utilising WebGL to get interactive & innovative

Cover focus

32

A digital agency with passion and aptitude
ProFile: Parallax

40

14
Lightbox: Syfy Hunters
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<tutorials>
Web gurus take you step-by-step 
through professional techniques

72 Develop with Facebook
Discover the plug-ins, add-ons and API that will
power up your projects

78 Interface with a MIDI instrument
Learn how to create a small web app to
trigger Web Audio samples

84 Create quick online checkouts
Utilise the power of the Payment Request API to build 
fast, easy-to-use checkout processes

FileSilo
A comprehensive collection
of free designer resources!

 96  Get the latest must-have resources and videos

web workshop

web developer

WEB DESIGNER

08 What’s been released
recently?
Find out what new versions of popular

libraries and browsers are out now

10 Webkit: The best must-try
resources out there
Need a new framework or library? Then

this is where you need to start

11 Comment:

The director of technology at Expedia

asks why is web accessibility still

being ignored?

<header>
The tools and trends to  
inspire your web projects

48   Create clever text effects
www.cpj.co.uk
Add animation to text and images to produce an 
engaging UI to entice customers to buy 

’

Jonas Olofsson

50   Implement adaptive backgrounds
Use the adaptive-backgrounds.js library to automatically 
create coloured backgrounds that complement content

54   Code an animated web form
Use the power of CSS animation to build a 3-step online 
form to engage and guide the user

58   Create SVG page transitions
Find out how to design, produce and develop 
high-performance SVG page transitions

96

64
Get today’s techniques to create designs for a multitude of devices

Never
miss an issue

Subscribe 
Turn to page 62 now
USA readers turn to 

page 83 for an
exclusive offer



he world of web design and

development is an

ever-evolving entity. There are

always new libraries and tools

making an appearance, while the

established order are getting a bigger and

better update.

When we talk about things that are 

ever-evolving, browsers surely come top of 

that list. There isn’t a week that goes by 

without some update to some browser. A 

browser update used to be a very big 

occasion – remember Internet Explorer 8? 

Internet Explorer 9? Firefox 3 was around 

for about two years before it became 3.5; 

the next update was 3.6, not even 4, 

about a year later. But browser updates 

have  now become more frequent and 

incremental, so it’s only the big numbers 

that generally get the attention. Firefox has 

now reached 50, so what is the latest 

version bringing to the table, or more 

importantly the user? Well, a faster startup

bringing better performance, a refined

search UI and a few improvements to the

Developer tools. Don’t worry: if this doesn’t

get you too excited, Firefox 51 is due in

January 2017 and Firefox 52 a couple of

months later.

While we are talking about browsers, 

how’s Microsoft Edge doing?, we hear you 

ask. The forgotten one is still slowly making 

its presence felt, mainly due to its 

attachment to Windows 10. But are 

Windows 10 users adopting Edge as their 

preferred browser? According to stats 

from StatsCounter, the answer would be no. 

From October 2015 to October 2016, the 

Edge browser increased its market share by 

about 1  per cent. Edge may come 

pre-installed, but it looks like it cannot shake 

off  its legacy. 

Another big name in development is 

Angular and it wasn’t that long ago 

Angular 2 finally came out of beta. So, 

where is it at now? Well, Angular 2.2 is now

with us. Not a headline debut, with the

Angular blog stating ‘This is a minor release 

following our announced adoption of 

Semantic Versioning, meaning that it 

contains no breaking changes and that it is 

be a drop-in replacement for 2.1.x’. Not 

much to get too excited about, but there 

has been news on the next big release, 

version 3. Angular core team member 

Rob Wormald has said that the next 

version of Angular will be released in 

March 2017 and, unsurprisingly, won’t be a 

major rewrite. It will apparently focus on 

improved tooling and a reduction in 

generated code. How will it do this? It will 

feature a template compiler that provides 

feedback on errors in a template, and 

reduction in code will be up to 25 per cent. 

Expect Web Designer to feature Angular 3 

as soon as it becomes available.

So what else has been getting a tweak or

update? The module bundler Webpack has

grown and becomes the imaginatively

titled Webpack 2. So what does the

upgraded version have to off er? Visit the

Webpack website (bit.ly/2gjUJkT) for the

details. Alternatively, visit bit.ly/23FQfI8 fo

a quick rundown of

what’s happening.

Facebook’s React lib

was recently updated t

15.4, with the official b

touting the new relea

special. A few notabl

changes have been

separating React a

React DOM into se

packages, profilin

components with

Chrome Timelin

mocking refs fo

testing. For th

view, make su

visit bit.ly/2g
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Framework set for major revision after incremental upate. Firefox,
Webpack and React all get updates

Angular 3 set for
release in early 2017

Get Web
Designer
digital
editions

Check out the latest digital

additions to Web Designer’s 

burgeoning collection. Amazing 

Websites and How to Build Them 

Vol 04 brings together another 

collection of great-looking sites 

and picks out quick techniques to 

learn. The Web Apps Handbook 

Volume 2 and The Developer’s 

Guide to JS select the  best tools 

and methods to build apps with 

web technologies and show how 

to get started with ES6 and NPM. 

Don’t forget Animate with 

HTML & CSS and 3D and the Web. 

We cherry-pick the best animation 

and 3D-related techniques to add 

interest to any project.  

Head to bit.ly/1hsGYgl, 

download the free Web Designer

p and find them waiting for you

hase

T

News
webdesigner@imagine-publishing.co.uk | @WebDesignerMagCONTACT US AT:

Header The tools, trends and news to 
inspire your web projects.

Get your hands 
on a collection 
of the best 
contemporary 
techniques

Angular 2 final release came out in 
September 2016, years after Angular 1. 
Expect to see biannual updates from 
next year

“ Browser updates have  become 
more frequent and incremental ”
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Header

Graphics
Low Poly Greetings
bit.ly/2gesCDI
Mylan Le puts together a collection 

of polygon characters, each with its 

own greeting

WordPress
Dope
dope.themelovin.com
A cool and contemporary theme that uses a

minimalist approach with modern fonts and 

big animated images

Colour picker Typesetter
Volte
bit.ly/2fNxS2u
Volte Rounded is a geometric sans serif

typeface with rounded stroke endings. 

These aren’t softened-up corners, but rather 

full-on sausage-style terminals

Demon Colors
bit.ly/2fNmtju

01. Adison Partners
www.adisonpartners.com
Combines contemporary colours with 

vertical animations for page transitions.

02. ADMAN DNA
en-dna.h-mp-recruit.jp

Polygons with a purpose. Watch them 

build into a face.

03.#MeetAnImmigrant
meetanimmigrant.com
Colour engages the user and draws them 

into the stories that are being told.

04 Stranufif 2016
strandfuif.be/2016/
Simple typography gets taken over by a 

mesmerising smoke eff ect.

Inspiration

Sites of the month 02.

03.

01.

04.

#ED1E28

#A61E22

#EE1E3D

#A71D4A

#DB1E41
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Milligram
milligram.github.io
A lightweight CSS framework that 

provides a minimal setup of styles for a 

fast and clean starting point. It is 

specially designed for better 

performance with fewer properties to 

reset, resulting in cleaner code. The 

framework has a host of download 

options. It can be installed with Bower, 

npm and is also available via a CDN.

Sprite Spirit
eliorshalev.github.io/sprite-spirit
An easy and quick way to add animation 

to a sprite. Drag in the sprite(s) and 

generate the code. Users can change the 

direction, width, height and duration. 

Shave
dollarshaveclub.github.io/shave

If you need to truncate text to fit into an 

HTML element, this neat little JavaScript 

plug-in is ideal for the job. Plus, it hides 

and keeps the original text intact.

Test Cafe
devexpress.github.io/testcafe
This a pure Node.js end-to-end solution 

for testing web apps. It covers all stages, 

starting browsers, running tests, getting 

test results and generating reports.

webkit

TOP 5 WordPress themes
Need to give your WordPress site an upgrade? Try one of these

Rider
crunchpress.com/demo/rider

A single-page theme with a 

fullscreen video background 

broken down into topical 

sections with big bold images.

Inherent
bit.ly/2fB3Nk5

Contemporary and clean, this 

theme is neatly laid out and is 

perfect for any type of blog 

that needs a touch of style.

Ice Cream
bit.ly/2gG2Ls7

Big fullscreen image sliders. 

The focus is on food, but the 

presentation uses animation 

with a twist to instantly engage.

Wonderwall
bit.ly/2gG2IMX

A lifestyle theme with nine 

variations on the homepage 

design. Choose from simple 

blog to fullscreen images.

Luxury 
Apartment
bit.ly/2gFWsoj

Clean and smart with big 

apartment shots plus location 

info, maps, FAQ and more.

Header
Resources

webdesigner@imagine-publishing.co.uk | @WebDesignerMagCONTACT US AT:

Discover the must-try resources that 
will make your site a better place
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he first and biggest part of solving any

problem is admitting that there is a

problem. A couple of years ago, a visually

impaired man was asked to book a flight

on the Expedia.com website in front of a boardroom

filled with senior Expedia executives. This man, Toby

Willis – a software engineer and Expedia’s usability test

specialist – failed completely to process his booking

online. It was the wake-up call Expedia needed.

According to a recent report on user experience

from digital agency Sigma (bit.ly/2fKShqW), many of

the world’s top travel brands failed to provide an

accessible and inclusive experience for people with

disabilities. In fact, six out of ten sites were deemed

‘too cluttered’, which made the booking process

difficult to navigate.

The Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA)

found that 89 per cent of holiday bookings in the UK

were made online, so having a flawless online user

experience is crucial to

overall business success. If

a customer has a bad

experience when either

booking or researching

travel, they may abandon

the site in frustration and

take their business elsewhere. This is the last thing that

online travel agents (OTAs) need when, according to

Statista (bit.ly/2eF0vOp), the travel sector experienced

the highest shopping cart abandonment rate of all

sectors measured in Q2 2016, before any concerns over

UX were taken into account. With mobile accounting

for a huge percentage of this, it is now more important

than ever to ensure booking sites are inclusive to all

across a wide range of devices.

So, what is the biggest challenge? Creating

awareness is the ultimate challenge. Inclusive design

often falls too far down the agenda, and business

leaders often aren’t aware that in addition to the strong

moral case, there’s also a business case to be made for

building websites for accessibility. Over 10 million

people in the UK live with a disability, and they want to

purchase holidays just like everyone else.

The good thing about using Toby is that he’s a real

user. It is easy to fall into a false sense of security when

Jonas Olofsson Director of technology at Expedia expedia.co.uk

evaluating the usability of a website when you’ve built it

yourself, but using a tester you will get a much better idea

of what works, what doesn’t and what has been ignored.

What’s behind the tech when it comes to making a

website more accessible? Retrofitting an existing website 

can be problematic, especially if you’re a small company. A 

more sustainable solution is to tackle the problem from the 

very beginning. 70 per cent of the work is ‘quick wins’, 

things that good developers shouldn’t find too challenging. 

Using HTML markup so that components are visible to 

screen readers is key: a button really has to be a button in 

the code, ideally with a helpful name. Strong colour contrast 

is also helpful, as is using native components instead of 

custom ones to ensure design is consistent across all 

aspects of the site. 

The remaining 30 per cent can be achieved by making 

sure there are equivalents for key points in the visual and 

auditory experience. This may include selecting a tab, 

which then changes appearance so the user is aware that 

the selection has been made, but how would you 

rectify this problem for, say, a blind person? This could 

be achieved by using an audio cue to signify when a 

selection has been made.

But it is not all about the tech. In addition to 

introducing new tools, Expedia has invested its efforts 

into raising awareness and empathy through on-site 

and remote training (which is mandatory for all Expedia 

engineers), having an accessibility team and a network 

of champions seeded in multiple teams in our offices 

across the globe.

Creating awareness may be the first challenge to 

overcome in the UK, but other countries already 

have accessible design embedded in law. Back in 

2000, an Australian blind man won a court case 

against the Sydney Organising Committee for the 

Olympic Games (SOCOG) because they failed to 

adequately customise the official Sydney Olympic 

Games website to cater for blind people.

The European Union 

also agreed on a 

provisional set of rules 

dictating that the websites 

and mobile apps of public 

sector bodies should be 

made more accessible . 

In the UK, however, the issue of web accessibility has 

not yet become mainstream.

So what has changed at Expedia? Things have 

improved considerably at Expedia, where we are 

definitely ahead of the curve. The company scored 

highest when it comes to web accessibility, according 

to the Sigma report.

But how have we achieved this? We are built on a 

culture of continuous testing, but this is not enough. In 

order to improve our inclusivity, we must continue to 

create awareness, both within Expedia and externally. 

There are two key points that need to be brought to 

people’s attention: the importance of building empathy 

between the web designer and the user you’re looking 

to include, and secondly, raising awareness of how easy 

it can be to build a website to encompass all users – 

irrespective of their abilities. It boils down to what Toby 

once said: it’s not about ‘web accessibility’, it’s about 

‘user experience’ and ‘web design’. 

T

There’s a great moral and business case for making sites accessible to all

Web accessibility: 
the forgotten one

header_______________________________________________________________________11

“ Over 10 million people in the UK live 
with a disability, and they want to purchase 

holidays just like everyone else ”
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Whitestorm JS
whsjs.io
A framework for 3D web apps built with 

Three.js technology. It implements a 

core with component system and plug-in 

support for fast development of 3D 

scenes with physics. The Whitestorm 

engine has built-in physics support via a 

custom library and off ers basic shapes 

collision,  convex and concave shapes, 

and ES6 decorators style.

Komodo
www.activestate.com/komodo-ide

Komodo IDE includes all the integrations 

you need to get more done. Support for 

over 100 languages including Python, 

PHP, Ruby, Node.js, HTML, CSS and JS.

Web Bloat Score Calculator
www.webbloatscore.com

Everyone likes a fast-loading page, 

especially users. Removing bloat is one 

way to slim down page size. Use this tool 

to find out where the bloat is.

Next.js
github.com/zeit/next.js

A small framework for server-rendered 

universal JavaScript web apps, built on 

top of React, Webpack and Babel. Check 

out the blog post at zeit.co/blog/next.

webkit

TOP 5 Web typography tools
Need help creating the typography style you want. Read on...

Font Flame
fontflame.com

Touted as ‘Tinder for fonts’, this 

tool matches up font pairings 

and allows the user to say 

whether they love or hate them.

Type Nugget
www.typenugget.com

This online typesetting tool 

gives users fine control over a 

robust base, helping produce  

great web type.

Font Stand
fontstand.com

A Mac OS X app that allows 

users to try fonts for free or 

rent them by the month – for 

desktop and web use.

100 Days of Fonts
100daysoff onts.com

Looking for inspiration? This 

site provides 100 Google font 

combinations, making it far 

easier to find your favourite.

FontReach
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how popular (or unique) your 

font selection is.
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t’s said that a picture is worth a thousand

words and given that you have 30 or 60

frames (images) per second of video, the

numbers suggest video is a must.

But what types of video are there? Screencast and

live video are the two choices. A screencast is just a

video that captures whatever is happening on your

computer screen. There are dedicated apps/software

that make this easy, including QuickTime on Mac,

Camtasia (Mac or PC), and Screenflow.

I’ve used several, but I tend to use Camtasia since I

use both Mac and Windows. Having a screencasting

app that works on both operating systems makes my

life a little easier.

All the major screencasting apps come with built-in

editing tools and the ability to output your videos in a

web-friendly format. There are a few options, but you

should probably just use the most popular: MP4.

Live video is any video that is not a screencast. It

could be video of you vlogging (talking into the camera,

sharing with the audience your profound thoughts), or

perhaps a product video… just any standard video.

When it comes to creating video, you have a few

options these days: digital camera / SLR, video

camcorder, smartphone and webcam. I’ve listed the

video recording devices in the order of the quality of

video they can produce, and the flexibility of the video

recording. So, dedicated digital cameras can produce

higher-quality video than a typical smartphone; while a

dedicated camera costs more, you get flexibility and

consistency of video quality.

That said, these days,

the best smartphones can

match expensive digital

cameras in many

circumstances. For

example: iPhone 7,

Samsung S7 and Google

Pixel can produce

amazing video.

The camera you choose depends on the kind of

video work you want to do and what your budget is. If I

were just starting out, I would just use my smartphone.

For my live video work, I use the Canon 80D because it

provides a lot of flexibility in my video work. Since I am a

Stefan Mischook President at StudioWeb studioweb.com

solo video creator, the Canon 80D has two features that are

crucial: amazingly fast dual pixel autofocus, and a flip screen

so I can see myself. It isn’t perfect, but it meets my needs.

That said, I’ve done good video with other dedicated digital 

cameras, camcorders and even a webcam! In fact, some of 

the top YouTubers in the world use a simple webcam! 

They can produce decent video. The best one I know of 

is the Logitech HD Pro Webcam C920.

Now that you’ve created your video or screencast, 

you need to get it live on the web or into your app. So 

what are the options? Self-hosted – you need to have 

nerd skills to get this done; YouTube – easiest but less 

control; and Vimeo – easy with total control.            

I use all three options. However, I would suggest just 

starting a YouTube or Vimeo channel. Both are free. 

Vimeo offers premium services at a cost and it might 

be well worth it depending on your needs. For example, 

with Vimeo, you can control what websites can embed 

your videos; you can create custom views, and controls 

for playback – it’s pretty cool stuff. 

YouTube doesn’t provide these extra tools, but it 

is still a great option, especially if you want to attract 

an audience. 

To get the best from your video, try a few of these 

tips. You are best to record live video in 1080p since 

99 per cent of your audience will watch in 1080p or 

less. 4K video is slowly being adopted, but it is such a 

beast to work with (huge files!) and most people will not 

want to download massive 4K videos. Avoid recording 

4K video for now unless you really need to. 

Instead, record in 1080p (which is standard HD 

quality) and you will find the process of creating video 

much easier. Editing 4K video requires a very powerful 

computer compared to 1080p video. 

That said, some would argue that if you have the 

camera that can record 4K video (modern 

smartphones can) and you 

have a powerful computer, 

you might be better off 

recording in 4K, since you 

will have a much better 

source video to work with. 

This means when you edit 

and render the video, 

downgrading it to 1080p, 

you will end up with a better video. Basically, having 4K 

video to start with gives you more options, but as I said 

before its not the common option currently. 

Whatever you do, simply make sure you include 

video in your projects and make it the best you can.

I

Video provides the power to engage. Make sure you get it right

Embrace the power  
of video

header______________________________________________________________________13

“ The camera you choose depends on the 
kind of video work you want to do and 

what your budget is. If I were just starting 
out, I would just use my smartphone ”
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“Utilising emerging web tech, 
Glow partnered with Syfy to create 
an innovative experience bringing 
the world of Hunters to life ”Development technologies HTML5 <canvas> & <video>, WebGL, ThreeJS

Syfy Hunters
www.syfy.com/hunters/theyareamongus
Designer: GLOW – www.weareglow.com
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Above

Source Code Pro, the sister font to Source San by Adobe’s Paul D Hunt, is featured exclusively 
across the site in Light, Regular and SemiBold weights.

#F6F4E5 #CF6552

#1E3B4F #54B7E0

LightBox
Syfy Hunters
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LightBox
Syfy Hunters

Introduce text content in a way that looks like it is being typed in real time

Create a typewriter 
text effect
1. Document template
Start the project by defining the standard HTML 

document template containing the head and body 

section. The head section is used to contain the 

descriptive information and links to resources – in this 

case, it links to the external CSS stylesheet. The 

document body will contain the HTML content elements 

that are to be displayed.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<meta charset=”utf-8” />

<meta http-equiv=”X-UA-Compatible” 

content=”IE=edge”>

<meta name=”description” 

content=”description”>

<title>Typewriter Effect</title>

<link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” 

media=”screen” href=”styles.css”/>

</head>

<body>

*** STEP 2 HERE

</body>

</html>

2. Body content
The visible content is the text to be displayed. Our 

example places this text as an h1 element, which is placed 

inside a container of the class “typewriter”. This 

placement inside the typewriter container will allow a 

maximum width for the text flow to be defined if required 

for the project.

<div class=“typewriter”>

<h1>Example text.</h1>

</div>

3. Start the CSS
The next step is to create a new file called “styles.css” – 

this will be used to store the styling and animation rules. 

The first step in defining these rules is to specify how the 

main body and HTML document containers are to be 

presented. We want these to appear across the full 

browser screen at full width and height, with no margins 

or padding.

body,html{

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

background: #000;

color: #fff;

padding: 0;

margin: 0;

}

4. Typing element
The typing element is designed to allow text to type 

across one line, and so we definitely don’t want the text 

to wrap onto the next line. Additionally, the right border 

will be used as a cursor, while animation eff ects will be 

applied to the typing container to allow the visual eff ect 

to appear.

.typewriter h1{

overflow: hidden;

border-right: .2em solid;

white-space: nowrap;

animation:

typeEffect 5s steps(50),

cursorBlink .8s step-end infinite;

}

5. Typing animation
The typing eff ect is achieved by merely changing the 

width of the element that the animation has been applied 

to. With the animation being called with 50 keyframes 

– steps(50) from the previous step – the width expansion 

will appear jittered like a typewriter. You can adjust the 

steps and timing in the previous steps to aff ect the 

presentation of this animation.

@keyframes typeEffect{

from { width: 0 }

to { width: 100% }

}

6. Blinking cursor animation
The blinking cursor animation is achieved by turning the 

visibility of the right border on and off . We perform this 

by switching the “border-color” attribute between 

transparent and our desired colour – green. While the 

transparent colour is set during the from and to 

animation frames, the visible green colour is set halfway 

through the animation at 50%.

@keyframes cursorBlink{

from, to { border-color: transparent }

50% { border-color: green; }}

Text Flow Container
Make use of a container to present the text flow 
of these eff ects, allowing you to control the width 
of the typing eff ect.
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“  We created The Interview, a 
job interview that guides the 
viewer through a personality test 
consisting of 12 questions ”Development technologies HTML5, SVG, RequireJS, jQuery, GSAP

Heineken – GoPlaces
www.goplaces.theheinekencompany.com/en
Designer: Superhero Cheescake – superherocheesecake.com
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Above

Futura Standard by Neufville Digital for Adobe is referenced as almost a full family of typefaces across 
the site – most significantly in Book, Bold and Condensed forms.

#E2E5F6 #036C27

#A70208 #C06C4D
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LightBox
Heineken – GoPlaces

A visual animation component that can be presented during the loading of web page content

Create a circular  
loading animation
1. Page document
Initiate the page document with standard HTML page 

definition. This is made from the head and body sections. 

The head section contains descriptive information and 

the link to the CSS file to use, while the body section will 

be used to contain the visible content elements. Content 

will be added in the next step.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<meta charset=”utf-8” />

<meta http-equiv=”X-UA-Compatible” 

content=”IE=edge”>

<meta name=”description” 

content=”description”>

<title>Rotating Circles</title>

<link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” 

media=”screen” href=”styles.css”/>

</head>

<body></body>

</html>

2. Main content
Our visible content will consist of the circle container with 

each of the circle elements. The circle elements are made 

of span tags – an inner span node and an outer span 

node. With CSS only allowing you to place an animation 

per DOM node, the use of an inner and outer node for 

the circle allows for two animation effects to be applied to 

the circles.

<div class=”circle”>

<span><span></span></span>

<span><span></span></span>

<span><span></span></span>

</div>

3. Initiate CSS
The next step is to create a new file called “styles.css”; this 

will be used to store the styling and animation rules. The 

first step in defining these rules is to specify how the 

main body and HTML document containers are to be 

presented. We want these to appear across the full 

browser screen at full width and height, with no margin 

or padding.

body,html {

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

padding: 0;

margin: 0;

color: #fff;

background: #000;}

4. Circle container
The animated circles need to be placed inside a 

container in order for them to be positioned in relation to 

each other. To achieve this, we define the container with 

the “circle” class and make sure that we apply relative 

positioning along with a defined width and height. 

.circle {

position: relative;

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

overflow: hidden;}

5. Outer circle
Each circle is defined by two nodes – it’s outer and inner 

elements. The outer element defines the circle’s position, 

size, transform origin handle and the animation to apply. 

In this case, the animation for rotation is applied in a way 

that loops infinitely. For the circle to rotate as intended, 

the transform origin needs to be set to the centre of the 

circle – 50% horizontally and 50% vertically.

.circle > * {

position: absolute;

top: 0;

left: 0;

height: 100vh;

width: 100vh;

transform-origin: 50% 50%;

background-repeat: repeat;

background-size: 200px 200px;

animation: rotate infinite linear;}

6. Inner circle
The inner circle consists of the dashed border segments 

that we want to fade in. These need an additional 

animation applied so that the circle both rotates and has 

its borders fade in. The element also needs to fit the full 

width and height of the outer container, while its border 

radius is set to 100% to appear as a circle.

.circle > * > * {

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

border: 1px dashed #ccc;

border-radius: 100%;

animation: borderOpen infinite linear 8s;}

7. Unique circle settings
With the presentation of the circles defined, we need to 

define their unique settings so that they are presented 

with their own unique size, location and animation timing. 

We use the nth-child selector to identify first, second and 

third child elements inside the “circle” class container. 

Unique margins, height, width and animation duration 

properties are set for each.

.circle > *:nth-child(1){

animation-duration: 8s;}

.circle > *:nth-child(2){

animation-duration: 32s;

margin: 10vh;

height: 80vh;

width: 80vh;}

.circle > *:nth-child(3){

animation-duration: 64s;

margin: 20vh;

height: 60vh;

width: 60vh;}

8. Define animations
The last step is to define the two animations. The first is 

the “rotate” animation, which is to simply rotate the outer 

circle container from 0 degrees to 360 degrees. The 

“borderOpen” animation changes the transparency of 

each border segment from invisible to visible through the 

use of rgba colour attributes at various steps in the 

animation.

@keyframes rotate {

from {transform:rotate(0deg);}

to {transform:rotate(360deg);}}

@keyframes borderOpen {

0% { border-color: rgba(255,255,255,0) 

rgba(255,255,255,0) rgba(255,255,255,0) 

rgba(255,255,255,0); }

25%{ border-top-color: 

rgba(255,255,255,1); }

50%{ border-right-color: 

rgba(255,255,255,1);}

75%{ border-bottom-color: 

rgba(255,255,255,1); }

100%{ border-left-color: 

rgba(255,255,255,1); }}

Animation 
workaround
Older browsers only allow one animation per 
element. However, you can use multiple elements 
nested inside each other to apply multiple 
animation effects.
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“  This WebGL web application 
was built by Numix and 
showcases Constellium’s 
products in real-time 3D ”Development technologies WebGL, HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript

Constellium
www.automotive.products.constellium.com
Designer: Numix – numix.fr
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Above

Source Sans Pro designed by Adobe’s Paul D Hunt is the only font referenced by the site throughout  
and appears in Light form.

#989DA6 #3EB4F3

#BED600 #363332
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LightBox
Constellium

A way to present multiple content segments without requiring the user to scroll the page

Create content navigation tabs
1. Page document
Define the page with the standard HTML document 

template. This consists of the HTML container, which 

itself contains a head and body section. The head 

section is used to contain descriptive information and 

links to external resources, such as the CSS stylesheet 

and JavaScript code. The body will be used to contain 

the visible content.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<meta charset=”utf-8” />

<meta http-equiv=”X-UA-Compatible” 

content=”IE=edge”>

<meta name=”description” 

content=”description”>

<title>Content Tabs</title>

<link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” 

media=”screen” href=”styles.css”/>

<script src=”code.js”></script>

</head>

<body>

</body>

</html>

2. Navigation content
The navigation is made from a nav element that contains 

a series of links. Each link references an element on the 

page via a unique ID. This link reference is identified in 

the href attribute of each of the links. These links will be 

styled to appear as tabs later on.

<nav>

<a href=”#c1”>Section 1</a>

<a href=”#c2”>Section 2</a>

<a href=”#c3”>Section 3</a>

</nav>

3. Content articles
The content that the navigation tabs link to is stored 

inside article containers that have the IDs of each item’s 

corresponding link. These articles are themselves 

contained in a parent container, main, which will be used 

to show all content articles from the same position when 

styling is later applied via CSS.

<main>

<article id=”c1”>

<h1>Section 1</h1>

</article>

<article id=”c2”>

<h1>Section 2</h1>

</article>

<article id=”c3”>

<h1>Section 3</h1>

</article>

</main>

4. JavaScript listeners
The HTML document is now complete. The next step is 

to create the ‘code.js’ file containing the JavaScript code 

to respond to user interactions. This code will look for 

links inside navigation elements and apply an event 

listener that is triggered when they are clicked. This event 

listener will apply the ‘selected’ class to the link that has 

been clicked and erase this class from all other links.

window.addEventListener(“load”,function(){

var nodes = document.querySelectorAll(“nav 

a”);

for(var i=0; i<nodes.length; i++){

nodes[i].addEventListener(“click”,functi

on(){

var nodes = document.querySelectorAll(“nav 

a”);

for(var i=0; i<nodes.length; i++){

nodes[i].className = “”;

}

this.className = “selected”;

});

}

});

5. Initiate CSS file
With the JavaScript code now complete, the next step is 

to create the ‘styles.css’ file. Initiate the new file with the 

rules to display the HTML document and body container 

with no border and set to full the full browser screen with 

a black background. This will ensure that the content can 

be set to show at full size.

body,html {

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

background: #000;

padding: 0;

margin: 0;}

6. Article containers
The main container is required to fit the full visible 

portion of the screen and also to allow any content 

overflow to be scrollable. Additionally, relative positioning 

allows its child article elements to be positioned in 

relation to wherever the main container is if required. 

Articles are set to cover the full size of the main container 

when they appear, although their heights are set to 0 for 

invisibility by default.

main{

position: relative;

display: block;

height: 100%;

overflow: auto;

}

main article{

position: absolute;

height: 0;

width: 100%;

padding-top: 1em;

overflow: auto;}

7. Show selected article
The article that is selected when clicking on the 

navigation link referencing its corresponding ID will 

appear by changing its height to 100%, which by default 

is set to 0 for invisibility. This reference makes use of the 

:target selector, which is triggered when the URL contains 

a reference to the article’s ID.

main article:target{

height: 100%;}

8. Navigation Container
The navigation container is set to be placed at a fixed 

position at the top of the screen. This allows it to always 

be visible regardless of where the user is viewing on the 

page. The navigation container has a silver background.

nav{

position: fixed;

top: 0;

width: 100%;

height: 2em;

z-index: 9999;

background: silver;}

9. Navigation links
The navigation links are to appear as selectable tabs. We 

keep this simple for this exercise by only applying 

padding and a right border to show that tabs are 

separated from each other. When links have the ‘selected’ 

class applied to them when triggered from interactions 

detected by JavaScript, their colour will change to having 

a green background with white text.

nav a{

padding: .5em;

border-right: 2px solid #777;}

nav a.selected

{

background: green;

color: #fff;

}

User Experience
The use of content tabs can make it easier and 
faster for users to navigate between sections 
– especially if they need to go back and forth.
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G
iven that on a fairly regular basis the

websites featured by Design Diary are of

an alcoholic nature, you might be

forgiven for thinking that we’re are a bit

partial to the odd drink. This is merely coincidence, but

it does serve as an interesting illustration of web

marketing and brand promotion. As it happens,

beverage brewers and manufacturers do tend to

embrace online as a powerful means to convey an

identity and a particular story for why drinkers should

care within a hugely competitive market. This month it

is the turn of a small family-run brewery in Thornbury,

near Bristol in the UK, and a brand responsible for 6

O’Clock Gin. Bramley & Gage launched the product in

2010, born out of the homemade liqueur experiments

of founders Edward Bramley Kain and Penelope Gage

years earlier. So when the time came this year to

rebrand the firm completely and revamp the dotcom,

the task was handed to local Bristol agency, Green

Chameleon. A 12-strong team of

passionate creatives, GC is

known for crafting immersive

work across digital, packaging,

product and beyond. “Having

worked with the Bramley & Gage

HAVING FINALLY SPOTTED AND CAUGHT THE FOLKS AT BRISTOL’S GREEN CHAMELEON, 
WE LEARN HOW THESE REPTILIAN BRAND MASTERS SUCCESSFULLY BLENDED GRIN 

WITH GIN TO SERVE BRAMLEY & GAGE’S STRIKINGLY SMOOTH NEW DOTCOM

team on all of their branding and packaging work, we 

already had a myriad of ideas kicking around to bring to 

life via their new website,” beams creative director Tom 

Anderson. “And both the team and the client were 

thrilled with the results.” Steady, Tom, we’ll get to that 

bit a little later, but first it’s about establishing how the 

project came to be and how Green Chameleon lent its 

colourful brand transformation skills to the task at 

hand. 

LOUNGE LIZARDS
Indeed, that ability for being imaginatively adaptive and 

agile would be an important trait given the split nature 

of how the project would develop. The established 

brand awareness, too, would be crucial when applying 

a clear head around the early visions of what would be 

right for the client. “Upon receiving the brief, Green 

Chameleon were hugely excited to be working with a 

gin and liqueurs brand and, of course, we immediately 

requested some samples to immerse ourselves in the 

project!” laughs Jess Caddick, designer on the project. 

“We instantly fell in love with the brief, and thus found it 

easy to follow a clear vision of the personas we wanted 

to create for both the gin and the liqueurs separately. 

“ We fell in love with the brief, 
and found it easy to follow a clear 
vision of the personas for the gin 

and the liqueurs ”



Both have a great deal of heritage involved yet speak 

with a completely diff erent tone.” By starting, of course, 

with the rebrand of Bramley & Gage – which was still 

using handwritten logo designs up to that point – the 

team was able to see how personal and true to tradition 

the client remained. “We believe that a balance and a 

harmony between the agency and the client is vital to 

the project, so we worked together with B&G to evolve 

the brand into a well-established, heritage-driven and 

modernised image. After months of development with 

branding and packaging, we were super excited to get 

the project onto our screens where we could develop a 

more immersive user experience and truly bring 

movement and life to the products [that] we had 

passionately guided into modernity.” After a rebrand 

phase spanning over a year, both agency and client 

were already used to strong lines of communication, 

while naturally forming tentative ideas for how a 

website might follow. Green Chameleon emphasises 

the project planning stage as a general rule, making 

sure that both parties are confidently clear on the 

requirements and objectives for the work. “We’re big 

believers in the idea that a well-planned project results 

in more creative freedom as the client has full faith in 

REFRESHING CHANGES

“ We believe that a balance and a 
harmony between the agency and 
the client is vital, so we worked 
with B&G to evolve the brand ”

To get the right feel 
for the site took time 
but was worth it in 
the end
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SPEAKING EASY
Typical to all projects, or at least 

the successful ones, an eff ective 

approach to client-agency 

communications was important to 

both parties. The Green 

Chameleon team was no 

exception when it came to 

establishing a shared creative 

vision with Bramley & Gage, 

utilising useful tech when it was 

me to present prototypes. 

g face-to-face meetings is 

ferred when we’re 

tive and technical 

ct as this helps

n s

and allows us to articulate our 

ideas and rationale clearly,” Nathan 

Riley begins. “Along with personal 

meetings for key milestones, we 

keep [in] regular contact over 

phone and email so that the client 

can see the evolution of their 

project, rather than just the major 

stages. This iterative approach 

keeps the client feeling involved at

all times and really makes a project

run smoothly, avoiding any m j

concer

larger p

was also

deploym

cloud-ba

As a leading prototyping, 

collaboration and workflow 

platform, InVision was used to 

capture valuable insights on the 

project’s direction. “The 

introduction of InVision has really 

revolutionised our workflow and 

not only does it allow us to show a 

working prototype of our design 

work, but also gives our clients the

ability to leave feedb

our understanding going forward,” explains design 

director, Nathan Riley. “We generally like to work on the 

initial design stage independently, but after the first 

presentation of the designs the client is involved 

heavily in the design development stages.” 

SMOOTH MOVES
Given the nature of Bramley & Gage’s product, it was 

realised very early that the site called for two distinct 

presences. Both the 6 O’Clock Gin and Fruit Liqueur 

product ranges both suggested individual personalities, 

each compelling enough to command shared billing. 

“We decided to go about this by creating two separate 

pages, housed under the one main e-commerce 

website,” Jess Caddick confirms. “Our initial idea then 

for 6 O’Clock Gin was to enforce the product strapline 

‘Strikingly Smooth’, a clever alliteration true to the 

product’s taste which – trust us – we know! Then from 

there, the website became more about appealing to the 

senses to give the user the impression of how strikingly 

smooth this gin is without ever tasting it. 

Our first thoughts fell to filming blue silk in-motion to 

use as a background video, or maybe creating a wavy, 

velvety texture in code that would shimmer beneath 

the content as the user scrolled. Our options seemed 

endless but we knew it would be defining the balance 

for the most user-friendly, eff icient and attractive end 

result that would present the challenge.” 

In addition, the GC team was understandably quite 

keen to place the actual physical product centre stage, 

having already designed a shiny new bottle. This would 

open the user experience against dramatic scenery and 

the subsequent spinning bottle idea would help to 

satisfy the brand criteria. “Establishing a direction for 

the Liqueurs was easy,” continues Caddick. “We utilised 

the bank of incredible botanical and serving suggestion 

illustrations for each Liqueur that we had 

commissioned for the packaging designs. Throughout 

the process, we always knew that we wanted all the 

design to work in harmony, even though the website 

design followed packaging. We had already 

experimented with marrying the bottle up to an 

illustration in the early stages, as our vision was to 

highlight the botanical imagery used in each product to 

help sell the flavour.”

STRIKING STYLING
Visual appeal was clearly important, then, and when it 

came to the front-end design the project would require 

two unique routes. On the one hand was a luxurious 

but honest gin product and the other a more rustic 

farmhouse fruit liqueur, with not much to link them 

beyond Bramley & Gage’s manufacture. “The design for 

the 6 O’Clock website all lies on the foundations of a 

‘strikingly smooth’ background,” describes Caddick. 

“Creating a seamless velvety pattern was the real crux 

to creating the visual aspect of the site. From a design 

perspective, we had experience with multiple 

Silky smooth slow 
motion video 
backgrounds set the 
scene for the site



processes and techniques – even techniques as basic as 

two gradients that would fade between one another! 

We also considered how we could push the time aspect 

further, introducing the ‘cog’ elements and a little clock 

that, upon scrolling, will start at 6 O’Clock and complete 

a full rotation when reaching the bottom of the page. 

The main design element to the Liqueurs page was the 

botanicals we had previously created, so we wanted to 

see how we could work the design further and 

experiment with the resources we had. We decided to 

create a side navigation to give the user the ability to 

jump between each flavour, and for this we cut out 

sections or berries from the botanical illustrations and 

created an icon for each. For both pages we created a 

series of photo shoots and a video, both requiring 

lifestyle and editorial shoots, which took place within 

the same week and were to become an integral part of 

the website. We used the video as part of a split-screen 

where the user can choose to navigate into either the 

Liqueurs or the 6 O’Clock pages.”

SERVING SUGGESTIONS
When it came to back-end work, the associated 

challenges were about powering the eff ects, transitions 

and animations needed for adding front-end fizz. From 

the beginning it was decided by the team to dedicate as 

much developer time as possible to the two key 

product areas, while keeping the site’s subsequent 

pages relatively simple. The 6 O’Clock Gin and the Fruit 

Liqueurs sections had to do justice to the original 

mockups without harming performance on anything 

other than powerful laptops and desktops. “At one 

point we had a great-looking shimmering background 

eff ect on the 6 O’Clock Gin page that resembled a 

velvety-looking texture gently undulating beneath the 

content, but we found that Internet Explorer, naturally, 

and some iOS devices, had a really hard time 

maintaining a smooth scroll with the eff ect in place,” 

explains developer Mike Babb. “We were sad to see it 

go, but the performance just wasn’t consistent.” That 

issue of consistency also meant the structuring of the 

Fruit Liqueurs pages proved similarly challenging, with 

the team mindful of keeping the look and feel true 

across all devices. “It was hard to get right as it was 

designed with one particular content layout in mind, 

and as development of those pages went on we started 

to find the final content for some Liqueurs was going to 

be very diff erent to others. The variations proved tricky 

to work around given the main design constraint of the 

entire page, as it had to be contained within the 

viewport without scrolling on larger devices like tablets, 

laptops and desktops. We also spent a long time 

tweaking and refining the animated page transitions for 

GOOD CLIENT RELATIONS
“For us, creating a meaningful 

relationship with the client is as 

important as the success of the project, 

so we want to be seen as the creative 

arm to their business rather than only 

being useful for one singular project,” 

reveals Nathan Riley. “This has been 

apparent in our relationship with 

Bramley & Gage as we’ve worked with 

them on their full rebrand, packaging 

design and website.” Indeed, very often 

a web-based project will emerge from 

an existing working partnership and the 

satisfying of an earlier brief. It also 

makes when a creative agency is able to 

provide the kind of site building services 

that might naturally follow a wider 

rebranding initiative. “We consider 

Bramley & Gage’s website to be the 

product of good aftercare, because we 

formed a great partnership with the 

team at B&G during the process of 

re-designing their brand and packaging, 

allowing us to really dig deep into the 

brand as a whole. As an agency with a 

diverse range of skills and knowledge in 

our arsenal, we really love seeing a 

brand come to live from initial 

conception all the way through to 

finished product, which in this case was 

a website.” So what about any kind of 

maintenance and after-care for the 

website itself, how does Green 

Chameleon approach that kind of work 

post-launch? “It’s calculated on a 

project-by-project basis and really 

comes down to how much support each 

individual client feels they need, and 

this generally includes hosting, website 

maintenance and telephone support.”
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the Fruit Liqueurs, which were variousl

slowed down or removed entirely as m

the team weighed in on how they felt ev

should come together. With so many mo

GSAP timelines powering the eff ects we

constantly towards the end of the projec

finally arrived at a satisfying end result.”

SOFT LAUNCH APPROACH
“In typical Green Chameleon style, we end p

spending a lot more time on the final ‘polish’ of the 

website than initially planned,” Nathan Riley concedes, 

when quizzed about the site’s eventual launch phase. 

“With success in mind, we felt it was worth putting in 

the eff ort and agency-invested budget to really go the 

extra mile, and after seeing the recognition the site has 

already received it’s really made those long days 

tweaking animations all the more worthwhile!” So 

those GSAP tweaks really did continue to the 11th hour 

and up to the site’s eventual handover and launch. 

In terms of that final process, the nature of the 

client’s stature would influence any activity over how 

the new dotcom would be publicised and promoted 

once live. “When working with a small, family-run 

business like B&G meant that we didn’t have access to 

huge distribution channels, meaning that we had to 

take more of a soft launch approach. We have, though, 

seen fantastic feedback through their social profiles 

and sales are far exceeding that of their previous 

platform. From an agency perspective, our work is 

essentially our biggest marketing channel, and with this 

in mind it’s vital that we make it as visible as possible. 

Our promotion of a new site involves the usual social 

media push, alongside submission to award sites and 

industry publications. As this was a project for a 

Bristol-based business, we are also hoping to gain 

some more localised outreach.” 

SITE HIGHLIGHT

“A feature we particularly love is
the transition between Fruit 
Liqueurs pages where carefully-
layered bottle and botanical 

images fade in and out during AJAX page 
changes, while a very tall ‘scrub’ PNG 
slides one frame at a time between them. 
The result is the impression of beautiful 
illustrations being scrubbed in and out 
during page changes, with carefully timed 
fades and subtle translations on other 
page elements completing the effect”

We asked Green Chameleon’s Front-end Developer Mike Babb which of the site’s features feels like a standout 
highlight that he and the team are most proud of
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who Parallax 
what User Experience Design, Web Design, 
Web Development, Branding, Search 
Engine Optimisation, Search Marketing, 
Web Applications, Campaigns, Strategy, 
Training, Consultancy, Digital, Content 
Management Systems, Apps, Design, Copy 
for Web, Content Strategy
where The Old Brewery, High Court, 
Leeds, LS2 7ES
web parall.ax

British Airways
easyGym
Enterprise
UEFA
American Express

Key clients

A passion for technology coupled with a 
natural aptitude for today’s digital tools 
has enabled Parallax to quickly establish 
itself as an agency that defines the digital 
marketing spaces global brands crave



ounded in 2010 by Dario Grandich, 
Lawrence Dudley, James Hall and Andy 
Fitch, these denizens of the tech scene 
came together to form Parallax as a 
response to the creative environments 
they found themselves within. “We started 

Parallax as four friends, with the goal of making a bit 

of cash and having some fun,” explained Dario. 

“We were all roughly the same age. Andy and I 

had just graduated from university; he studied 

Information Systems and I studied Design and 

Business. Without thinking about it too hard we 

decided to set up a digital business. Lawrence and 

James didn’t bother with uni (or the debt that 

comes with) and instead went down the freelance 

and work route, getting experience as soon as they 

could. We were all willing to work our arses off  – that 

was key to our early success.”

Their complementary skillsets, knowledge and 

personalities equipped the fledgling agency with all 

the assets it needed to be successful from day one. 

Once the four of them had off icially decided to work

together, they needed a name. Lawrence outlined 

their approach.

“Our original name was Snapshot Media. In 

hindsight, we think it was a terrible name, but it did 

F
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Discussing ideas for a 
new campaign website

the job – we were selling cheap websites we could 

build quickly. As our portfolio grew we positioned 

ourselves much diff erently, and we started going for 

much bigger projects. Our name no longer suited 

this, so we decided a complete brand overhaul was 

required, starting with our name. 

“We settled on Parallax after extensive 

workshopping and idea sessions. Parallax as a word 

means something specific in the digital space, but 

for us it also just sounded right. We felt it suited a 

much larger agency. It helped us compete with the 

bigger players.” The next step was sorting a domain 

name – after all, a digital agency needs to look the 

part online.

“Domains were tricky. We went through the usual 

methods of looking for agency type names (such as 

parallaxagency, weareparallax and helloparallax) 

until we stumbled across the Åland Islands with 

their .ax TLD. We knew it was a risk, but we went for 

it anyway and parall.ax was born. We also managed 

to secure parallax.co.uk as a fallback, but to date we 

haven’t needed to use it.”

An agency’s website is often the first point of 

contact for many new clients. Making a great first 

impression is crucial. As Dario explained: “It shows 

off  our capabilities and projects to potential clients 



“Our recent launch for the UEFA Euro 
2016 tournament in France is a good 
example of what Parallax is about. We 
worked on the anthem with David Guetta 
and UEFA. The idea was to get a million 
people to record a chant that would go 
on the official music track. The deadline 
was tight, the goal was unrealistically 
ambitious and the tech was so hard that 
many other agencies said it wasn’t 
possible – but we delivered and hit the 
target of a million uploads.”

Industry Insight
Dario Grandich, 
Director and co-founder
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and employees, so it always needs to be up to date. 

We stay on top of our blog and update our case 

studies regularly. We want to demonstrate our 

culture and how we work together. The site 

positions our brand exactly where we want to be, 

which is really important when clients are 

shortlisting agencies for selection.”

One of the most important aspects of running a 

successful agency is attracting new clients, but they 

have to be the right kind of clients. In the digital 

marketing sphere, it’s important that an agency 

chooses their clients carefully. By curating incoming 

projects, it enables the agency to uphold its own 

ethos and longer term plans.

“We get our work from a number of sources,” 

Lawrence explained. “Our reputation brings us a 

large amount of inbound enquiries and referrals. 

To date we’ve never done any outbound sales, 

purely because we haven’t needed to. Instead, 

we’ve developed a lot of very successful 

partnerships with other agencies. This means we 

sometimes get involved in their projects, gaining 

access to some mega brands. SEO has been very 

lucrative for us, so we’ve always worked hard on 

our own rankings. Retaining and growing existing 

clients is vital to our success too. It’s all about 

nurturing our relationships.”

“We have to pitch for a lot of the work we get,” 

James added. “Quite often, we have to build proof of 

concepts. So much work can be wasted with a 

pitch, so we tend to be very selective when 

accepting an opportunity to present our ideas. 

There’s no point working for free.”

The offices of Parallax are 
situated in the Old Brewery 
building in Leeds. Its 
traditional façade hides a 
cutting-edge digital agency



UEFA needs no introduction, nor does the European 
football tournament contested every four years by 
53 nations, showcasing some of the best talent in 
world football. Euro 2016 in France was one of the 
biggest sports tournaments ever with an estimated 
150 million spectators for each live game. 

UEFA wanted to engage fans on a mass level early, 
so during the build-up they wanted to create an 
anthem that everyone could be part of. They had 
signed up David Guetta to record the track and 
needed to find an agency to build a digital product 
that allowed people all over the world to record their 
voice to be added to the track. 

With this came a number of technological 
challenges from huge spikes in traffic to different 
languages and devices being used around the 
world. Working closely with UEFA and their 
marketing partner, Perform, we put a plan together 
to deliver on the brief using some cutting-edge 
technology and methods that were yet to be tried 
and tested in the wild.  

We built a single page website to let fans record
a chant so they could be part of the song. It
meant they could do it through their browser
rather than having to install an app. When it went
live UEFA and David Guetta promoted it on a large
scale. The revolutionary Serverless architecture
we put together allowed for huge spikes of traffic
at very little cost.

In the end, we hit our target and managed to get
over 1 million recordings in time for the start of the
tournament and David Guetta’s new song – This
One’s For You – was a smash hit.

UEFA EURO 2016 anthem
uefa.com/uefaeuro/news/newsid=2352011.html
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And when it comes to the business of choosing 

the right clients, being selective has proven highly 

eff ective for Parallax. “In the early days, we would 

take what we were given,” Andy explained. “But 

now we can be a lot more discerning. We turn 

down work with small budgets, or if it’s very 

controversial or outright ridiculous – a social 

network for ghost hunters comes to mind. We’ll 

sometimes take on very challenging work – it can 

be risky, but we have a great team so we’re always 

confident we can deliver.

“If the work is too good to outright refuse but we 

can’t manage it, we send a quote so high they 

would be silly to accept. We had to do this with 

Google a couple of years ago when they asked us 

to build over a thousand custom websites. We 

didn’t have a team big enough to pull it off , so we 

sent a very hefty estimate and Google politely 

turned us down.”

Every agency has a breakthrough project that 

places them on the global stage and makes brands 

sit up and take notice. “Our recent launch for the 

UEFA Euro 2016 tournament in France is a good 

example of what Parallax is about,” said Dario. “We 

worked on the anthem with David Guetta and 

UEFA. The idea was to get a million people to record 

a chant that would appear on the off icial music 

track. The deadline was tight, the goal was 



What started as a simple hack day project
became a major marketing piece. The
concept is simple; players are invited to read
statements Donald Trump has actually said
throughout his presidential campaign – but
with crucial words missing.

They must then fill in the blanks by choosing
from six possible answers, only one of which is
true. To prove they were right or wrong, players
are then treated to a relevant soundbite, often
taken from a political rally or TV appearance.

It’s a great example of stunning illustration
and interaction design combined with
intelligent use of content and presentation. We
built Topple Trump to show off our capabilities
and generate a buzz online that would
ultimately boost our search rankings. Since its
launch it’s won a number of website awards
including the coveted AWWWARDS Site of the
Day and has been nominated for Site of the
Month against the likes of Google and Spotify.

Topple Trump
https://toppletrump.com
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Four friends with an 
ambition to create 
great pieces of digital 
work for global clients 
launch their agency.

Parallax created 
software allowing BA to 
load and change their 
advertising visuals on 
LED billboards remotely.

With clients demanding 
more complex  
websites, Parallax 
creates Expose, their 
own lightweight CMS.

Parallax builds mobile 
app that lets a person 
unlock a rented car door 
using their iPhone. Later 
rebuilt for Enterprise.

Timeline
Year
2010

Year
2011

Year
2012

Year
2013

No. of employees
4

No. of employees
6

No. of employees
12

No. of employees
17

unrealistically ambitious and the tech was so  

difficult that many other agencies said it wasn’t 

possible – but we delivered and hit the target of a 

million uploads.

“It perfectly encapsulates our ethos due to the 

sheer volume of problem solving, cutting-edge tech 

and a bit of creative magic. We now show off the 

project at Amazon Web Service meetups and other 

tech talks around the world to crowds of hundreds.”

Parallax is more than capable of meeting what 

others consider impossible. Is there a regular 

workflow the agency follows?  “I don’t think there is 

a ‘typical’ timeline,” explained Lawrence. “The large 

projects usually have fixed deadlines, so we have to 

work with what we’re given. We’ll often break work 

up into phases in order to get them live as quickly 

as possible, then build from there.”

“In terms of our team, we assign an account 

manager (AM) to steer the project from start to 

finish. We put a lot of trust in our AM’s and they 

always deliver. They’re the ones who select a  

team they think will deliver on the brief. As a  

project progresses and the client becomes more 

and more involved, delays are increasingly likely to 

happen – we go above and beyond to deliver 

content and react to feedback in the most 

expedient way possible.”

When it comes to the development side of things, 

Parallax always aims to keep abreast of the 

ever-changing landscape. Andy outlined how some  

of the most integral parts of front-end development 

are currently evolving: “HTML’s most recent update 

(HTML5) came within the last couple of years and 

Agency Breakdown
4  

directors

3 
account managers

3 
digital designers

3  
back-end developers

6  
front-end developers

4 
digital marketers

1 
office manager

James Hall, director and co-founder 
of Parallax explains how their work 
on the UEFA EURO 2016 anthem 
broke new technical ground
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Parallax launches 
vtop – a free and open 
source activity monitor 
in Node.js for the 
command line.

Launched a start-up 
called BaySentry with a 
mission to improve 
subscription revenue for 
car park operators.

Parallax designs a 
unique and engaging UX 
for UEFA to coincide 
with EURO 2016 and its 
official anthem.

Year
2014

Year
2015

Year
2016

No. of employees
19

No. of employees
21

No. of employees
24

should be suitable for some time to come. 

HTML5 has introduced many more semantic 

elements, which clearly define their content, such 

as <article>, <nav>, <time>, <header> etc, rather than 

the less well defined <div> and <span> tags. We’ve 

also seen the introduction of specific <audio> and 

<video> tags, which hopefully won’t require fallbacks 

for much longer.

“Just like HTML, CSS is ubiquitous as it allows us 

to style HTML elements. Despite this, it still has 

some major flaws. CSS lacks namespacing and 

scope, unlike other languages such as JavaScript. 

This has forced developers to use clever naming 

methodologies such as BEM to create those things 

artificially, which isn’t ideal. A rewrite is very unlikely 

so we have to work with what we’ve got.

“In recent years, Level 3 specification features 

(often called CSS3) have been introduced, including 

transforms, animations, text eff ects, among other 

things that have made the web feel more interactive 

and modern. The immediate future of CSS appears 

to be helping developers select specific elements 

more easily and eff iciently, which is welcome but 

not a huge leap.

“In terms of JavaScript, we’ve long been keen 

advocates of jQuery, a library for dealing with DOM 

manipulation in JavaScript more easily. 

Unfortunately, it comes at a cost of an extra 

resource to download and a few extra kilobytes 

weight on your page. Recently we’ve moved 

towards dropping jQuery in favour of ‘vanilla’ 

JavaScript – in other words, the way the language 

was originally intended to be used. We’ve collected 

a number of helper functions to replace the ones 

we used in jQuery, without all the extra weight.

“The new syntax coming out of the newest 

versions of JavaScript – ES6 / ES2015 – is closely 

tied to the vanilla version, so it’s an opportune 

time to strengthen our JavaScript knowledge in 

its purest form.

“With the advent of HTTP/2, the issues the extra 

request causes are now a little less important, but 

we still feel it’s the right direction to take. Our 

developers feel more comfortable with the 

language as a whole, rather than just a subset and 

replacement syntax.”

Dario also commented on the toolset at their 

disposal: “We use a lot of diff erent tools. Everyone in 

the off ice has a modern 27-inch iMac with an extra 

screen or two. We’re big on Atlassian’s suite of 

development tools, Google Docs and Adobe 

Creative Cloud. We use Sketch for design, GSAP for 

animation – the list is endless. Our software license 

bill is pretty massive but these tools are essential to 

let our team get the job done without worrying 

about software holding them back. We’re big fans of 

open source software. We create a lot of our own 

(like jsPDF) and use a lot of it in our work.”

The work that Parallax has been crafting over the 

last few years has evolved to meet their clients’ 

needs. One thing that has remained constant, 

however, is the need to ensure experiences on 

mobile digital platforms are consistently engaging. 

As James explained: “Every website we build is 

responsive because users access them via loads of 

diff erent devices and viewports.”

“One thing that has remained
is the need to ensure experiences 
on mobile digital platforms 
are consistently engaging”

“Recently, at Parallax, we’ve moved 
towards dropping jQuery in favour of 
‘vanilla’ JavaScript, the way the language 
was originally intended. And jQuery will 
likely only get stronger though – you’d 
assume it’ll begin to adopt and build 
upon ES6 / ES2015 (the newest version of 
JavaScript), as well as dropping support 
for some of the older browsers – 
something we’ve already seen them do 
by dropping IE6-8 support.”

Industry Insight
Andy Fitch, 
Director and co-founder

Dario explains an approach his team will 
be taking for their latest client. 
Collaboration is always at the centre of 
how Parallax approach each new project
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The cap hpi company was formed from the merger of two 
automotive data companies – CAP automotive and HPI. These 
two businesses are among the most well-known in the used car 
sector, working with practically every single vehicle manufacturer 
and car dealership in the UK. 

Bringing together two established companies comes with a host 
of challenges and opportunities. Parallax worked closely with the 
leadership team at cap hpi to learn about their brand and create a 
brand strategy that would position them as a dominant market 
leader. We reinvigorated their brand vision and values, shaped a 
new tone of voice and designed an illustrative style that would help 
communicate their message to their customers. 

The website is cap hpi’s most important marketing tool, yet was 
also one of the most neglected. It’s essential to their success as it 
brings in so much new business. 

Starting with a comprehensive website audit and some in-depth 
user research, we learned exactly what their customers wanted and 
built a website that not only looked beautiful but catered to their 
needs. This is all built on top of our proprietary CMS – Expose – one 
of the most user friendly content management systems ever built.

It’s only been live for a few weeks but already it’s performing well 
beyond our expectations. It’s a perfect example of how an old 
brand can be brought up to date and engage with their audience 
online in a few simple steps. 

cap hpi
cap.co.uk/en

A typical workstation at Parallax is 
festooned with the detritus that all 
creative minds need as inspiration
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“Responsive design isn’t the only solution to the 

problem though,” he continued. “Users on mobile 

have different incentives and don’t always have 

access to the best connection speed. Performance 

and context are as important as the responsive 

design. We’ve been focusing heavily on 

performance in past year, from Accelerated Mobile 

Pages (AMP) and Facebook Instant Articles to 

improving caching, image compression and server 

load times.”

James also outlined how Parallax is moving 

forward by not only using the latest tools, but also 

shaping the future: “The big one for us is Serverless. 

We’re pioneering new ways of building web 

applications that can handle extremely volatile 

traffic. When you’re using a Function-as-a-Service 

(FaaS) provider such as Amazon Lambda, if you can 

build an application that can work for one user, it 

can scale for any number.”

“It’s also great for security and separation,” he 

continued. “As a request comes in, the provider finds 

a place to run the code, spins up a small container, 

executes, and shuts down. If lots of requests come 

in at once, it will keep the containers running and 

then boot more and more servers in real time. This 

is the approach we used for the UEFA campaign.”

Providing full social media support can also be a 

major part of any given project. “It really depends on 

the brand,” Dario explained. “Some of our B2C 

clients rely heavily on social media to build brand 

awareness or provide customer support. Others 

earn a significant amount of revenue as a direct 

result of social media posts or ads. We were one of 

the first companies in the world to build event 

registration using LinkedIn, which helped our 

conference client grow into one of the biggest in 

the UK. There’s no one size fits all for social, so we 

spend a lot of time learning about the target 

audience and putting a suitable overarching digital 

strategy in place. More often than not this has a big 

social element.”

The founders of Parallax understand that having 

the right group of people working together with the 

right skills ensures the quality of the work produced 

remains high. “Talent and culture fit are two 

cornerstones of our recruitment policy,” Lawrence 

outlined. “We care more about recent examples of 

work than if and where they went to university. We 

have an informal interview to get to know someone 

and always invite them in for a trial day. We’re 

looking for them to show us what they’re capable of, 

but also how they gel with the rest of the team. Our 

culture is so important to us so we make a lot of 

effort to look after it.

“My advice to anyone applying for a job at 

Parallax is to have their best work ready to show,” he 

continued. “If you have doubts about some of your 

older work, remove it from your portfolio. If you 

don’t have any work to show, get some experience 

first or do a side project for a friend. You could even 

fake a project for a well-known brand – that would 

show ingenuity and creativity. Just don’t turn up 

empty handed!”

With a growing roster of clients and a reputation 

for delivering the seemingly impossible, Parallax is 

building on a solid foundation. “We want to keep 

growing the agency in the same way we have done 

over the last few years,” Dario concluded. “Simply by 

launching new projects and building our reputation. 

We’ve also got a start-up, BaySentry, in the car 

parking space. We launched it as a joint venture 

with a client and we’ll be looking to build on our 

initial success with that. Finally, we’re putting a lot of 

emphasis on Serverless and the benefits it can 

bring to our current and future clients. We think it’s 

going to be massive.”

It seems Parallax truly understand the digital 

spaces they are creating for. Not only that, they’re 

not prepared to simply wait for technologies to 

catch up with their vision. Adept at pushing the 

envelope with today’s platforms and frameworks, 

Parallax are also actively building their own tools. In 

turn, these are shaping their future, and setting 

trends that others will likely follow.

WEB
https://parall.ax

 

FOUNDERS
Dario Grandich

Andy Fitch

James Hall

Lawrence Dudley
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2010
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Leeds, London

SERVICES
Digital Strategy 

Website and App development

Serverless Architecture

Digital Marketing

Content Production
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KEYWORD RESEARCH

WHAT’S HAPPENING WITH THE GOOGLE ALGORITHM?

the terminology that inspires audienceS to convert

Keywords have long played a central role in SEO
and driving traffic to websites. The mechanics of
keywords was once fairly straightforward; today it’s
much more complicated and you need to rely on a
thorough keyword strategy.

Google’s algorithm has become much more
complex: it now evaluates the intention behind your
query, then searches for a ‘best fit’ candidate in its
network of indexed sites. Clarifying the intentions
and purpose of your business to Google is
paramount in achieving good-quality traffic.

A keyword strategy in this modern
era has changed dramatically from
what we once knew, but is still a
vital part of a strategic campaign.
Simply stuffing every keyword you
can think of into your website
doesn’t work. You end up with
poor-quality content, and may well
find your webpages are penalised by
search engines.

Understanding consumer behaviour
across the diff erent marketing channels will 
ultimately improve your online performance. The 
modern customer journey is complex, so it’s 
important to focus on the key moments that can 
help inspire people to buy your product or service. 
A vital part of this understanding is the 
terminology consumers use. Do you actually know 
which terms (keywords) and phrases your 
consumers use and what your website ranks for?

Research into the terminology that inspires your 
audience and encourages them to convert is 

crucial; these high-intent keywords are an excellent
opportunity to connect with qualified, purchase-
ready audiences.

These keywords can be broken down into both
short tail (more generalised with greater search
volume) and long tail (more specific with less
search volume). These variants can have an
impact on impressions, click-through rates
and competition.

The ultimate aim with any keyword research is
to utilise the findings across your website

content, back-end Metas for SEO
and pay-per-click (PPC).

Content and keywords go hand
in hand; they are the foundation of
your website and help both search
engines and users to understand
the purpose of your pages. Start

creating killer content around your
keyword research, update the Metas

and rise above the competition.
Add these insights to a targeted PPC

campaign where you are bidding on the right
keywords and search queries that trigger your ad
– these all map back to your keyword research.

The competition can also help. Knowing what
your primary competitors rank for can be useful to
increase your keyword breadth and reach. Making
note of your competitive power is also your
benchmark in quantifying the level of keyword
competition you should target. Focusing on
keywords at or below this number will increase
your likelihood of ranking for those keyword terms.

Google changes its search algorithm around 500 
times a year; while most of these changes are 
minor, some are major. For search engine 
marketers, knowing the dates and details of these 
Google updates is crucial.

Historically these major updates included Google 
Hummingbird, Pigeon, Panda and Penguin. 

Some have aff ected search results in very 
significant ways. The 2012 Penguin update helped 
to filter out websites spamming search results. Its 
latest update in September this year was Penguin 
4.0, with an exciting element of the update being its 
operation in ‘Real Time’. This new signal will be part 
of the core search algorithm, with spammy 
websites being obliterated the moment they hit the 
search rankings with this new filter. Previously, it 
would take months to achieve the same eff ect.

It will also be more granular, as it can now impact 
individual pages in addition to entire domains. 
Previously it would act as a site-wide penalty, 
impacting rankings for an entire site.

Google makes use of a machine-learning

technology called ‘RankBrain’ to help deliver its

search results.

This artificial intelligence system is used to

help process Google’s search engine results. It

works by utilising machine learning and AI to

embed vast amounts of written language into

mathematical entities. These are called vectors.

If RankBrain sees a word or phrase it isn’t

familiar with, the machine can make a guess as

to what words or phrases might have a similar

meaning and filter the result accordingly.

RankBrain is only part of Google’s overall

search ‘algorithm’. According to Google, it’s the

third most important factor in determining the

results that appear in search queries.

This ties in nicely with your keyword strategy,

as RankBrain will focus on this to deliver the best

possible results for its users.

A good 
place to 

start
Google your initial ideas, 

brainstorm your ideal 
customers’ search terms and 

look at the bottom of the 
page for ‘searches 

related to’.

1
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ANALYSE COMPETITORS
Capitalise on what’s working well for your competition

Having an insight into what your rivals are doing
well is a huge advantage. Competitor analysis can
highlight precisely what is working well for rival
firms and how we can capitalise on it. A competitive
analysis is a critical part of any company marketing
plan to establish your overall strategy.

There are many factors to take into
consideration, more now than ever before as
technology improves and online tools refined. A
few steps to consider include the following:

Identify your competition
They are not necessarily limited to companies or

websites that offer the same type of content, services,

or products that you do. It can be any website that

competes with you in the search results for your target

keywords, in social and across the web.

Validate
Analyse and filter which of those competitors are

already ranking for those terms, and to what degree.

Knowing what your primary competitors rank for can

be useful to increase your reach.

Analyse
Firstly benchmark the keyword competition, focusing

on keywords that will increase your likelihood of

ranking for those terms. Comparison will include

keyword relevance, rankings and search volume.

Select
The primary will be the best keyword where you are

competitive from a popularity and content standpoint.

Moving on from keywords
You can determine where traffic is being sourced, such

as referrers, backlinks, bloggers and vloggers.

There may be opportunity to gain reciprocal links
that are working well for your competitors and
create compelling content that is proven to be
engaging with existing communities. There really
are no limits. To beat rivals, you can spy on their
every marketing move by tracking search rankings,
content, social mentions, emails and more.

2WHAT ABOUT BING?

Don’t forget about Bing, especially when it’s

increasing its share of the search engine market

and its own profitability.

With the mass release and rollout of

Windows 10 and Surface devices, Bing has

inevitably increased its share, being the

pre-installed default search engine. As well as

this, Windows 10 mobile and Windows phone

operating systems are both pre-installed to have

search results powered by Bing.

The savvy marketers will capitalise on this and

understand that Bing may have a certain

demographic, as those users of an older

generation not familiar with the web will keep

Bing as the primary and not install Chrome.

Keep an eye on Bing as it understands that

within the search industry innovation is key, ease

is the new loyalty and its focus is on immersion.

Exciting times ahead, but there is no doubt

Google is still the king of desktop search and will

be for the foreseeable future.

10 TOOLS TO HELP ACHIEVE SEO SUCCESS

GT Metrix

gtmetrix.com
Test your website’s speed and

performance and review

helpful recommendations to

improve it. This completely

free tool analyses your

website’s performance and

provides actionable

recommendations on how

to optimise it for both your

users and its trustworthiness

in search.

Google AdWords

www.google.co.uk/adwords
Advertise locally – or globally

– and attract customers with

the products that they’re

searching for by using the

Google AdWords service.

Free tools such as the

keyword planner help you to

build Search Network

campaigns by finding

keyword ideas and estimating

how they may perform.

Optimizely

www.optimizely.com
The world’s leading experience

optimisation platform provides

website and mobile A/B testing

and personalisation.

The technology provides

Optimizely with the ability to

deliver continuous

experimentation and

personalisation across

websites, mobile apps and

connected devices.

Screaming Frog

www.screamingfrog.co.uk
Test your site’s crawlability

and find errors with the

Screaming Frog SEO Spider.

This ingenious website

crawler allows you to crawl

websites’ URLs and fetch

key onsite elements to

analyse onsite SEO. The key

elements include broken

links, audit redirects,

Metadata and duplications.

It is so insightful to look 

at your competition, as 

you can truly understand 

what is working well 

and what to avoid. Being 

able to capitalise on 

historical and proven 

tangible data is a real 

helping hand. 

I would certainly 

recommend competitor 

analysis as a 

fundamental part of any 

marketing strategy.

Paul Betteridge
Head of Digital Marketing 
www.thinkingjuice.co.uk

Google Analytics

support.google.com/analytics
Analyse data from all 

touchpoints in one place, and 

measure your advertising ROI 

with deeper insights and 

understanding of your 

customer experience. 

Understanding your site and 

users will enable you to 

better evaluate the 

performance of your content, 

products and more.
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IMPROVE RANKING
WITH SOCIAL MEDIA
Gain ‘real estate’ on search engine pages

Social media campaigns are a vital part of any
successful SEO strategy. Your social media profile
matters to people looking for your product or
service online.

The web is ultimately all about building and
nurturing relationships, fostering audiences,
expressing identities and sharing ideas… it’s
inherently social. Building on your social channels
will keep your brand in the hearts and minds of
those motivated customers getting to know your
brand online.

Interestingly, Google does not currently confirm
that social media likes, follows and shares improve
rankings. There is, however, no reason why social
signals won’t begin to be confirmed as having a
direct effect on search rankings in the future.
Search engines will certainly be reviewing how to
accurately determine how to leverage our social
interaction and behaviour.

Social does, however, offer another opportunity
to gain ‘real estate’ on search engine pages, in
particular for brand names. Social media profiles
are among the top results in search listings,
highlighting the prominence of social profiles on
first-page search results.

This blurs the lines between web and social
media in terms of SEO strategies. You should
continue to build your authority in key social
channels and think about social when designing
any SEO strategy. The rules are the same:
collaboration is key to capitalise on every
opportunity and touchpoint across the web.

Think about the positive effects that increased
traffic from social media channels can potentially
have on your business. These social channels can
be seen as search engines too – different
demographic groups will use social media channels
to find what they’re looking for, as opposed to
traditional search engines.

Embrace video and keep your audience
engaged and entertained. YouTube is an ideal
platform and it is important that Google is able to
find your video content and index it successfully.

Expand your understanding of your audience,
who they are, where they communicate, engage
and interact. Social may well have prominence and
your efforts will need to focus on ensuring this
touchpoint to your brand is adding value to its
audience. Ideally your profile will be regularly
updated, fun, engaging, interesting and personal.

3

OFF-PAGE &
ON-PAGE SEO

‘On page’ factors are vital for ev

project. This includes content o

Metas such as title tags, header

descriptions (HTML), page load

(system) and SEO-friendly web

Clean and meaningful on-pa

necessary for every website to

potential in SEO. One of the reasons why many

authority sites no longer dominate the top

organic listings is because they neglect basic

on-page SEO. Best advice is to ensure your

website pages are well structured, your keywords

are specific and signals are being sent to Google

in the right manner.

As on-page SEO happens within the site,

off-page SEO happens outside of the site.

Off-page SEO isn’t just about links. It includes,

social media efforts (reputation, shares, likes),

trust signals (such as authority and SSL) and links

(quality is imperative). These are external

elements to your site, to raise the rankings of

your webpages in the search engine results. In

particular, brand mentions and guest postings

are an integral aspect of any off-page SEO

activity. Off-page SEO simply tells Google what

others think about your site.

A word of warning: don’t build these factors

unnaturally as you may suffer a Google penalty.

Links, in particular, can affect performance

positively and negatively.

AHRefs 

ahrefs.com
Ahrefs is a useful tool for 

SEO marketing and 

backlink research, with the 

biggest and most accurate 

database of live backlinks. 

Review your total number 

of backlinks, diff erent 

referring IPs, class C blocks, 

unique domains, and the 

types of backlinks your 

website has.

AWR Cloud 

www.awrcloud.com
AWR Cloud is a web-based 

rank tracking and reporting 

service, capable of delivering 

localised rankings with 

pinpoint accuracy. The 

service is suitable for 

anyone who is looking for 

reliable and secure data, 

competitor rankings and 

comprehensive graphs 

over time.

Copyscape 

www.copyscape.com 
Ensuring that other people 

are not duplicating your 

content is crucial. 

Copyscape is a free 

plagiarism checker that 

helps you to source and 

review these potential 

issues. The software enables 

you to detect duplicate 

content and check if your 

own content is original.

Browser Stack 

www.browserstack.com 
Test your website for cross 

browser compatibility on 

real browsers with instant 

access to multiple desktop 

and mobile browsers. 

Browserstack off ers the 

ability to perform live, 

web-based browser testing 

in one place and review how 

they render the content on 

your site.

Survey Monkey 

www.surveymonkey.co.uk 
Ask qualitative questions to 

understand what users think 

of your site with Survey 

Monkey. This free tool 

enables you to publish online 

surveys in minutes, and turn 

instincts into insights. This 

means you will get the data 

you need, so you can skip 

the guesswork and make 

smarter decisions.
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OPTIMISE YOUR SITE
Development, design. content and SEO all play a part in optimisation4

10 MUST-KNOW GOOGLE ANALYTICS TIPS

Create goals

Goals will help you to

determine the success of

your website; use goals to

measure how often users

complete specific actions on

your website that contribute

to the success of your

business. You also have the

option of assigning a

monetary amount to

the conversions.

Implement event

tracking

Add event tracking to collect

data about interactions with

your website content. Events

are user interactions with

content that can be tracked

independently from a

webpage or a screen load.

This can be pages, external

links, PDF downloads and

form submissions.

Custom alerts

Google Analytics provides a

way to automatically track

variations in key metrics for

your website. Custom alerts

monitor traffic and goals and

notify you of issues. For

example, email or SMS alerts

can be sent when triggers are

activated, acting as your

contingency to ensure action

is taken should traffic drop.

Demographics

Activate the demographics

report to understand your

audience composition in

terms of gender, age and

interests. This very powerful

data at your fingertips will

help you to understand the

kind of creative content to

develop, media buys to

make, and audiences

to develop.

Google Tag

Manager

This free tool makes it easy

for marketers to add and

update website tags,

including conversion

tracking, site analytics and

remarketing. With just a few

clicks, and without needing

to edit your website code,

you are able to streamline

your implementation.

01
A responsive design

A responsive website automatically
changes to fit the device your audience is viewing it
on. Typically there are four general screen sizes
that a responsive design has been aimed at: the
widescreen desktop monitor, the smaller laptop,
the tablet and the mobile phone.

02
Website Crawlability

Search engine robots need to be able to
crawl your site effectively and ultimately index your
pages in search. This includes your meta robots tag
allowing crawling and indexing. URLs are included
in the sitemap and content is unique to the URL.

03
Built to be shared

Ensure adequate opportunities are
integrated to share and advocate. The URL is
descriptive and makes the page topic obvious; you
have obvious social sharing icons and they are

tagged with ‘open graph’ Facebook tags and
Twitter ‘cards’. More importantly, sharing has value:
it’s noteworthy, interesting and engaging.

04
MetaData

Webpages include Metadata in the form of
meta tags. This data is essential in optimising your
SEO in getting better SEO results. Meta elements
are commonly used to describe the webpage’s
content, to specify page descriptions, authorship,
schema.org microdata markup, Google rich snippet
markup and so on.

05
Content and keywords

Content and keywords go hand in hand;
they are the foundation of your website and help
both search engines and users to understand the
purpose of your pages. Start creating killer content
around your keyword research, update the Metas
and rise above the competition.

LOCAL V ORGANIC
SEARCH

Organic and local search results and the SEO 

around them share the same ethos to provide 

users with the best possible user experience. 

Search engines will continue to strive in 

providing users with the best possible results for 

their query.

Therefore, brick and mortar businesses with a 

physical off ice in a specific location will want to 

rank high in local search. Small businesses or 

those that are focused around a specific 

physical location will benefit from this type of 

local targeting.

If you want your business to show up for 

certain search terms, as opposed to a specific 

location, organic search is key. Understanding 

your users’ intent is fundamental when building a 

strategy around local and organic targeting.
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CREATE RELEVANT CONTENT

BE BRAND FRIENDLY

Generate interaction and influence to drive profitable customer action

when choosing a domain name, make it memorable

5

Cross domain 

tracking

If you have a subdomain, 

don’t forget to implement 

cross-domain tracking to 

maintain the original source. 

This feature makes it possible 

for analytics to see sessions 

on two related sites (such as 

an eCommerce site and a 

separate shopping cart site) 

as a single session.

Filters

Filters can be used to include

and exclude subsets of traffic,

and set up your filters and

self-referrals to limit and

modify the data that is

included in a view. For

example, you can use filters to

exclude traff ic from internal IP

addresses, self-referrals

payment gateways and

referral spam.

404 pages

Tracking errors is also

important to monitor the

health of your site and keep

track of signals indicating a

negative user experience.

Tracking 404 (missing) pages

to identify them in a custom

report and actively how

many users experienced this

is crucial to actively cleanse

and redirect such pages.

Funnel tracking

Measuring conversions is

crucial for any online brand.

Simply measuring the final

conversion point doesn’t tell

the full story for many sites.

Setting up funnel tracking

highlights the steps a visitor

needs to take before reaching

the conversion. You can see

where roadblocks are and

optimise your funnel better.

Ecommerce

tracking

This allows you to measure

the transactions and revenue

your website generates. You

typically implement it once

the user has completed the

checkout process. You can

then correlate sales data with

site usage data like sessions,

bounce rate and traffic

source/medium.

VOICE SEARCH
Given the growth of voice search, it has great

potential to affect how all businesses (in

particular those which are local) can be found.

ComScore even estimates that by 2020, a full

50 per cent of all searches will be by voice.

Voice search usage is seeing unprecedented

growth at the moment, with personal

assistant devices leading the way. It’s an

exciting new challenge for local businesses

and marketers alike.

Going forwards, it’s easy to see how

queries may no longe

‘search-oriented’ in th

way we define it toda

but rather a request

for immediate action.

Likewise, the natural

progression for

local search for

service providers

would be

appointment-based.

Domains are still an important factor for any 
marketer. For years, search marketers have often 
purchased domains that contained their targeted 
keywords in order to increase CTRs and to help 
gain higher rankings in search.

In light of recent and continued Google
updates, this may no longer be as useful
as it once was. Keywords shouldn’t be
the primary factor you consider 
when choosing a domain; there are
many more factors to consider. 
Your brand is the primary, and 
your domain name is the 
foundation upon which your online
brand should be built. 

A few tips to consider when 
choosing a domain include: be 
memorable (users need to find, remember, 
share and identify your company online through all
the noise), be relevant, sound authoritative 

(professional), and ensure it’s easy to spell and the
length is limited (one to two words is ideal). Strike a
balance between a brand-friendly and keyword-
rich domain to tick every box.

KEEP IT
SIMPLE

Forget about using
characters, hyphens, and too
long and complex words in

your domain. Unless you
want to make it harder for

people to remember
your URL?
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6 QUICK TIPS FOR GREAT CONTENT
If they love your content, they will love 
your brand.
Good content should trigger an emotional 
response (behavioural content is key).
Content has to gain new perspectives and 
imagination (to make people think).
Links are a by-product of the experience with 
content; capitalise on this.
Always create content that is shareable.
Don’t create content for content’s sake.

We should also consider our targeted 
community, pushing for reach and advocacy. If 
content is king, then community is certainly queen.

Creating and distributing valuable and relevant 
content to attract and acquire a clearly defined 
audience are the building blocks of content 
marketing. The importance of this content is to 
drive profitable customer action. For marketers, the 
purpose of content is to generate interaction, 
influence, education and the expression of who and 
what we are as a business. The importance of 
content is therefore paramount to the success of 
any business and overlaps completely with SEO. 

Search engine optimisation is narrower and more 
technical, whereas content marketing is broader 
and more holistic. The reality is you need to do 
both; one cannot work eff ectively without the 
other… content is still king.



MEASURE, ANALYSE AND EVALUATE
Make decisions with confidence using a Lean Analytics Cycle7

We can have so much data but ideally we need
insights. What are we going to do with the data to
make it valuable?

A Lean Analytics Cycle helps you to hypothesise,
experiment, test, measure, analyse, evaluate and
finally act.
Hypothesis
Look at data and ask questions. How do we
interpret the data to hypothesise and test – what
are we trying to do (objective) and achieve?
Experiment
This is an opportunity to learn, gain more data,
results, answers to hypothesis. Regular testing
enables you to experiment and validate these
hypotheses, learning and quantify the impact of
changes. Optimising and testing these digital
experiences powered by data are done with robust
A/B testing, multivariate and multi-page testing.

Examples include:
Analysing content experiments – Which
versions of landing pages result in the greatest
number of conversions.
Analysing the split testing on your paid efforts
– Testing changes on a portion of the auctions
your ads participate in.
Testing changes against your rankings –
Benchmarking dates and changes made in line
with traffic, page placements and interaction.

Surveys are also a great opportunity to
measure, analyse and evaluate, allowing you to
turn instincts into insights. By asking qualitative
questions, you can understand what users
think and skip the guesswork. You will
ultimately make smarter decisions, even more
so when reviewed against the competition.
Measure and analyse – After successful testing,
why did it work? Look at a bigger sample, and
do it again (test the test). If it didn’t work, do it
again. Create a new hypothesis, understand the
data (what stands out – learning). If not clearly a
fail, look at the sample (could it be too small?).
Test something else and in a different way. By
analysing the data, we can understand more
about our customers.

Evaluate
Learn and act, translate the data in a format we,
our clients and customers can relate to and
understand. Stories resonate and make the data
more tangible, tactile and memorable. Using
visuals is also useful as 66% of our brain is
visual; it needs to resonate to gain involvement.
Grow
By making decisions with confidence, you can
give your customers the relevant digital
experiences they expect based on your
understanding of them.

TWO TOOLS FOR A BETTER INSIGHT

FIVE TO FOLLOW

TOP RESOURCES
SEM Rush

www.semrush.com
The world’s leading competitive research service
for online marketing allows you to benefit from
your competitors and develop perfect content and
advertising strategies. It makes it easy to gain
insights into rivals’ strategies in display advertising,
organic and paid search, and link building. Cross,
combine, and visualise data to compare rival
domains and estimate keyword difficulty with a
few clicks. You can also launch global campaigns
for your site and get all the necessary metrics
regarding its competitors, keyword rankings and
on-page health from one place.

WooRank

www.woorank.com
75,000+ sites are reviewed and evaluated monthly
by WooRank clients. Its easy-to-use web-based
software generates instant website reviews that
offer a ton of valuable data combined with a list of
tasks; this helps you to achieve higher search
engine rankings, convert more visitors into
customers, keep track of competitors and get
more return on digital marketing investments. You
can generate as many website reviews as you like
and track your progress in real-time. Evaluate how
to improve website rankings and online visibility
through SEO, social media, usability and more.

ThinkingJuice

twitter.com/ThinkingJuice
The award-winning integrated agen

the digital world. One of the UK’s h

and most recommended integrate

MOZ

twitter.com/moz
Marketing analytics software for SEO, l

social and brand. A vibrant online mark

community with resources for learning

inbound marketing. 

Google

twitter.com/google
No description needed: news and updates 

from Google.

Search Engine Land

twitter.com/sengineland
Daily news coverage including breaking 

stories, industry trends, feature 

announcements and product changes at 

popular platforms used by search marketers. 

Matt Cutts

twitter.com/mattcutts
Former head of the webspam team at Google. 

Currently working with the US Digital Service.

MOZ

moz.com 
A firm that provides free resources, advice and 

support to people in marketing. Its mission is to be 

as Transparent, Authentic, Generous, Fun, 

Empathetic, and Exceptional as possible.

Google help centre

support.google.com/webmasters
Search console educational resources with starter 

guides, forums, reports and training guides for 

novices and specialists alike. Spend time browsing 

the pages and register as a partner.

Neil Patel’s blog

neilpatel.com/blog
Neil is the co-founder of Crazy Egg, Hello Bar and 

KISSmetrics. He helps firms like Amazon, NBC, GM, 

HP and Viacom grow their revenue. The Wall 

Street Journal calls him a top influencer on the 

web; Forbes says he’s one of the top 10 online 

marketers; Entrepreneur says he created one of 

the 100 most brilliant companies in the world.
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web workshop
Create a clever text effect 
to engage users
As seen on www.cpj.co.uk/products#/category/juices

Side navigation
For this particular section
of the site there is an
additional side navigation
so that the user can select
exactly which juice drinks
to navigate and look at.

Main site navigatio
The main site navigation
is always on screen, so
that wherever the user is
within the site there is
simple consistency for
moving around.

Touch carousel
The whole page is a touch
carousel. The cursor displays as a
hand on the desktop, and the user
can drag between juice drinks to
reveal the information.

Sliding text
As the user navigates to
new drinks the text at the
bottom slides up and
fades in, giving the details
and price of the drink.

Typing effect
The main title of each
drink types onto the
screen using JavaScript
to add each letter one
at a time.

Background colour
The background colour
transitions to match the
drink as the user slides
from one juice to another.
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Create a clever text effect to engage users

PJ or Cold Pressed Juice, to give it the full

title, is a revolutionary new way to buy

healthy, affordable, nutritious juice. The

website is a service that connects a

cloud-based company with people to deliver their

product, fresh to their customers each morning. Why

have this juice delivered, you might ask? Well you can 

make your own of course, but the company has a 

system for pressing the juice without heat, hence the 

name ‘cold pressed’, as this prevents the loss of delicate 

micro nutrients from the drink. 

Because this is a digital interface for receiving a real

product the interface is the first point of contact with

customers, therefore the interface is crucial in the

perception of the company, as it could make or break

any future sale. As you would expect with such high

stakes, the interface is polished and works so well at

informing and allowing customers to make their 

selections. There’s even a clinic that starts by asking the 

customer 20 questions to create a bespoke analysis of 

their health – from that it can recommend a juice 

programme that is tailored for the individual. 

1. Creating the typing effect
To recreate the typing eff ect found at CPJ add the 

following HTML elements to your page. This is a 

container div to hold the image and the text that will be 

typed in. Now move up to the head section and create 

some style tags.

<div id=”container”>

<img class=’mainImg’ src=’bottle.png’>

<div id=’typer’></div>

</div>

2. Great body
The body is styled into the design first of all. The margin 

and padding is removed and the height is set to 100% of 

the browser window. The background colour is added 

and the font is set to the Google font Montserrat, which 

you can grab from their site.

html, body {

margin: 0;

padding: 0;

height: 100%;

background: #f7c8bb;

font-family: ‘Montserrat’, sans-serif;}

3. Centre, centre
The container is centred horizontally and vertically on the 

page. It’s done vertically by positioning it 50% down the 

page then positioning it back up 50% of its own height. 

Centring horizontally is done with the traditional auto 

setting for left and right margins.

#container {

position: relative;

top: 50%;

transform: translateY(-50%);

width: 800px;

height: 400px;

margin: 0 auto;

}

4. Text centre
Now the text needs to be centred in the container. Here 

the same method as before has been used, but there are 

other ways including using line height or table cell. 

Horizontal centring is easy as the text alignment comes 

to the rescue for this.

#typer {

position: relative;

width: 800px;

margin: 0 auto;

top: 50%;

transform: translateY(-50%);

text-align: centre;

font-size: 14em;

font-weight: 600;}

5. Centring the image
The image is placed over the top of the text by 

positioning it absolutely within the relative position of 

the container. It uses a higher z index to push this in front 

of the text. As it’s positioned absolutely, the same 

technique for vertical centring has been used to centre 

it horizontally.

.mainImg {

display: block;

top: 0;

left: 50%;

transform: translateX(-50%);

width: 400px;

height: 400px;

position: absolute;

z-index: 10;}

6. Magic text typing
Now to add the magic of the text typing. Place the code 

in script tags before the closing body tag. This adds the 

text ‘CTRL1’ one letter at a time into the ‘typer’ div tag. 

Save the page and test it to see it working. The image 

shows the text partially typed onto the page.

Technique

Keeping the product fresh
“We wanted a great user experience that pushed Magento to the limit, but still 
looked simple and beautiful. It was important to find a balance between the 
softness of the product and the hardness of digital. The pastel juice palette and 
digital animations were the perfect juxtaposition for this.”
Adeline Chong, Head of Design & Partner, Impero

<comment>
What our 

experts think 
of the site

C
www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesignerDOWNLOAD TUTORIAL FILES
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EXPERT ADVICE
Good page hierarchy
The CPJ site features very clearly 
defined sections on the page. This 
makes it easy to see at a glance the 
page’s hierarchy and how the 
navigation works. The classic 
design adage of ‘keeping it simple’ 
probably applies to interface design 
more than any other element or 
principle of design.
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With the adaptive-backgrounds.js library it is possible to create 
dynamic colour schemes based on a dominant image colour

Get background colour 
to match content
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eeping content fresh on a web page is

incredibly important. News, magazine

sites and blogs are often popular because

of their ever-changing content. The

designs of these sites often show the change using

images; aggregating a new picture and headline to the

home page shows that the content is up to date and

different to the user since they last arrived on the site.

Using the adaptive-backgrounds.js library, designers

can now actively take the dominant colour of the image

and use that to make the background of the section

change and reflect the mood of the image. This is a

powerful way to make sections of a site appear dynamic

and to really emphasise content changes.

In the tutorial, a number of techniques will be explored,

from simply changing the background of the parent div

that the image is in, to targeting specific other parents

and even grabbing the colour from an image added

through CSS as the background of a div. These

techniques can be used together, or separately, and can

be used multiple times on a page to affect the design.

Another feature of this is that the text can be changed to

be light when there is a dark background and vice versa.

As such it can be a great way to change text over a

background image to be easily visible.

1. Starting the project
From the start folder, open the ‘index.html’ file in the

code editor of your choice. In the body section start by

adding the panel as shown below. Once this code is in,

copy and paste it so there are four panels. Just change

the image on display to ‘panel2.jpg’, ‘panel3.jpg’, etc.

<div class=”panel”>

<div class=”p_inside”>

<img class=”panel-img” src=”images/panel1.

jpg” data-adaptive-background>

<div>

<h2>Boat Skills</h2>

<p>Your text.</p>

</div>

</div>

</div>

2. Styling the page
Switch over to the ‘design.css’ file in the CSS folder. This

file already has some CSS resets to ensure browsers treat

content similarly. Add the code here to style the body

with the appropriate font and line spacing required for

this project.

body {

margin: 0;

padding: 0;

line-height: 1.8em;

font-family: ‘Raleway’, sans-serif;

}

3. Panel fitting
The CSS class for the panel ensures that each panel

takes up a quarter of the screen, while floating next to

each other, side by side. The next class adds the

appropriate padding to the inside of each of the panels.

.panel {

float: left;

width: 25%;

text-align: center;

}

.p_inside {

padding: 100px 20px 140px 20px;

}

4. Scaling the image
The image for the panel is styled up here so that it

is only ever 80% width of the panel. This is set to

display centred on each panel. Because the images

are square, adding a 50% border radius, turns the

square into a circle.

.panel-img {

max-width: 80%;

K display: block;

margin: 0 auto;

height: auto;

border-radius: 50%;

}

5. Text styles
The heading and paragraph text for each of the panels is

styled up in these CSS rules. This is mainly the font size

and the typeface. Save the CSS now and then return

back over to the ‘index.html’ page as the javascript will

need to be added.

h2{

font-family: ‘Merriweather’, serif;

font-size: 2em;

padding: 40px 0 20px 0;

}

p{

padding: 0 0 20px 0;

}

6. Powering the backgrounds
In the head section of the ‘index.html’ page add the code

shown here. This will check all images with the

‘data-adaptive-background’ attribute. It will give the

parent attribute the background colour and change the

text colour so that it stands out from the colour. Save this

and check it in your browser.

<script type=”text/javascript”>

$(document).ready(function() {

$.adaptiveBackground.run({

Top left

The tutorial uses the adaptive-backgrounds.js library to
find the dominant colour in the image and change the
background to match

Top right

Here four panels have been set up with the same CSS
classes; each is given a different background colour from
the colour scheme in the image

Left

The background in this image has been changed, but
there is also a subtle transparent PNG texture used in the
background for this section

Data attributes
Data attributes are specially designed to be picked 
up by Javascript and can apply special rules to the 
tag. These are used extensively with the Adaptive 
Backgrounds library.
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normalizeTextColor: true

});

});

</script>

7. Clearing the content
In order to get the next section of content onto the

screen we need to clear the previous content. Here the

code gets an empty div tag added just to serve that

purpose. Add it at the end of the body content. Save this

and move over the ‘design.css’ file.

<div class=”cleared”></div>

8. Setting up the rule
Now in the ‘design.css’ add the content that will clear the

floating content that is above it in the code. Save this and

return back to the main ‘index.html’ file. The next section

that will be added will change the background colour

and add a transparent texture image over the top of this.

.cleared{

clear: both;

}

9. Main content section
The HTML code that is added here will be placed

before the closing body tag. The content will have

two sections that will take 50% of the screens side-by-

side. The image targets a specific ID of ‘main’ to add

the adaptive background colour to it. The inner section

will have a semi-transparent background image of its

own in it.

<div id=”main”>

<div id=”inner”>

Tutorials
Get background colour to match content

<img id=”mainPic” src=”images/main.jpg” 

data-adaptive-background data-ab-

parent=’#main’>

<div id=”mainText”>

<h2>The UK’s Best Landscapes</h2>

<p>Your text here</p>

</div>

<div class=”cleared”></div>

</div>

</div>

10. Main content design
Here the ID of ‘mainPic’ is set for the image in that 

section. Here it sits on the left of the display with a 50% 

width. The text is set slightly smaller because of the 

padding on the left and right side of it and this all adds 

up to 100%. As both are floated, the content will sit 

side-by-side on the page.

#mainPic{

max-width: 50%;

float: left;

height: auto;

}

#mainText{

max-width: 42%;

float: left;

padding: 100px 4% 0 4%;

}

11. Adding the transparent image
The ‘inner’ section will get the image set in the 

background. The image is a transparent PNG so it will 

allow the background colour of the adaptive background 

through so that the colour will still affect the design. Save 

the page and view the results in the browser.

#inner{

width: 100%;

background: url(../images/cart.png) repeat 

!important;

}

12. Adding a header image
Now in the ‘index.html’ page a header and branding will 

be added to the top of the web page design. Add these 

HTML tags to the very top of the body content. Save the 

index page and switch over to the ‘design.css’ file to style 

up the content and fill in the design.

<div id=”header” >

<img src=”images/logo.png” alt=”logo”>

</div>

13. Designing the site branding
The CSS styling here will style both the header and 

footer sections with a very light grey background colour. 

These are the only sections that don’t have adaptive 

backgrounds in the entire design. The image is centred 

in the header section. Save this and view it in the 

browser.

#header, #footer{

background: #eee;

}

#header img{

display: block;

margin: 0 auto;

}

14. Designing the hero
The hero section of any web site usually contains the 

main shot and some interesting text about it. Here the 

image is going to be placed as a background image in 

CSS, but it can still be used to get the adaptive colour 

from it. This will then target the ‘heroSection’ so that this 

will be given the right background colour. 

<div id=”heroSection”>

<div id=”hero” data-adaptive-background 

data-ab-css-background data-ab-

parent=’#heroSection’>

<h2><span>Special Feature</span><br>

Exploring Vistas</h2></div>

15. Finishing off the hero
This part of the hero will be text only, and it will sit below 

Right

Here a header has been added to the page. The header
and footer are the only sections not being coloured by
the adaptive-backgrounds.js library

Top left

The colours can even be lifted from an image set as the
background in CSS. This image is fixed in place and set to
use ‘cover’ to fill the background

Top right

Because the image is in the background the colour is sent
to the outer parent’s div id, different parents of the image
can be targeted

Where’s the hero
The term ‘hero’ section comes from film making, 
when a ‘hero’ shot would establish an important 
character in the film. The hero becomes an 
important design element on the page.
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display: block;

width: 1200px;

margin: 0 auto;

font-size: 7em;

text-align: center;

position: relative;

padding: 500px 0 0 0;

color: #fff;

letter-spacing: -0.07em;

}

18. Alternate heading span
Some of the text in the main heading is inside a span

tag, just to section it off. This is styled here to be smaller

and so other elements such as the letter spacing

also have to be adjusted to be set for the size of the

typeface. The line height is also made smaller as the

typeface is smaller and this will fit better between the

two lines of the heading.

#hero h2 span{

color: #ccc;

font-size: 0.5em;

line-height: 2.5em;

letter-spacing: -0.03em;

}

19. Text section
Now the hero section has text below the image. The text

is set to be 1200 pixels wide and centred on the page.

The text inside there is given a four-column layout so that

this looks like a magazine layout. Save this and view the

design in the browser to see the hero section.

#heroText{

the main image of the hero section. The background of 

this text will be taken from the background image of the 

section placed above it. The image above it will also have 

a heading displayed over the top of it, to give it a 

magazine feel.

<div id=”heroText”>      

<div class=”layout”>

Your text here

</div>

</div>

</div>

16. Styling the hero
Move into the ‘design.css’ file and add the code here 

which will set the hero section to be 800 pixels high. The 

background image is fixed into position, and the image is 

set to cover the entire width of the design using the 

‘cover’ setting for the background size.

#hero{

height: 800px;

background: url(/images/hero.jpg) no-repeat 

center center fixed; 

background-size: cover;

}

17. Heading it up
The heading is set so that it displays as a block on the 

page. This means that it can be given a width and 

centred on the screen while pushing it down to sit at the 

bottom of the hero image. The font size is increased and 

the letter spacing reduced so that the letters are kerned 

better at the larger sizing.

#hero h2{

The adaptive-backgrounds.js library allows for a
more comprehensive look at the colours in an
image so that the designer can use the colour
scheme for further development options. An event
can be triggered when the colour has been
extracted from the image and from here it is
possible to get access to both the dominant colour
and the colour palette of that image. In the example
code shown here from the GitHub page, a typical
event is shown. Inside of this the ‘payload.color’ is
the dominant colour extracted from the image.
Using the methods with the library it is only
possible to target a parent of the image. Once you
have the colour and store it in a variable it would be
possible for you to target any element within your
design. Similarly the entire palette can be accessed
as an array.

$(‘img.my-image’).on(‘ab-color-found’,

function(ev,payload){

console.log(payload.color); // The

dominant color in the image.

console.log(payload.palette); // The

color palette found in the image.

console.log(ev); // The jQuery.Event

object

});

Tutorials
Get background colour to match content

max-width: 1200px;

margin: 0 auto;

padding: 100px 0 160px 0;

}

.layout {

column-count: 4;

}

20. Adding a footer
Back in the ‘index.html’ page the finishing touches are 

just to add a footer to the bottom of the page, so that it 

looks right on the screen. Before the closing body tag, 

just add the following div tag for the footer and then save 

the page.

<div id=”footer”>

<p>&copy; 2016 Web Designer Magazine</p>

</div>

21. Finishing design
In the ‘design.css’ file add the footer code to the page 

and then save the CSS. The page is finished so open the 

design in the browser to see all of the adaptive 

backgrounds working and you’ll see the design fill in with 

the dominant colour of the image, great for sites with 

constantly changing content.

#footer{

height: 120px;

padding: 50px 0 0 0;

}

#footer p{

color: #666;

text-align: center;

}
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Engage and guide the user with a three-step animated 
form created using CSS3 and jQuery

Develop a three-step 
animated web form
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eb forms can often be overlooked

when it comes to designing and

developing our webpages. If we

think about the user experience and

how this affects user interaction, then making more fun

and interesting forms is certainly something we can all

start thinking about. Of course the first thing we do is

make sure our forms work and we then make sure they

are styled, however more often than not that is where it

ends. If it works and it’s styled accordingly, then we’re

happy. But where’s the fun in that, right?! What if we

added some animation to our forms and really enhance

the UX, as well as the UI. Well in this tutorial, we will do just

that. We’re going to use CSS3 animations coupled with a

bit of jQuery. The finished form will be a three-step

process and can be any type of form you want.

Perhaps this could be a survey or a quiz that could

easily be added to any page on your website. The beauty

of this effect is that you can get as creative as you wish by

using different types of animations. As always, we

encourage you to experiment with the code once you’ve

completed this tutorial. So open up your editor and let’s

get started!

1. Get started with the HTML
As already mentioned in the introduction, this tutorial will

be a three-step process, so naturally we need to begin

with step one. We will start by opening up a wrapper div

and call it ‘form-wrap’. The empty <span> tags will be used

to show what active step were on, and then we will add in

some content to tell the user what to do.

<div class=”form-wrap”>

<div class=”form-header”><span class=”is-

active”></span><span></span><span></span></

div>

<div class=”form-bodies”>

<div class=”form-body form-body-step-1

is-showing”>

<div class=”title”>Step 1</div>

<div class=”description”>Fill out your

details and click “Begin”.</div>

2. Add the form
Following on from the last step, we will add in a basic web

form. The form will just include two input fields with

placeholder text, but you’re welcome to add as many

input fields as you wish. Then we will add in a button so

the user can be taken to the next step.

<form>

<input type=”text” placeholder=”Your Name”/>

<input type=”email” placeholder=”Your

Email”/>

<div class=”text-center”>

<div class=”button”>Begin</div>

</div>

</form>

3. Create a head for step two
In the next step of our form we will ask the user a

question with at least two answers to choose from.

Similar to the first step we will add in the form-body class

name and then add in a new class called form-body-

step-2. Then give it a title of ‘Step 2’ and then finish up

with the question.

<div class=”form-body form-body-step-2”>

<div class=”title”>Step 2</div>

<div class=”description”>Do you consider

yourself a...</div>

4. Give answers for step two
For the answers we will need to add in another form. The

form will contain radio buttons so the user can easily pick

which one they want. Then we can add in the class name

of text-center, which we will target later using our CSS to

centre our button.

<form>

<label>

<input type=”radio” name=”radio”/>Web

W designer?

</label>

<label>

<input type=”radio” name=”radio”/>Front-end

developer?

</label>

<div class=”text-center”>

<div class=”button”>Next</div>

</div>

</form>

</div>

5. Work on step three
In this last step of the form, the user will be told the form

is now done and they can run through the form again.

We will add in a new button called rerun-button and

allows the user to go back to the beginning. Then lastly

we need to add in the links to the jQuery library first and

then our custom script file.

<div class=”form-body form-body-step-3”>

<div class=”title”>Step 3</div>

<div class=”description”>Click “Done” and

let’s do this again shall we...</div>

<div class=”text-center”>

<div class=”button”>Done!</div>

</div>

</div>

</div>

</div>

<div class=”text-center”>

<div class=”rerun-button”>Go Again!</div>

Top left

We have all the HTML in place now, and we can begin
adding some styles to our form

Top right

Using a radial gradient, we have added a nice background
to the form as well as the form titles

Left

Each description for each step has now been styled and
positioned as well as the input fields

When using jQuery
jQuery isn’t just used to create animations, it has 
many other uses. It can be used to remove and 
add class names dynamically, as we do in this 
tutorial. For more on jQuery animations visit 
https://api.jquery.com/category/eff ects
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</div>

<script src=”https://code.jquery.com/

jquery-2.2.4.min.js”></script>

<script src=”js/myscripts.js”></script>

6. Work on the CSS
Firstly we will add in a nice blue radial gradient to the

whole page and then we have set the font family to

Roboto. Next up will be the title of our pages. We want

these titles to be nice and prominent on the page so

users know what step they are actually on.

7. Add description and styles
In each step of the form there will be a snippet of text that

either asks the user a question or lets them know what to

do next. So we will style this text using the class name

‘description’. Then we will also give the input fields that sit

underneath some styling.

8. Finish the input fields
To finish styling the input fields we will add in a blue

border on the focus state of the fields. This is to help the

user know what field they have clicked on. Then we will

push the titles of the radio buttons over to the right

slightly by adding a 15px right margin to each one.

input[type=”text”]:focus,

input[type=”email”]:focus {

border-color: #0e98df;

}

input[type=”radio”] {

margin-right: 15px;

}

Tutorials
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9. Label step two
In the second step of our form, we wrapped the two 

questions within labels. With that done we can now give 

them some styles. Most of the CSS is self-explanatory, 

however we want to pay particular attention to giving the 

labels a light grey border above and below, with a decent 

amount of padding.  

label {

margin-bottom: 20px;

display: block;

font-size: 18px;

color: #666;

border-top: 1px solid #ddd;

border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;

padding: 20px 0;

cursor: pointer;

}

label:first-child {

margin-bottom: 0;

border-bottom: none;}

10. Style the buttons
The next step is to add some styles to the buttons. The 

buttons will be the ‘begin’, ‘next’, ‘done’ and ‘go again’ 

buttons. These will be set to blue with white text and a 

simple hover state with a subtle transition. 

11. Add the rerun button
The rerun button needs a bit more attention than the 

others. This is because we want this button to be hidden 

using display: none and then use jQuery to reveal it once 

all the steps have been completed. And because this 

button will be on the blue background and not the white 

form, we will give it a white border and a subtle drop 

shadow to make it more prominent. 

12. Target form wrap and header
Now we can begin to start giving our form some shape 

by targeting the form-wrap and form-header classes. We 

will give the form a width of 600px, and then centre it. 

Then we will give the form a transition for when it’s 

finished and begins again, making the form slide out 

when done and then back in again once the ‘go again’ 

button is clicked. 

13. Style span tags
The span tags we added will appear as page indicators 

that are similar to breadcrumbs. They will be 12px circles 

and will be placed at the top of our form pages and the 

span tag will only turn blue for the page that is active. 

.form-header span {

display: block;

height: 12px;

width: 12px;

margin: 5px;

border-radius: 50%;

background: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);

}

.form-header span.is-active {

background: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.4);

background: #0e98df;}

14. Use the perspective property
When we start playing with transforms and the 3D space, 

we need to make sure that the elements aff ected will 

have the perspective property assigned to them. 

15. Postion form bodies
Now we need to make sure that our form bodies are 

positioned relative so they can be animated and then we 

will give our forms some default styling, such as making 

the background white and giving them a drop shadow. 

Then we set the display mode to none so we can bring 

them back in again when animated. 

.form-bodies {

position: relative;

perspective: 1000px;

}

.form-body {

background: white;

padding: 40px 100px;

box-shadow: 0px 50px 30px -30px rgba(0, 0, 

Perspective property
The perspective property gives an element 3D 
space. It aff ects the distance between the Z plane 
and the user. If you want to create a subtle eff ect 
user a greater value. A smaller value will bring 
the eff ect closer to the object. 
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Top left

Creating a border top and bottom helps separate the 
labels on the step two form section

Top right

At this point we have styled the form headers which 
include the span tags that will be used to indicate what 
step we’re on by using small blue circles

Right

All the styling has now been done on all steps of the form 
and this is how step two looks when active



$step = $btn.parents(‘.form-body’),

stepIndex = $step.index(),

$pag = $(‘.form-header span’).eq(stepIndex);

if(stepIndex === 0 || stepIndex === 1) {

step1($step, $pag); }

else { step3($step, $pag); }

});

19. Add a function for step one
So let’s say you clicked the next button, which has the

.button class. This will trigger the step one function that

begins by adding a new class called animate-out. This will

then trigger the animate-out CSS rule and our animation

will occur. 

function step1($step, $pag){

// animate the step out

$step.addClass(‘animate-out’);

20. Animate in
After we have animated step one out, we need to animate

in the next step in the form, which is of course step two.

But we don’t want this to happen too quickly as we need

some time to do the required animation using CSS. So we

used the setTimeout function to delay the animation for

600 and then 1200 milliseconds.

// animate the step in

setTimeout(function(){

$step.removeClass(‘animate-out is-showing’)

.next().addClass(‘animate-in’);

$pag.removeClass(‘is-active’)

.next().addClass(‘is-active’);

}, 600);

// after the animation, adjust the classes

setTimeout(function(){

$step.next().removeClass(‘animate-in’)

0, 0.3);

margin-bottom: 50px;

position: absolute;

top: 0;

display: none;

box-sizing: border-box;

width: 100%;

transform-origin: top left;

}

.form-body.is-showing {

display: block;}

16. Animate out and in
In this step we will add in a few class rules that will be 

triggered using jQuery. This CSS rules will occur when the 

form buttons are clicked and the class names will be 

added dynamically using our script. The animate out 

creates a swing animation and the animate in is after that 

swing animation occurs and the form animates back in.  

17. Work with @keyframes
So we have now specified the out and in animation, but 

we haven’t created them yet. We can do this by using the 

@keyframe rule. So the out @keyframe controls the way 

the form is animated out on the y axis and the in controls 

the way the form animates back in on the x axis. 

18. Use jQuery
Now create a new script.js file and store it in a folder 

called ‘js’. Then open it up and begin adding our jQuery. In 

this first part we will add a click function to the .button 

class. This will trigger a few functions depending on what 

step we’re on and also set a few variables.  

$(‘.button’).click(function(){

var $btn = $(this),

To activate 3D space, an
element needs
perspective. This can be
applied in two ways: using
the transform property
with the perspective as a
functional notation.

transform:
perspective( 600px
);

Or by using the
perspective property on
that element:

perspective( 600px
);

The perspective property
doesn’t affect how the
element is rendered; it
simply enables a 3D space
for children elements. This
is the main difference
between the transform:
perspective() function and
the perspective property.
The first gives element
depth while the later
creates a 3D space that is

shared by all its
transformed children.

But when used on
multiple elements, the
transformed elements
don’t line up as expected.
If you use the same
transform across elements
with different positions,
each element will have its
own vanishing point. To
remedy this, use the
perspective property on a
parent element, so each
child may share the same
3D space.

#red-box
{
perspective:
400px;
}
#red-box figure
{
background: red;
transform:
rotateY( 45deg );
}
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.addClass(‘is-showing’);

}, 1200);}

21. Animate for step three
The next bit of script will fire off the step three function. 

Again we’re going to add the class animate-up which will 

trigger that CSS animation, and then using the 

setTimeout function we can set a delay enough for us to 

then display the re-run button, which we called ‘go again’.

function step3($step, $pag){

// animate the step out

$step.parents(‘.form-wrap’).

addClass(‘animate-up’);

setTimeout(function(){

$(‘.rerun-button’).css(‘display’, ‘inline-

block’);

}, 300);}

22. Rerun button
In this last step we want a function that sets everything 

back to the beginning once the rerun button is clicked on. 

So we first remove the animate-up class and then add 

and remove other classes on the form wrapper. Lastly we 

will hide the rerun button and then we can go again. 

$(‘.rerun-button’).click(function(){

$(‘.form-wrap’).removeClass(‘animate-up’)

.find(‘.form-body’)

.first().addClass(‘is-showing’)

.siblings().removeClass(‘is-showing’);

  $(‘.form-header span’).first().

addClass(‘is-active’)

.siblings().removeClass(‘is-active’);

 $(this).hide();

});
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Find out what goes into designing, producing and developing 
high-performance SVG page transitions

Create animated page 
transitions with SVG

www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner
DOWNLOAD TUTORIAL FILES



ront-end developers have long sought to

eliminate the undesirable experience that

is a fresh page load. Whether the reasons

are for performance, experience or just

style – the ‘white flash’ that occurs as a new page is

downloaded is a long-lived hallmark of the web that’s

incongruous when compared with rich media

experiences on other platforms.

Unfortunately, it’s rarely an option to build an entire

single-page application for a simple CRUD website,

though AJAX pagination is permissible and so the clunky

‘white flash’ lives on for the majority.

However, it is possible to design and implement

delightful and performant, full-screen page transitions for

evergreen browsers today. It also isn’t as difficult as it may

appear at first glance.

This tutorial walks through designing the motion, the

necessary asset production and the technical

implementation of a simple full-screen SVG page

transition. Using these techniques will allow for the

creation of responsive, sharp and performant page

transitions that increase speed of use for the user and

improve experience.

Download the resource pack from our FileSilo (filesilo.

co.uk/webdesigner) to get to grips with the full source

code used in this tutorial.

1. Know the transition stages
Page transitions are short animations that introduce new

content. At the start of the transition there is nothing that

is obscuring the page and at the end the entire page will

have been obscured. The middle of the transition is

where the magic happens and it is also where a

transition will get its ‘feel’.

2. Add shape and motion
There are a limited tools available for effective transitions.

There are some general rules: silhouettes work best, the

transition must be quick, big motions must feel wieldy

and small motions must feel fast and energetic.

3. Handle colour
Transitions generally assume the colour of the

background of the current page and transition to the

colour of the next page. This is crucial in achieving the

illusion of a seamless experience, where the user is

transported from one space to another. It’s also why

silhouettes are so effective.

4. Look at an example
This is a page in mid-transition from Locus Solus

(locus-solus.it/en/). The Locus Solus website achieves a

‘dynamic zoom’ effect, where the space remains familiar

while key features, such as the content and colour, will

change boldly.

F 5. Check out a second example
This is a page in mid-transition from Crowd (thisiscrowd.

com). The Crowd website has different layouts between

pages, so the transition has to obscure the entire page to

avoid a jarring change.

6. Introducing Barba.js
Barba.js is a stand-alone library that facilitates animated

page transitions. Barba.js manages to cram in powerful

tools for managing JavaScript page life-cycles in its small

4.4KB size. It also requires minimum markup, boilerplate

and configuration.

<div id=”barba-wrapper”>

<div class=”barba-container”>

...Put here the content you wish to change

between pages...

</div>

</div>

<script>

Barba.Pjax.start();

</script>

Left

Here the transition assumes the dominant background colour of the
page, rather than the default (and jarring) white

Top left

This technique has been extended to temporary states. Here the page
has assumed an orange style akin to a lightbox

Top right

Here the Locus Solus site is in mid-transition to their About page. The
person is one of the ‘static’ elements that remains constant during the
entire transition

Barba.js demos
Barba.js has a few really good demos that clearly 
demonstrate its general capabilities and how 
flexible it is. Find them over at the demo page 
barbajs.org/demos.html.
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7. Performance benefits
Page transitions aren’t just about adding visual finesse

and flair – they also provide an opportunity to improve

the speed at which a user can browser a site. Barba.js

has a feature called prefetch, which prefetches a page on

mouseover of a link. This can improve wait times by up

to 300ms.

Barba.Prefetch.init();

8. Introducing GSAP
GreenSock (greensock.com/gsap), or GSAP, is an

animation library. It can be used from simple to intricate

animation, is highly performant and fixes a bunch of

edge case cross-browser issues with SVGs. This makes

GSAP the ideal tool for doing page transitions.

9. Use the GSAP Morph SVG plugin
Licensed versions of GSAP come with a plugin, called

Morph SVG (greensock.com/morphSVG), that helps

smoothly animate SVG paths. Using MorphSVG allows

for the creation of multiple vector shapes and treats

them like they are keyframes that can be tweened.

// Morph from circle shape to hippo shape

TweenLite.to(“#circle”, 1,

{morphSVG:”#hippo”});

10. Set up Illustrator document
Set up a square illustrator document of a decent size (this

is 1200px x 1200px in this instance). Although most 

viewports are generally either landscape or portrait, it’s 

important to create transitions that will work in both.

A square aspect ratio helps achieve this, alongside the 

use of some CSS magic later.

Tutorials
Create animated page transitions with SVG

11. Start with the last frame
Starting with the last frame of the animation may seem 

backwards at first. It’s best done this way because all of 

the keyframes need the same number of points to 

ensure smooth (and predictable) motion. The last frame 

is almost always more complicated than the first and will 

have the most points.

12. Follow with the first
Get the start and end of the motion completed and 

everything else is a matter of filling in the blanks. For the 

simplest transitions there isn’t any need to add further 

keyframes beyond this point.

13. Keep same number of points
Every keyframe that is in this Illustrator file has the same 

number of points. This will ensure that the motion 

between each keyframe is smooth and predictable.

The reason for keeping the same number of points is 

because MorphSVG morphs point to point, and not 

shape to shape.

Top right

The first frame in the animation has exactly the same
number of points as the last. The points are also roughly
placed where the corners of the star will form

Top left

In the demo, frame 2 is larger than frame 3. This means
that the motion will grow and then shrink before turning 
into a star, and should feel jarring

Right

When it comes to animating this transition, the star will feel 
faster than the others as it has to travel a larger distance in 
the same amount of time

SVG authoring tools
Although SVG as a format has been around for a 
while, tools like Illustrator generate less-than-
perfect mathematics which result in bloated 
SVGs. Use a tool like SVGOMG (jakearchibald.
github.io/svgomg) to optimise SVGs.
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16. Mark up the SVG
The SVG code that is exported by Illustrator isn’t perfect.

Markup the paths with some IDs so that they can be

easily targeted, along with the entire SVG itself.

Unnecessary tags like <title> along with data attributes

can be removed.

<svg id=“transition” . . .>

<path id=“frame-1”  . . ./>

<path id=“frame-2” . . ./>

</svg>

17. Download from FileSilo
Now download the starter kit from our FileSilo page,

which includes the full (and commented) source code

necessary for the rest of this tutorial.

18. Dive into transition.js
Open up transition.js and look at the structure of the file.

Transition.js is responsible for managing when the

transition occurs and when the animation plays. When

the DOM’s ready, Barba.js is configured with an

animation, views and prefetch.

setupViews();

Barba.Pjax.start();

Barba.Pjax.getTransition = function() {

return HideShowTransition;

};

Barba.Prefetch.init();

19. SVG animation using GSAP
The play() function contains all the GSAP code for

animating the transition SVG. The morphSVG targets

each keyframe with a sequential tween and this lasts half

14. Finish the document
The only thing that’s now left after designing the start, 

end and middle keyframes in the transition, is to size 

them according to the viewport. The last frame should 

hover the entire viewport, and the first should also be 

relatively small.

15. Export the SVG
When exporting the SVG from Illustrator, it’s important to 

use the File>Export As… dialog box. Select SVG and 

check the ‘use artboards’ checkbox. This ensures that the 

SVG is prepared in a web-friendly way. Then make sure 

the styling is set to inline to avoid conflicts with other 

SVGs on the page.

Monitor performance of
page transitions

Creating full-screen page

transitions that cater to all device

viewport sizes and resolutions is

most easily done with SVG due to

the authoring tools and small

amount of code required. However,

SVG comes with a performance

cost. SVG is poorly optimised in

most browsers today, and it will

incur paints in every frame.

This doesn’t make full-screen page

transitions nonviable in and of

itself, but it does mean

performance has to be a

consideration and has to be

carefully monitored.

Try to minimise the number of

points in each keyframe. This

keeps the overall complexity of the

animation down. In the same vein,

try to make use of silhouettes

rather than complex shapes and

limit colour animations two states.

Tutorials
Create animated page transitions with SVG

a second and it’s all done without easing to ensure 

smooth motion.

tl.add(TweenLite.to(svg, 0.5, {morphSVG: 

‘#frame-2’, ease: Power0.easeNone}));

20. Look at Barba’s transition
This transition extends Barba’s base transition. The start 

function waits for two promises to be resolved: first the 

new container finishing loading and second the 

transition animation finishing. After that it calls the finish 

function to prep the DOM.

start: function() {

Promise.all([promises...])

.then(/* finish transition*/);

},

animationController: function() {

},

finish: function() {

// Prep DOM for new 

// container and fade it in

}

21. The CSS that makes it work
The transition is positioned to fill the entire screen at any 

given point in time. To get the transition SVG to display 

properly, it’s necessary to hide everything but the first 

frame. This is because only the first frame gets animated.

#frame-2,

#frame-3,

#frame-4 {

visibility: hidden;

}
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RETHINK RESPONSIVE DESIGN

R 
esponsive web design is the biggest shift
that we have experienced for creating
websites. Goalposts were not only moved,
they were made to change shape and size

constantly. Long gone are the simpler times of
building a website at a fixed width based on the
most common desktop computer screen
resolution.
Early approaches were to create mobile versions of
websites, often added retrospectively. This bridged
the gap initially but along came tablets and it soon
became apparent that websites couldn’t just cater
for mobile and desktop and that they needed to
work for any screen size.

Responsive design isn’t just about websites
scaling to fill the screen. The challenges have
always been how to provide the same content and

user experience regardless of device. This is why it
is critical that responsive design is at the centre of
the design and build process.

Some prefer a ‘mobile first’ approach. Focusing
on the mobile experience first as this is potentially
the most challenging and once all design
challenges have been solved then designing for
other devices will be easier. The is an efficient
approach but the danger is that it can be very easy
to create a website that feels very generic when it
gets to desktop viewport sizes.

Search engines are accelerating the need for
responsive design. They are beginning to give
preferential ranking to responsive websites and
also websites that are fast. Speed is always a
primary concern for mobile users who could
potentially be on slow and intermittent

connections, and have a restricted data allowance. 
Websites need to serve up appropriate assets 

based on the visitor’s device. The most common 
approach to images, up until very recently, has 
been to scale images down to fit the screen width. 
The major downfall is that this can result in mobile 
visitors waiting for large images to download. 
Using the HTML5 <picture> element we are now 
able to serve up different images based on media 
queries and pixel density.

Design consideration is needed to the new ways 
in which users interact with websites. Users are so 
used to using gestures to navigate through digital 
experiences. Swiping, pinching, zooming and now 
force based gestures. We need to think beyond the 
cursor and make interacting with our websites 
more natural and effortless.

“The myriad of devices, screen sizes and 
resolutions is ever increasing and with 
the introduction of touch force sensitive 
screens we’re faced with even more 
variables to consider. Responsive web 
design is not an afterthought. It is at the 
core of all that we create”

Adam Morland
Digital director at saladcreative.com

“User expectations of websites are higher today 
than they have ever been. The challenge for 

designers and their clients is communicating the 
same message no matter what platform it is being 

delivered from. Making the most of the unique 
opportunities different platforms offer will help 

separate your design from the rest”

Tom Lenihan-Clarke
Web developer at saladcreative.com
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SCREENS IN USE TODAY

HOW TO USE MEDIA QUERIES

PHONES PHABLETS TABLETS

Get the knowledge you need to stay ahead of the 
mobile curve

It’s time to give your CSS the 
boost it needs

The impact of smartphones on 
the way we build websites has 
been seismic. Research 
conducted by GlobalWebIndex 
advises they now account for 
over 45 per cent of online 
activity amongst 16-24 year olds, 
which is huge. The incentive is 
clearly there to make sure your 
website is mobile friendly. With a 
limit on how large a smartphone’s screen can be 
before it becomes a phablet, manufacturers are 
continuously looking at advances in screen 
resolution and display types to elevate their 
products. Be retina-ready or else.

These phone/tablet hybrids 
offer large screens, typically 
between 5-7 inches measured 
diagonally, and cellular 
capability that is extremely 
appealing to those who rely on 
one device for all their 
communication and browsing 
needs. According to a report 
released earlier this year by the 
Adobe Digital Index, the 
demographic of mobile browsing traffic has been 
changing in favour of phablets over tablets. Let’s 
just say if you’re not designing with phablet users 
in mind, you should be.

Tablets have been around 
since 2010 and marked a 
turning point in the 
post-PC era. Many light PC 
users have since adopted 
them as a replacement for 
their PC or laptop and by 
now there is widespread 
consideration for tablets 
during design and 
development of websites. However, the market 
share of tablets has been diversifying over the 
years and the increasing variety of screen sizes 
and resolutions means we cannot rely on iPad 
dimensions alone to inform tablet-based styling.

BACKGROUND
CSS media queries were introduced as part of the 
CSS3 specification and allow us to set certain 
conditions for when our CSS rules should take 
effect. The types of conditions we can specify with 
CSS media queries include, but are not limited to, 
screen size, device-orientation, aspect ratio and 
also pixel density.

This is an extremely powerful feature, giving us 
the ability to tailor the presentation of our content 
to whatever device it is being viewed from, and 
even how it appears when printed, without having 
to make changes to the content of our page. 
Thankfully media queries are well supported by all 

modern browsers so there’s no excuse for not 
taking advantage of them.
 

TARGET FIXED UNITS
If we know the dimensions of the device we want 
to restyle for we can create a media query that 
targets the dimensions of that screen by writing 
the following:

// change the header logo for smaller 

screens

@media screen and (max-width: 1024px) {

.logo {

background-image: url(‘small-logo.png’);

}

}

In this case we are changing the presentation for 
all devices below 1024px wide. The above method 
is an example of the syntax you would use when 
placing a media query within your stylesheet. The 
alternative is to add the media attribute to the 
stylesheet link in the head section of your website 
like this:

<link rel=’stylesheet’ media=’screen and 

(max-width: 1024px)’ href=’mobile.css’ />

Screen size 
(inches)

Resolution
(pixels)

iPad Pro 12.9” 12.9 2732x2048

iPad Pro 9.7” 9.7 2048x1536

iPad Air 9.7 2048x1536

Samsung 
Galaxy Tab S2 8 2048x1536

Samsung 
Galaxy Tab S2 
9.7”

9.7 2048x1536

Microsoft 
Surface Pro 4 12.3 2736 x 1824

Amazon Fire 
HD 8 8 1280x800

Screen size 
(inches)

Resolution
(pixels)

Samsung 
Galaxy S6 5.1 2560x1440

Google Pixel 5 1920x1080

Sony Xperia X 5 1920x1080

HTC One 5 1920x1080

iPhone 6S 4.7 1334x750

iPhone 5C 4 1136x640

iPhone 5S 4 1136x640

Screen size 
(inches)

Resolution
(pixels)

Sony Z Ultra 5.7 1920x1080

LG V20 5.7 2560x1440

LG G5 5.3 2560x1440

Microsoft 
Lumia 950 XL 5.7 2560x1440

Google Nexus 
6P 5.7 2560x1440

iPhone 6S Plus 5.5 1920x1080

iPhone 7 Plus 5.5 1920x1080

Google Pixel 
XL 5.5 2560x1440

Samsung 
Galaxy S7 Edge 5.5 2560x1440
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HOW UX INFORMS DECISIONS
The user experience will help 
determine how a site is designed

User experience (UX) is how a person feels when 
using a particular system and UX-led design is 
based on how a user will react. UX can encompass 
a lot of factors, some that are controllable by the 
people designing and developing the website and 
just user preference. The user’s experience is key 
because they must be able to easily navigate 
around a site, make decisions and understand how 
to use it. Therefore, if a site is designed poorly then 
it could aff ect how a user interacts with it. A site 
developed with UX in mind doesn’t necessarily 
have to be the best looking – as long as it’s easy to 
use, intuitive and off ers accessibility then it’ll 
enhance the overall usability. UX-led design is 
often seen as a luxury more than a necessity. Now, 
with the evolution of devices and more ways to 
access the internet than ever, the interaction 
between the user and the website is vital in order 
to entice them into going further. UX-informed 
design also means that you would be able point 
the user in the direction that is most beneficial to 
you, be it towards the product you are selling or 
towards a vital bit of information.

TARGETING RELATIVE UNITS
An even smarter way of defining breakpoints is to 
use relative units such as ems, instead of using  
pixels. This way, when zoom levels are altered in 
browser the page will still provide an accessible 
reading experience. 

// change the header logo for smaller 

screens

@media screen and (max-width: 50em) {

.logo {

background-image: url(‘small-logo.png’);

}}

TARGETING ORIENTATION
If we want to change presentation based on 
whether the width of a viewport is greater than it’s 

height or vice versa we can use the orientation 
expression like this:

// change the header logo for portrait 

orientation

@media screen and (orientation: portrait) 

{

.logo {

background-image: url(‘small-logo.png’);

}

}

We can also use the aspect-ratio expression if we 
want to specify a particular ratio of horizontal 
pixels to vertical pixels:

// change the header logo for 16:9 aspect 

ratio

@media screen and (device-aspect-

ratio: 16/9) {

.logo {

background-image: url(‘small-logo.png’);

}

}

TARGET CONTENT
The vast number of variations in devices out there 
make it very diff icult to choose when and how 
media queries should be applied. A good practice 
to follow is to define breakpoints in reference to 
content. When the content of a page becomes 
diff icult to digest it should be fixed and therefore 
requires a new media query. This way, no matter 
which phones or tablets are released in the future, 
your site will be prepared.

Salad’s responsive site for Coastal Activity Park has a clear call 
to action, inviting users to book over the phone from the mo-
ment you land on the site.

RESPONSIVE LAYOUTS

Web pages were traditionally built using a static 
layout – that is, having a fixed width of ‘x amount of 
pixels’. To increase the flexibility of this layout, 
media queries can be added to re-style the page at 
various breakpoints, creating a ‘snap’ from one 
state to the next. This is called an adaptive layout, 
but it is still not ideal. To be truly responsive a 
design needs to be able to transition in a linear 
fashion as the viewport size increases and 
decreases. In order to do this, the measurements 
of our layouts must be switched from fixed units to 
relative ones. As soon as we define the size of 
elements proportionally to the viewport we enable 
scaling of those elements in relation to the 
viewport size.

Future-proof your website by building 
with proportional layouts

OPTIMISE IMAGES
Get your page loading quicker than ever 
with smarter images

Mobile users often require quick access to the 
internet under processing and network speed 
constraints, so fast performance of your web page 
is key. The problem is how to display crisp images 
across all platforms without the excessive 
download requirements high-resolution images 
bring with them.

HTML5’s <picture> specification allows you to 
change source based on selected breakpoints, 
giving you greater control over how and when your 
page’s images are displayed. To work, the picture 
element needs at least one <source> and an <img> 
tag included in the code. Each <source> contains a 
‘srcset’ attribute that specifies the image URL to be 
used by the browser if that source’s media attribute 
is true; if it isn’t that source is ignored. The <img> is 
then fed the URL of whichever source has been 
used, but it also acts as a fallback if no source is 
actually present.

By targeting users based on the size of their 
device we can deliver smaller-sized images for 
mobile users, larger ones to desktop users and in 
the process reduce any unnecessary downloading.
The code example below demonstrates how the 
tags can be used. For more detailed info visit 
responsiveimages.org.

<picture>

<source media=”(min-width: 768px)” 

srcset=”large-dog.jpg”>

<source media=”(max-width: 767px)” 

srcset=”small-dog.jpg”>

<img src=”small-dog.jpg” alt=”A picture of 

a dog”>

</picture>
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USING THE VIEWPORT TAG THE RIGHT WAY

5 POPULAR FRAMEWORKS

Adding this nifty meta tag can make all the diff erence to your website

BACKGROUND
When smartphones were first created, and before
websites catered for them, there was only one way
for them to fit a web page that was designed to be
1000px wide fully on screen and that was to zoom
out. This approach was adopted by all mobile
devices as their default setting, albeit with varying
levels of scaling from one manufacturer to the
next. And whilst this works fine for the traditionally
designed websites it’s trying to accommodate, it
has dire consequences for responsive design,
resulting in a loss of screen real estate and hard to
read content. Not so smart.

The viewport meta tag was created to help
improve the presentation of responsively-designed
content across various mobile devices by telling
the browser how to control the page’s dimensions
and scaling.

SCALING SYNTAX
Even though there has been a huge rise in the
popularity of responsive websites, the need for the
viewport meta tag hasn’t diminished and it is a
necessity for any website being built with mobile
use in mind. Implementing the viewport tag is as
simple as adding the following HTML to the head
section of your website:

<meta name=”viewport” content=”width=device-

width, initial-scale=1”>

The above example is the most commonly used
iteration of the viewport meta tag you will find on
the web. This takes the width of the screen into
consideration. Let’s go a little deeper and explain
what this code is actually doing.

VIEWPORT EXPLAINED
Within the content property we have two
attributes; width and initial-scale. The width
attribute is where the magic happens. By adding a
value of ‘device-width’ to it we are telling the
browser ‘this website will adapt to your width’. This
is great for our responsive website as it will now fill
the screen nicely across all browser sizes.
However, it isn’t so great for non-responsive sites,
whose web pages will have much of their content
cut off if not viewed on a browser as large as or
larger than their natural width.

The initial-scale attribute is used to set the initial
zoom level when visiting the page. When it has a
value of ‘1’ we are telling the browser ‘do not to
apply any form of zoom to the page’. Although our
responsive website should still look good without
declaring an initial-scale value, it is a good idea to
include it to prevent default zooming.

ZURB FOUNDATION
bit.ly/JfervX
Foundation is an advanced 

front-end framework packed 

full of resources to help 

produce responsive websites. 

Semantic and flexible, it is 

also built with Sass for 

supercharged 

website styling.

BOOTSTRAP
getbootstrap.com
Bootstrap is one of the most 

popular responsive 

frameworks out there to date. 

Built for scalability and highly 

customisable, whatever your 

skill level it will make 

sophisticated web 

development a doddle. 

SKELETON
getskeleton.com
Skeleton is an extremely 

lightweight framework used 

by developers looking for a 

minimal footprint. It is often 

used for smaller projects or 

when the functionality of a 

larger framework will not be 

needed at all.

MATERIALIZE
materializecss.com
Materialize is a simplified CSS 

framework designed with the 

user experience in mind. You 

get plenty of useful 

components and intuitive 

features that will add a 

sprinkle of pizzazz to any 

website you’re building.

PURECSS
purecss.io
PureCSS is a set of CSS 

modules that can be 

chopped and changed to

suit any project’s needs. It

puts mobile first by

keeping files small

and code a little

less verbose.

RIGHT

WRONG
If the viewport attributes 
are not added correctly – or 
added at all – to the code, 
the browser will simply show 
the whole page, but on a 
small screen. 
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DESIGNING FOR TOUCHSCREENS

WHAT DOES ‘CONTENT FIRST’ MEAN?

Let’s make sure our user-interface gets the thumbs up

It’s time to change the way we think about the relationship between design and content

Put simply, ‘content-first’ is the idea that you get a 
better end product, or website in our case, when 
you know what its content is before designing it. It 
might be a little hard to wrap your head around 
why a truth so obvious is still disregarded by so 
many during the web building process, but it is. 
Understanding the nature of the content we are 
attempting to communicate gives our designs a 
sense of purpose that a wireframe filled with 
dummy text cannot convey. We also miss out on 
potential insights and opportunities to create the 
best possible UX without it.

If you’re in the position where you are 
redesigning a client’s website, you already have all 
the content you need to begin planning a design 
using their old website’s content as reference. Just 
be mindful of any major structural changes to it. 
Researching competitors will give you all the 
information you need to start plugging the gaps.

Using a ‘content-first’ approach is a worthwhile 
habit to get into and can off er some real benefits to 
your design. At a time when the possibilities of 
design seem endless content may be the one of the 
few constraints left it is imperative to respect.

01 GO MOBILE-FIRST
When designing a website you might choose to start from 
desktop and scale down (graceful degradation) or begin 

with mobile and scale up (progressive enhancement). There are 
pros and cons to both methodologies but by putting mobile first 
you give yourself the best chance of achieving an eff ective UI for 
touchscreen users. There is nothing to be gained by leaving 
mobile experiences as an afterthought – even good designers 
working from desktop down will mockup degradations of their 
layout. Considering a large volume of traff ic comprises of 
touchscreen users the interface they use must always be well laid 
out and intuitive.

02 MAKE ELEMENTS LARGER
Generally speaking you are going to have less screen 
real-estate at your disposal on touchscreen devices. Not 

only that but the types of gestures used to control the device will 
also be less precise when compared to using a cursor. To 
accommodate these interactions the UI must adapt to make things 
as easy as possible, otherwise we risk frustrating the user. The 
simplest way of doing this is enlarging web page elements so 
there is less chance a user will touch the wrong link. Making 
navigation foolproof is especially important but, as well as other 
links, elements like sliders requiring swipe space need 
consideration too.

03 KEEP NAVIGATION VISIBLE
Once page content has been restyled and resized for 
touchscreen devices it is likely scrolling will be required 

to view the whole page. If it’s a long page we don’t want to force 
the user to have to scroll before being able to move from that 
page. We can tackle this problem a few diff erent ways. Making the 
main header sticky keeps it on the page at all times for quick 
access to the rest of the website. Alternatively we can add a ‘back 
to top’ link that becomes visible at an appropriate time and place 
during scrolling.
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CASE STUDY: CLIPPER ROUND THE WORLD YACHT RACE
clipperroundtheworld.com

The Clipper Round the World Yacht Race is a
life-changing adventure; a 40,000-mile race across
the world’s greatest oceans, full of highs and lows,
breathtaking sights and, incredibly, participants
need no sailing experience to take part. During the
race the most popular area of the website is the
Race Viewer. With more than 60 per cent of visitors
to the Clipper website doing so on a mobile or
tablet, our race viewer had to be fully responsive.

During the planning phase of the project we
spent a considerable amount of time testing
various mapping platforms. Firstly, we set about
testing their behaviour across multiple devices,
focusing on speed and how intuitive they were to
interact with. Secondly, we looked at their flexibility
and their ability to work with overlays and other
data that we needed to feed in. Google Maps was
the clear winner.

When designing the race viewer we faced a
challenge when it came to the smaller screen sizes
– keeping all functionality and key information
instantly accessible while making sure that the map
area was still clear and usable. User testing when
we had the prototype ready helped us to refine this. 
As part of the crew’s final race preparations they
took part in a mock race in the English Channel
allowing us to run final tests in real conditions.

Whilst responsive layouts do a brilliant job
re-organising websites to fit whatever size
screen they are asked to, they are not the
sole solution for delivering a user-friendly
mobile site. Even with this type of layout a
page may appear cluttered or unwieldy
purely due to the volume of content on
display. Managing which content appears
on your web pages at desktop and mobile
level is a vital piece of the responsive
puzzle. Using media queries, content can
be turned off and on as we see fit, and
elements restyled if needed.

It is now commonplace for the header
navigation to change completely from

The toolbar, which controls
weather and conditions, overlays
works using simple on/off toggles.
We did live user testing to ensure
the optimal size and positioning
of this at the smallest of screen
sizes. With retina in mind, all icons
are SVGs.

We built a function that allows
visitors to rewind the race and
see the team’s progress over
the previous 24 hours. An early
decision was made to user a
touch slider to control this.

Our ultimate goal, which we
achieved, was to provide all users
with all features of the race viewer,
usable at any screen size whilst
ensuring the maximum map area
on screen.

We chose Google Maps as 
the foundation due to its solid 
performance on touchscreens 
and its feature-rich API.

HOW TO SHOW/HIDE CONTENT
Sometimes less is more

desktop to mobile with javascript activated 
dropdown menus being a popular and 
easy way to simplify. Repositioning 
multiple columns into rows can tidy up a 
web page and give more space for those 
sections to breathe. Areas that contain an 
extensive amount of information may 
benefit from being stripped back, for 
example removing short descriptions from 
article titles to create more focused 
delivery of information. But before 
trimming any page content carefully 
consider how this aff ects visitor 
engagement, the trade-off  for fast 
consumption may, at times, not be worth it.

TIP
Instead of using 
‘display none’ to 

hide an off ending 
element, use 
positioning to 

indent it from view. 
This way it remains 

screen reader 
accessible.
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USING JAVASCRIPT IN RESPONSIVE DESIGN

HOW TO AVOID BROWSER ISSUES

How to manipulate the DOM and trigger events with JavaScript and jQuery

Building a website can be tricky enough without having to factor in the idiosyncrasies lurking within each 
browser. Here are some tips to help you avoid a few of the more common pitfalls

EVENT HEIGHT JS

VIEWPORT WIDTH

CSS RESET USE PREFIXES MODERNIZR

SCROLL TOP

MOBILE TOUCH EVENTSTHE USER AGENT

How to make all elements the same size

It is possible to get the width of the
browser and then use this function to
process different functions. For example, if
we wanted to hide the main navigation for
mobile and show the mobile navigation, we
would be able to create a simple if statement 
that says if the viewport width is smaller than 
480 for example, then hide the main nav and 
show the mobile version. 

var viewportWidth = $(window).width();

Before you code a single line of CSS it is always a 
good idea to add some form of CSS reset/normalise. 
The purpose of a reset stylesheet is to minimise CSS 
related browser inconsistencies, this could anything 
from differences in default line-heights, paddings 
etc. The quicker we bring all browsers into line with 
each other the easier it will be to style pages and 
debug any issues we may have further down the 
line. There are a number of free CSS resets available 
online so if you don’t have one get searching. If you 
are using a CSS framework check to see if a reset 
has already been included, many frameworks 
already have this sorted for you.

Some of the newer, more experimental CSS 
properties require what are known as vendor 
prefixes added to them before they will work. For 
example the vendor prefix for Chrome is ‘-webkit-’ 
and if using the ‘transform’ property we would write 
‘-webkit-transform’ as the property name. This 
practice was introduced by browser vendors to 
allow developers to test a new CSS property before 
its proposed specification is finalised. Once finalised 
the vendor prefix is removed. It’s good practice to 
add them where necessary, and if unsure, tools like 
Autoprefixer will automatically add them to your 
CSS for you.

Feature detection of a browser’s capabilities can 
help overcome potential obstacles that would 
otherwise detrimentally affect the experience 
delivered by a website, for example if Javascript has 
been disabled. This is quite rare nowadays but it still 
needs to be considered. This is where Modernizr 
comes in, it’s a Javascript library designed to detect 
the availability of next-generation technologies in 
your user’s browser. With this information we can 
show off our website in all its glory to those who are 
able to see it, but for those who can’t we can modify 
our website to make up for their browser’s 
deficiencies. Win win.

It is possible to trigger functions once the user 
has started scrolling. The code below is a simple 
way to implement a sticky header. Once the user 
scrolls, a class is then added to the header class. 
If the user hasn’t scrolled this class isn’t added 
to the element.

$(window).scroll(function() {

if ($(this).scrollTop() > 1) {

$(‘header’).addClass(“sticky-header”);

}

else {

$(‘header’).removeClass(“sticky-header”);

}

});

It is possible to create mobile-specific touch 
events that can trigger or manipulate an 
element of the DOM. Although touch events are 
more complex than mouse events, with a mouse 
it is possible to listen for a touch down but with a 
touch event it is possible to touch the screen
with multiple fingers at the same time.

$(“p”).on(“tap”,function(){

$(this).hide();

});

The code below is a small snippet which 
determines what user agent is being used whilst 
viewing your particular document. This function 
can be used to avoid an idiosyncrasies a 
particular phone or device may cause when 
viewing your site, often used when developing a 
responsive site because there are so many 
different devices to cater for.

document.getElementById(‘UserAgent’).

value = navigator.userAgent;

When developing for all viewports we have to 
think carefully about how content will lay out 
when dropping to smaller devices. An element 
may have some text but the element next to it 
could have more which means when going down 
to smaller viewports the elements will become 
uneven. This is where the even height function 
comes in. If you give the two elements the class 
‘evenheightjs’ this function will dynamically edit 
the height depending on the tallest element. 
Remember to make sure that there is a parent 
container covering the elements you’re adding 
the even height classes to – that way it’ll apply to 
only those elements within the parent. Use this 
function between a window resize call for this to 

trigger each and every time a  
window resizes on your site. 
 

function evenheight() {

var tileMaxHeight = -1;

$(‘.evenheightjs’).css(‘height’, ‘’);

$(‘.evenheightjs’).each(function()  

{

if ($(this).height() > tileMaxHeight)  

{

tileMaxHeight = $(this).height();

}

});

$(‘.evenheightjs’).height(tileMaxHeight);

};
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Deploying complex libraries was diff icult, 

previously developers may have had to integrate 

up to 50 script tags. Facebook solves this 

problem via a small snippet of JS with Facebook 

Loader. It does exactly what one would expect 

after reading its name – the service downloads 

the relevant components' Facebook's server and 

integrates them into the DOM tree of your 

website dynamically.

Facebook Loader means that you don't need 

to bother with worrying where the Facebook 

code comes from. It, however, also means that 

you have no control about the number of files: it 

is very much possible that hundreds of 

JavaScript files will be downloaded.

C asual observers of Facebook's Developer 

off erings wonder about what can be obtained: in 

addition to the ability of posting messages to user's 

timeline, the company has branched out to a variety 

of other business fields, all in the search for 

additional revenue.

Make some money
First and foremost, Facebook provides a variety of 

services related to mobile and desktop advertising. 

When done right, a Facebook advertising campaign 

is an aff ordable way to get extra eyeballs on your 

product – just be careful not to allow the budgets to 

get out of hand.

Facebook also provides a messaging platform. It 

allows you to create bots, which can then interact 

with the one billion users that are currently 

inhabiting Big Blue's services. Also be aware of 

Facebook's mobile analytics service: developers of 

mobile app can use this analysis service to obtain 

further insights about users.

Check your competitors
Facebook's enormous growth has ensured the 

availability of various best practices and guides. 

Stealing ideas from your competition is an eff icient 

way to succeed in business: taking a look at what 

your competitors do is always a good idea.

In addition to that, think about your users: 

technically savvy users will, for example, be unwilling 

to spam the timeline of the business partners. Less 

technically inclined users will, on the other hand, be 

more willing – more than one horoscope or esoterics 

application can get spread all over Facebook just by 

motivating its users to do so.

The FB Loader

"When done right, a 
Facebook advertising 

campaign is an aff ordable 
way to get extra eyeballs 

on your product"

Get an app ID
Knowing your client is key. Applications using advanced features of Facebook must 
identify themselves via an app ID

Create a developer account
Whether you like it or not: a person creating 

applications for Facebook must have a Facebook 

account. It must, furthermore, be connected to a 

phone number which gets verified by a PIN sent via 

SMS. Should you feel paranoid about your privacy, 

make sure to use a burner phone: if other Facebook 

users have your phone number in the contacts, 

Facebook can still identify you.

Pass the CAPTCHA
Next, open the developer portal and create a new 

application. After clicking the Create button, 

Facebook asks you for the application name, 

contact email address and makes you fill out a 

CAPTCHA. After that, the tool freezes for about 30 

seconds while Facebook generates the app ID – do 

not close the browser window.

When done, Facebook's developer backend 

drops you into your application settings. On the top 

of the screen, an ID will be shown in a fashion 

similar to the one shown in the image below.

At this point, we are, in principle, done. Should 

you feel like using advanced Facebook features, 

click the Get Started button in the relevant 

product's set-up page. For us, however, this is not 

necessary – our next job involves integrating 

Facebook into our website.

Spawn a page!
Proceed to generating a new HTML page. It, for 

now, is empty – make sure to include the following 

bit of code at the beginning of <body>:

<html>

<body>

<script>

window.fbAsyncInit = function() {

FB.init({

appId      : 'your-app-id',

xfbml      : true,

version    : 'v2.8'

});

FB.AppEvents.logPageView();

};

(function(d, s, id){

var js, fjs = d.getElementsByTagName(s)[0];

if (d.getElementById(id)) {return;}

js = d.createElement(s); js.id = id;

js.src = "//connect.facebook.net/en_US/sdk.

js";

fjs.parentNode.insertBefore(js, fjs);

}(document, 'script', 'facebook-jssdk'));

</script>

</body>

</html>

This code uses the FB Loader (see boxout) to load 

Facebook's API into your site. The loader provides 

a variety of options which let you set up the 

behaviour of the generated code – more 

information can be found by visiting developers.

facebook.com/docs/javascript/advanced-setup.

Our example uses the American English version 

of the Facebook SDK, and harvests the entire 

website for any social plugins. Should you not 

need this, setting xbfml to false accelerates the 

DOM parsing part of the process.

DEVELOP WITH FACEBOOK



Add a Facebook login Asking users for their email address can be awkward. 
Facebook has a better way!

We mentioned the log-in button before – it, most 

definitely, deserves additional attention. 

Facebook provides developers with a predefined 

log-in widget. Using it is beneficial for two 

reasons: first of all, a lot of eff ort is saved on 

your side. Secondly, the well-known user 

interface flow ensures that users will already 

know what to do.

In principle, the log-in button behaves just like 

any other social plugin or widget. One really 

amusing aspect of Facebook's implementation is 

its ability to display a group of pictures of people 

who already like the page in question – if users 

see some familiar faces pop up, they are more 

likely to log in.

Getting started with the log-in button is not 

particularly diff icult: visit developers.facebook.

com/docs/facebook-login/web/login-button, 

and follow the instructions. Then, deploy the 

code and enjoy the fruits of your labour!

Easy loginI n days of ever-increasing spam, users can be 

unwilling to give up their email address to new 

webpages. The Facebook log-in service provides an 

alternative: users can log in using their Facebook 

accounts, thereby providing you with a way to

track them. You do not receive the email

address, thereby satisfying any 

paranoia about getting spammed.

Do it via the web
The procedure outlined above 

shows a way that allows you to 

use one of your application 

buttons to start the log-in 

process. The Facebook SDK also

provides a log-in button which 

allows users to log in via a set of

graphics which they know from other

programs, thereby building additional trust.

Implementing this button is done just like how we 

did it with the social plugins discussed on page 76 – 

the code generated will usually look like this:

<fb:login-button scope="public_profile,email" 

onlogin="checkLoginState();">

</fb:login-button>

Do it mobile
In addition to the web-based services that 

are discussed across this feature, 

Facebook also provides some local 

SDKs for use in Android and iOS. 

These will diff er from the 

JavaScript-based processes in 

that they use the mobile 

Facebook application: this leads 

to a more communal user 

experience and avoids the web 

browser popups which tend to 

interrupt the operational flow. 

When you are working on a non-native 

application, using these local SDKs will be 

preferable to performing REST interactions – 

embedding the native SDK is much simpler and can 

also lead to a better user experience. 

Don't abuse
your user's trust
When the Facebook log-in

process fails while the entering
of an email address works, users

will be angry as they feel that
their Facebook information

has been harvested
unfairly.

Facebook's SDK works only
when the HTML file is hosted on
a publicly accessible web server:
SimpleHTTP et al do not qualify
when it comes to testing out

Facebook applications.

Call FB.login only in
response to an user click. Not
following this basic rule ensures
that the pop-up window will likely
be caught by a pop-up blocker

embedded in most browsers.

Facebook uses a set of
permissions to provide a more
fine-grained control over the
capabilities granted by the log-in
act. FB.login() can be provided
with an array specifying the

required permissions.

Be aware that Facebook's
SDK is heavily asynchronous.
Most, if not all, operations take a
function parameter, which gets
invoked after the actual work has

been done.

This example can run
only if a web platform project
has been added to your Ap-
plication ID using the Facebook

developer backend!

DEVELOP WITH FACEBOOK



Working with the Graph API Some eff ort is required for the end result, and this is especially
true for the Graph API

Polling is a term that refers to the permanent 

invoking of a function to check for status changes

and it is also a classic anti-pattern. So far, few 

easily implementable cross-system notification

standards have been specified in the JavaScript

space. WebHooks, however, are a 

non-standardised way to get around this problem.

In principle, a listener interested in an event 

provides a URL to an event source, which is then

fed a post request when the event occurs. This 

will reduce the burden on the server and on the

event source, as it no longer gets bombarded with

a large variety of requests which, in essence, are

not needed.

WebHooks usually are implemented via

frameworks. Facebook itself commands Parse,

Heroku and Hubot in the official examples found

at github.com/fbsamples/graph-api-webhooks-

samples. Be aware that WebHooks are not fully

standardised – it is possible that a Facebook

implementation will not work when combined

with another vendor's WebHooks.

01Running contests
Giving something away generates likes. 

Getting all likes of a resource is not possible 

– make users like a post and then scan that post 

to see whether those users like the page.

02Automatically respond to 
some comments

The Graph API allows you to scan over all posts 

left on a timeline. This can then be used to 

respond to statements and comments without 

manual interaction.

03Post various content 
automatically

Whatever can be posted via the Facebook user 

interface, can also be posted via the Graph API. 

Feel free to use this to your SEO or PR and 

marketing advantage,

04Cross-post content
In many cases, content must be 

spread across multiple sources. If one platform 

can trigger an event, it can be used to launch a 

program which handles cross-posting.

05Report event attendance
Events which are run via the 

attendance management system of Facebook 

can be used to handle get-togethers. Calendar 

apps could use the Graph API to RSVP.

What are WebHooks?

WHAT CAN IT BE USED FOR?

B eing a REST-based application

programming interface, the Graph

API can – in theory – be used via the

traditional set of AJAX commands

found in libraries such as jQuery. 

Before diving in deeper, 

however, let us take a look at 

the data model behind it.

All in the network
Facebook's Graph API sees each 

user's digital life as an 

implementation of the universally-

reviled graph data structure. Individual

data elements – photos, videos and posts – are 

considered the nodes of the graph. The connections

between nodes are called edges – in the case of the

social graph, they constitute relationships such as

the connection between comment nodes and the

photo or post which they discuss. Finally, fields 

provide additional information on individual 

elements – imagine them to be popups containing

stuff  like a birthday or the name of a piece of content.

Stand on the shoulders of giants
Should your page use the SDK loader that was 

discussed in page 74, then the Facebook SDK 

provides you with a catch-all function called FB.api. It

allows you to pass in the name of an endpoint

along with some parameters, and it also

takes care of the background plumbing

for you. Its structure is quite simple,

with each call taking the following

four parameters:

FB.api(path, method, params,

callback)

A practical example to

demonstrate its usage by

posting a message to the

currently logged-in users feed

would look like this:

var body = 'Reading JS SDK

documentation';

FB.api('/me/feed', 'post', { message: body },

function(response) {

if (!response || response.error) {

alert('Error occured');

} else {

alert('Post ID: ' + response.id);

}

});

Be aware that some of the endpoints require

special permissions during the initialisation and/or

the log-in process: if they are not present, commands

will be rejected at runtime.

Follow
the rules

Developers working on
an application that posts to

Facebook must make sure to
obey the rules outlined in the

Platform Policy – this
can be accessed at
bit.ly/2fKukhu.

Facebook provides its developers with a detailed API 

reference with data on the various nodes and 

endpoints that can be found in the Graph API. Simply 

open the website developers.facebook.com/docs/

graph-api/reference and then take a look at the 

sidebar on the left. In addition to that, consider 

yourself made aware of the use cases found under 

developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/

common-scenarios: make sure that you study them 

to find out more about how to get the most out of 

your Facebook API access.

Graph API reference

DEVELOP WITH FACEBOOK



Go social Using a full-blown API is not for everyone. Facebook's social plugins allow you to integrate small bits of 
Facebook functionality to your website with minimal additional eff ort

Developers might wonder whether they need to 

submit their applications for review. If your 

application is based on the Web API, then this is 

not necessary – strictly speaking, you could 

even hack away without a Facebook developer 

account. For mobile though, the situation is a 

diff erent matter: Facebook demands that 

applications that are using the like button must 

be submitted for review. Developers that are 

working on websites which target children must 

also be careful not to run afoul of the American 

COPPA act. Further information on how the 

social plugins must be adapted to make them 

conform to the provisions of this law can be 

seen at developers.facebook.com/docs/

plugins/restrictions.

Facebook plugin 
restrictions

01Clean comments
Facebook's commenting facility forces 

users to log in with their Facebook account, 

thereby reducing the amount of illegal and/or 

trolling messages your moderation team has to 

deal with.

02Liking it
Likes are the currency of Facebook. 

Using one of the predefined Like buttons makes 

it easy for users to show their love: they simply 

have to click the like button to like your content.

03Post embeds
Facebook's timeline is fed by posts. 

Embedding one which is especially interesting 

is made easy via the embedded posts plugin – 

be careful that users can change the content of 

the post when they are found controversial.

04Follow me
Following users on Facebook means 

that users will get notified as your timeline 

changes. The Follow button social plugin 

provides a nice way to let your users follow 

your updates directly.

05Share with friends
Web applications can profit from 

embedding simple share functionality via the 

Share button social plugin. It lets users forward 

content while adding a personal comment.

Cool social plugIns
he actual deployment process of social plugins 

is the same across the board. In the first step,

open the page of the relevant social plugin

on the Facebook Developers network.

In the next step, use the list of 

plugins on the left-hand side of the

screen to open the page of the 

element which interests you the 

most. Usually, you will then find 

yourself looking at a multistep 

website providing you with 

instructions to generate an 

embeddable bit of code.

Let's demonstrate this by playing

around with the like button. In the first

step, scroll to the like button configurator. It 

provides a variety of fields: the most important is the 

one which takes the URL. In the next step, set up the 

various layout-related options and click the Get 

Code button. 

The Facebook website then displays 

a dialog providing you with the 

opportunity to pick an ID. After 

that, the code displayed in the 

text boxes below will be updated 

– embed it into your site to 

deploy the relevant social 

element. Do take note that some 

of the plugins can be deployed 

only when provided with an 

application ID. In this case, 

applications must furthermore be set to 

public in the dashboard before the social plugins 

will start functioning.

Don't abuse
user's trust

Users who value their privacy
are not particularly happy if a

website uses Facebook's social
plugins. Take a look at page
74 for a workaround, which

is likely to satisfy the
paranoid.
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Best third-party add-ons Doing everything by hand is boring. Here are a few tools to 
supercharge your development experience

As frameworks became more and more complex, 

the feature set supported by them has expanded. 

For example, all the major frameworks bring their 

own way to perform asynchronous actions.

The Facebook developer team supports 

developers working with the AngularJS, jQuery 

and ReactJS frameworks by providing them with a 

page worth of instructions dedicated to their 

weapon of choice (see developers.facebook.

com/docs/javascript/frameworks). In each of the 

three cases, the documentation provides 

information about common pitfalls and valuable 

hints about how to use the services provided by 

the Facebook SDK correctly. Even though no 

downloadable code is provided, developers are 

advised to read the information – knowing about 

the pitfalls can save you a lot of time when 

developing framework-based JS application.

Framework integration

01Share previewer
developers.facebook.com/tools/debug

Even though the Sharing Debugger is, strictly, not a 

third-party product, its tremendous helpfulness 

nevertheless qualifies it for a spot in this illustrious 

list of add-ons. Should you ever feel like seeing how 

one of your pages looks when it is rendered, then 

take a look at this site.

03Facebook, meet WordPress
 bit.ly/2gBP9Ol

Writing an entire Facebook integration by hand is not 

particularly enjoyable: being able to use someone 

else's work is so much easier. This plugin provides us 

with some basic Facebook features for WordPress 

blog admins – if you aren't using it yet, then you 

better start deploying!

02Facebook meets PhoneGap
bit.ly/2gebq11

Facebook SDKs do not share much commonality with 

the JavaScript API on the websites. This can be 

mitigated by using PhoneGap. It off ers developers 

the API they know and love from the website. The 

main diff erence involves using the native application 

for logging in.

04Embeddable like buttons
heise.de/extras/socialshareprivacy

The German media powerhouse Heise is well-known 

for its privacy-sensitive readership. Their Social 

Share Privacy provides a way to embed social plugins 

without loading them directly – do take note though 

that the documentation is available only in German 

as of this writing.

05JavaScript with types
flowtype.org

Another spin-off  of Facebook's research into 

JavaScript comes in the form of the Flow Type 

library. It is a simple and low-eff ort extension which 

allows developers to mark up invocations with data 

types, thereby simplifying static analysis of source 

code to prevent errors.

DEVELOP WITH FACEBOOK
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long time ago (well, the 80s), a bunch of 

industry experts came together and 

hashed out the details that would bring 

a new technical standard into the world.

The goal of this new standard was to create a protocol 

that would allow a multitude of digital devices to talk to 

each other in a common language and, as a side eff ect, 

unleash a whole new era in the creative industries. That 

protocol was the musical instrument digital interface, or 

MIDI for short. MIDI is designed to be used by 

instruments to tell the computers they’re connected to 

about the keys being pressed, how hard they’re being 

pressed, and how the pitch of the notes those keys 

represent are aff ected. Since its inception, MIDI has been 

embedded in more or less every digital instrument 

available, and has almost certainly had a part in all of 

the marvellous music of the last 30 years. Now, with the 

WebMIDI API, we can combine every single one of those 

peripherals with the power and creativity of the web. 

In this tutorial, we’ll combine the WebMIDI API with the 

Web Audio API and a dash of canvas to create a 

JavaScript-powered synthesiser that you’ll love.

1. Grab the assets
First thing’s first, grab the assets for this tutorial from 

FileSilo. Included therein is a HTML file, a stylesheet, an 

assets folder with the images we’ll be using to help us 

build our keyboard, and a scripts folder which we’ll use to 

store our logic and JavaScript helper functions. Copy all 

of these assets, taking care to maintain the current 

directory structure, to a folder of your choice to work 

from and then open up your favourite code editor.

2. Running a server
In order to properly load the assets and scripts for our 

app, we need to run a local server to deliver said assets. If

you have Node.js on your system, you can run:

ǹpm i -g http-server && http-server -p 

6789̀

to run a server that listens on port 6789 and can be 

accessed at http://localhost:6789 in your browser. If you 
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Why Web Audio?
Firstly, <audio> tags are slow when it comes to 
responding to events. Web Audio is a powerful, 
low-level audio interface that is another way of 
saying it is blisteringly fast. Secondly, we can 
manipulate the sounds we want to output on the 
fly. This sort of manipulation would be impossible 
with an <audio> tag.

don’t have Node, but are using a macOS or Linux 

system, you can use the built-in Python server by running 

the following:

p̀ython -m SimpleHTTPServer 6789̀

3. Examining the HTML 

All of the HTML that we’ll be using for our MIDI piano has 

already been put together, but we’ll quickly step through 

the diff erent elements so we understand what the 

elements our JavaScript will be hooking into. The display 

for our piano is made up of three key elements: a 

<canvas>, which displays both the length of time and the 

sequence in which we play notes, a <div> with some 

<spans> that form a piano keyboard and further reinforce 

that interaction, and a <button> that we will use to engage 

and connect to our MIDI device once our app has loaded.

4. Setting up our JavaScript
In the scripts folder of our project, there is only a ‘libraries’ 

folder, in which, is the web_audio_helpers.js file that our 

app will use to make processing our audio simpler. In our 

index.html file, we also load in a file ‘main.js’ from the 

scripts folder, and yet, it doesn’t exist. With your code 

editor, create the main.js file in the scripts folder and add 

the following code:

const webMIDI = (function(){

‘use strict’;

}());

This is a self-executing function that will contain our app 

logic and will execute as soon as it’s loaded by our 

browser. This file is the last thing loaded by our browser 

as it depends on certain assets having been loaded and 

readied before we use them. The ‘use strict’ tag tells our 

JavaScript engine that we don’t want it to fail silently 

when we write errors in our code, which browsers would 

typically ignore and run, but could cause problems later.

5. A little bit of polyfilling
Though WebMIDI is currently supported only in Chrome, 

Web Audio is supported across a multitude of modern 

browsers. As such, we’ll be doing our future selves a 

favour if we abstract the Web Audio interface a little from 

their vendor-specific prefixes and alias them to window.

audioContext. We can do this by adding the following line 

just beneath ‘use strict’:

window.audioContext = (window.AudioContext || 

window.webkitAudioContext || window.

mozAudioContext || window.oAudioContext);

6. Declaring our variables
It’s considered good practice in JavaScript development 

to declare the variables that are commonly used and 

reused throughout the life of our app early on in the 

program’s life cycle. In the following code snippet, we 

define the variables for our keyHolder <div> in our index 

page and for the button we’ll use to enable our MIDI 

keyboards. We then define the variables we’ll use to 

access our <canvas> element and its context, which 

we’ll use to visualise the keys being pressed on our 

MIDI keyboard. Finally, we create a new AudioContext 

object using the Web Audio polyfill we created in the 

previous step.

7. MIDI notes
When a button is pressed on a MIDI device, and that 

device communicates with the computer it’s connected 

to, it will pass a number that represents the note that has 

been pushed, along with the pitch and the velocity (how 

hard the key has been hit). In this tutorial, we only 

concern ourselves with the two octaves from the middle 

of an 88 key piano. So we can map the values our MIDI 

devices communicate to our app to a key, we create an 

Left

Here we can see the diff erence of eff ect in holding the keys on our MIDI 
device for diff erent lengths of time

Top left 

If you’re on macOS and want to check that your MIDI device has been 
registered, open GarageBand and a notification will appear to tell you so

Top right

Our ivories are only a single <span> element, but make use of the ::before 
and ::after pseudo elements. By inheriting the width and height of the 
::after tag from the span and then setting the background colour to white, 
we can set the colour we want other aspects to have

A



array of expected MIDI values, which we’ll match on

screen using a similar ‘keys’ array. This contains all of the

spans for our keyboard.

const midiNotes = [48, 50, 52, 53, 55, 57,

59, 60, 62, 64, 65, 67, 69, 71, 72];

const keys = Array.from(document.

querySelectorAll(‘#keys span’));

8. Visualisation variables
When we press a key on our MIDI keyboard, we want to

display a beam of light from the matching key onscreen

that corresponds to the same key. It’s a little dull having

the same colour for each key, so we can create an array

of RGB values that we can use to colour in each

corresponding key. To add a little finish to the animation,

we’ll also draw a lighting effect over the top of the beam

– a reference to this image is stored in the shineImage

variable. The canvasOffsets map out the positions for

each key on the canvas relative to their matching <spans>

in the ‘#keys’ <div>. noteLines will contain objects that

describe the duration of each note press, which we will

use to generate an animation. soundSamplePaths

contains the paths to each of the sounds that we’ll play

when our keys are pressed. These are simple piano

sounds right now, but in reality, they can be anything at

all. soundBuffers is undefined for the time being, but will

become a mixture of all of the loaded sound samples.
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const colors = [ 

‘#E50000’, ‘#E23800’, ‘#DF6F00’, ‘#DCA500’, 

‘#DAD900’, 

‘#A2D700’, ‘#68D400’, ‘#35D200’, ‘#00CF00’, 

‘#00CC32’,

‘#00C963’, ‘#00C794’, ‘#00C4C3’, ‘#0092C1’, 

‘#0060BF’

];

const canvasOffsets = keys.map(key => {

return (key.offsetLeft - keyHolder.offsetLeft) 

+ (key.offsetWidth / 2);

});

const shineImage = document.

querySelector(‘img’);

const beamWidth = 30;

var noteLines = [];

const lineSpeed = 5;

keys.forEach( (key, idx) => {

key.style.backgroundColor = colors[idx];

});

const soundSamplePaths = keys.map( (key, 

idx) => {

return /̀assets/sounds/${idx + 1}.wav̀ ;

});

var soundBuffers = undefined;

9. Loading the sound samples
In order to play our audio files through Web Audio, we 

need to load all of the sounds files we intend to use 

(which are stored in .wav format) as Web Audio sound 

buffers. Using the BufferLoader helper that has been 

included with this tutorial, we can simply pass an audio 

context and an array of paths. The BufferLoader will then 

load all of the passed samples and will pass the buffers 

for the samples into the callback we provide. We’ll wrap 

this in a promise that we’ll resolve with the sound buffers 

so you can better follow the flow of the program.

new Promise( function(resolve){

new BufferLoader(audioContext, 

soundSamplePaths, (samples) => 

{ 

console.log(samples)

soundBuffers = samples;

resolve();

}).load();

})

10. Once the buffers have loaded... 
Once the sound buffers for all our samples have been 

created, we have everything we need to create a 

JavaScript-based, MIDI-controlled instrument. In index.

html, we have a button with an id of ‘askForMIDI’, but it’s 

hidden by default. Now that the samples are loaded, we’re 

able to start thinking about enabling the keyboard to 

trigger the sounds. After the promise we created in the 

previous step, add the following .then().

.then(function(){

enableMIDIBtn.dataset.visible = ‘true’;

enableMIDIBtn.addEventListener(‘click’, 

function(){

navigator.requestMIDIAccess().then( 

MIDIenabled, MIDIdenied );

}, false);

console.log(“WebMIDI app initialised”);});

Here, we make the enableMIDIBtn visible and bind an 

event listener that will trigger the request. This will allow 

us to allow (or refuse) access to our connected devices.

11. Enabling MIDI
Right now, we have almost everything we need to start 

making music with our MIDI instrument keys are pressed. 

However when our ‘Enable MIDI’ button is clicked, we’ll 

get an error in our console. This is because we haven’t yet 

Your first MIDI device
Not everyone has a MIDI device lying around to 
play with (but do check, if it has a USB cable and is 
an instrument it most likely has a MIDI interface). 
For this tutorial, an AKAI Professional LPK25 MIDI 
keyboard was used to make sure our code ticked 
along nicely. It’s small, cheap and available from 
most good online retailers.
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Top left

The shineImage we draw to our <canvas> to add a little bit of drama to 
our MIDI synthesiser is just a simple old png. The motion of the 
rectangles beneath the shineImage create a subtle illusion of motion. It’s 
entirely possible to have each image shine a different colour. 
 
Top right

Our ‘Enable MIDI’ button will only appear when the MIDI API is available to 
our script and will disappear once it has been triggered. If we were to 
listen to the connection events, we could change the buttons’ use and 
wording depending on the status of the connected MIDI peripherals.
 
Right 

Our synth has all the colours of the rainbow. If you wish to set the colours 
of each key to something slightly less bright, all you have to do is modify 
the RGB values in main.js



mean? Well, we’re only really concerned with two bits of

information for this tutorial, but we’ll look at the three

values that are sent. When we log msg.data, we get

three numbers. The first value tells us whether or not a

key has been pressed, or released. This is useful, because

it means we don’t have to constantly check the state of

the keys on a MIDI device; we can just listen for when a

key is pressed or released and handle it accordingly. The

second value is a number that represents the key that

has been pressed. We already have a range of these

values (midiNotes) earlier in our app. Specifically, these

are the values that we’ll be interested in acting on. Finally,

the third value is the velocity, and although we don’t use

it, it’s still handy to know, as the velocity tells us how hard

a key was pressed.

console.log(msg.data) 

> [144, 71, 20]

// Key 71 has been pressed down 

(communicated by the value 144) with a

velocity of 20 

14. Putting messages to work
So, now we’re receiving messages, it’s time to do things

with them! Add the following code to the MIDIEnabled

function just within the onmidimessage function. First up,

we want to know the index of the note that’s been passed

to our function, and we check midiNotes with indexOf to

find out whether or not it’s a key we’re concerned with

and assign that index to the noteIndex variable. We then

use the noteIndex as an index for the keys array so we

can get the appropriate <span> for the key that we’ll use

to visualise that a key has been pressed.

const isOn = msg.data[0] === 144;

const midiNote = msg.data[1];

const noteIndex = midiNotes.indexOf(midiNote)

const keySlot = keys[noteIndex];

if(isOn){

// Code for when a key is pressed

} else {

// Code for when a key is released

created the MIDIEnabled or the MIDIDenied functions to 

handle the permission to use MIDI being granted or 

denied. Add the following just before the Promise we 

created as part of step 9.

function MIDIenabled(MIDI){

console.log(‘MIDI Allowed’);}

function MIDIdenied(){

console.log(‘MIDI not Allowed’);

alert(‘You need to allow MIDI access to play 

this instrument!’);}

The MIDIDenied function is simple enough, and we won’t 

be doing anything more with it. For now, we’ll be 

focusing on the MIDIEnabled function.

12. You’ve enabled MIDI
Now that we’ve enabled MIDI in our browser, we’ll start 

receiving events from our MIDI connected devices, but 

we’re not yet doing anything with any of the messages 

our devices are sending. So let’s fix that! The following 

code iterates through the list of connected MIDI devices 

and then assigns a function to the onmidimessage 

property of each MIDI device interface. Every time a MIDI 

device sends a message to our machine (such as when a 

key is pressed on a MIDI device), a message will be 

passed to this function and we can log it out to our 

console. We aren’t filtering the list of MIDI devices by any 

property, so the listener can and will be triggered by any 

connected MIDI device.

function MIDIenabled(MIDI){

console.log(‘MIDI Allowed’);

enableMIDIBtn.dataset.visible = “false”;

const devices = MIDI.inputs.values();

for (var device = devices.next(); device && 

!device.done; device = devices.next()) {

device.value.onmidimessage = function(msg){

const isOn = msg.data[0] === 144;

const midiNote = msg.data[1];};}}

13. MIDI Message Data Values
Now that we’re receiving MIDI messages, what do they all 
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}

keySlot.dataset.pressed = isOn;

15. Playing a note
We’re almost ready to play a sound – we have the trigger, 

we have the noise, but we don’t have the code to tie the 

two together! Just before we declared the MIDIEnabled 

function, create a function called playNote and add the 

following code to it…

function playNote(sample){

var src = audioContext.createBufferSource(),

newBuffer = cloneAudioBuffer(sample, 

audioContext);

src.buffer = newBuffer;

var gainNode = audioContext.createGain();

gainNode.gain.value = 1;

src.connect(gainNode);

gainNode.connect(audioContext.destination);

src.start(0);

}

Here, we’re using the Web Audio context that we created 

right at the very start of our script to output a sound 

buff er that we pass to the function. The sound buff er 

we pass to the function will correspond to the key we 

press on our MIDI device (though it could, in fact, be 

anything). Sound Buff ers aren’t reusable objects, so 

first up, we clone the buff er that we want to play and 

trigger that instead. We then create a gain node that will 

give our sound buff er a loudness when it’s connected 

to the node. The gain node is then connected to the 

audio context destination (our speakers, in this case) 

and is then triggered with src.start(0), which will start the 

sample playing.

16. Triggering the note
Let’s bring our attention back to our MIDIEnabled 

function. We now have all of the components we need to 

make a sound when a key has been pressed on our MIDI 

device, we just need to tell our code to do it! Inside the 

isOn conditional, we call playNote and pass it the sound 
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Blocking images
Did you notice how recklessly we behaved 
with the shineImage when we drew it to the 
<canvas>? No? We didn’t check that it had 
been loaded before we tried to draw it to the 
<canvas> – if we tried to do so, it would throw 
an error and crash our app! Or, at least, it 
would normally. The reason we didn’t check 
that the image had loaded before we drew it 
to <canvas> is that we loaded it in the DOM. 
<img> tags are blocking, which means that 
their sources have to have been loaded 
before the rest of the DOM can be requested 
and loaded. Our <script> tag that loads our 
app code comes after the image, so before 
we could ever attempt to draw the 
shineImage to our <canvas> it’s guaranteed to 
have been loaded already! Don’t do this too 
often though (it’s okay for one or two small 
images) but making the user wait for a single 
asset before the rest of our app loads is 
generally frowned upon.
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buffer that corresponds to the key we pressed. Go ahead,

give it a go, our web app should now make a sound!

if(isOn){

// Code for when a key is pressed 

playNote(soundBuffers[noteIndex]);

} else {

// Code for when a key is released

17. Visualising the music 

Now we can play music, which is great, but we also have 

the power of the browser, and what a browser is really 

good at, is rendering graphics. So let’s make some 

graphics to show off our MIDI musical prowess. The first 

step we’re going to take is creating a way of tracking the 

keys that have been pressed, and how long they were 

pressed for. At the start of this tutorial, we created a 

noteLines array. This is where we’ll push objects that 

describe the notes being pressed. Add the following code

just after the playNote() function call we created in the 

last step.

if(isOn){

// Code for when a key is pressed 

playNote(soundBuffers[noteIndex]);

noteLines.push({

on : true,

idx : noteIndex,

height : lineSpeed,

position : canvas.height

});

} else {

// Code for when a key is released

}

Now, as keys are pressed, we’ll have a record of when 

they were pressed, whether they’re still being pressed, 

and which key was pressed in the noteLines array.

18. Releasing a note
Before we start drawing the notes, we want to know 

An overview of protocol communication
When building an app that uses multiple 
communication protocols, it can become very 
confusing to hold in one’s head which parts of the app 
are governed by which bits of code and protocols. 
Here’s a diagram showing us exactly what devices are 
sending and handling data in our app. First, we have 
our MIDI connected device; it could be a keyboard, it 
could be a Launchpad. Regardless, our MIDI device 
communicates over MIDI to Chrome (or any other MIDI 
enabled piece of software), which then exposes the 
messages that it receives over MIDI to our app through 
the Web MIDI API. When our app receives a message 
through the Web MIDI API, it decides whether or not 
the message received is something to act on – if it is, 
our app then loads the sounds for our synth into a 
sound buffer that it then pipes through the Web Audio 
API. Once in the audio context exposed by the Web 
Audio API, our app could manipulate the sound buffers 
as it sees fit (adding a gain node, for example), and 
once it has done so, output the sound buffers to their 
final destination, which in this case, is our system 
speakers. Along the way, our browser draws the 
rectangles symbolising the key messages received from 
our MIDI devices onto our <canvas>.

when a key has been released too, otherwise we’ll just  

be drawing beams of light which, though really cool 

looking, won’t tell us much about the structure of the 

music we’re playing. When a key is released, in the else of 

the isOn statement, we iterate through the existing 

noteLines and if the index of the line in noteLines 

matches the noteIndex we create, we set the ‘on’ 

property of that line to false

19. So, let’s draw the music!
We’ve got one last function to create, but it’s a good’un. 

Just before where we declared our MIDIEnabled function, 

create a function called drawKeyboardBars(). This 

function will draw colourful bars onto the canvas we 

created at the start of this tutorial. First, we clear the 

canvas, otherwise any motion will create a smudge 

because we’re not clearing the pixel data from the 

previous frames. Next, we iterate through each of the 

objects that we pushed to our noteLines array. These 

objects describe where they are supposed to be drawn 

on the canvas relative to the keys we’ve pressed and the 

length of time the keys were pressed for. Every time we 

draw the line object, we also move it up along the y-axis 

and increase its size if the note is still being pressed. This 

way, notes that were pressed for longer will have longer 

shapes than notes that were briefly tapped. If the line 

object is no longer being pressed, we just move it up the 

screen. If the note is currently being pressed, we also 

draw a “shineImage” onto our <canvas> just above our 

key <span> because it makes it look like a laser, and that’s 

really cool, right?

function drawKeyboardBars(){

ctx.clearRect(0, 0, canvas.width, canvas.

height);

noteLines.forEach(line => {

const offset = canvasOffsets[line.idx];

ctx.fillStyle = colors[line.idx];

ctx.fillRect(offset - (beamWidth / 2), line.

position, beamWidth, line.height);

if(line.on){

line.height += lineSpeed;

line.position -= lineSpeed;

ctx.drawImage(shineImage, offset - 

(shineImage.width / 2), canvas.height - 

shineImage.height);

} else {

line.position -= lineSpeed;}});

requestAnimationFrame(drawKeyboardBars);}

20. Filtering old objects 
If we were to run our current code, eventually the number 

of objects in noteLine would fill up all of the memory in 

our browser (that’s one hell of a composition you’ve got 

going on there!) because we never clean up the noteLine 

objects that we no longer need. That won’t do. We want 

our Web Audio instrument to last as long as the piece 

we’re playing, so we’ll filter the noteLine array of any items 

that are no longer visible on the <canvas>. Just before 

requestAnimationFrame, add the following filter code.

...

noteLines = noteLines.filter(line => {

return line.position + line.height > 0;

});

requestAnimationFrame(drawKeyboardBars);

21. Where are my colourful bars?
We’re almost finished! We now have all of the parts we 

need to play music with our MIDI instrument and 

visualise it, we just haven’t quite started the ball rolling yet. 

Fortunately, we can do so with a single line of code. Just 

after where we request access to MIDI devices with 

navigator.requestMIDIAccess(), add the following code, 

and we’re done. Rock on!

navigator.requestMIDIAccess().then( 

MIDIenabled, MIDIdenied );

drawKeyboardBars();

1. 2.

3.4.
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ast Christmas over half of online 

transactions involved using a tablet or 

smartphone, according to IMRG. This 

trend is only going to increase year on year, 

so the need to optimise for mobile is ever present. 

The problem is the experience of purchasing on 

mobile can become long-winded. 

Entering card details, addresses and shipping 

information can lead to lots of tapping and scrolling. 

While site-based accounts and existing browser-based 

solutions like autofill can alleviate some of these issues 

there is the need for a more comprehensive and 

purpose-built solution.

The Payment Request API aims to make the checkout 

process much easier. By storing all this data in the 

browser, customers can go through the payment step 

with a single tap. The site will then receive this information

back in a simple, standardised format to send to a 

payment handler.

Support is limited to Chrome for Android at the 

moment. While focus is on improving mobile experiences

Developer tutorials
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Aborting payments
If products are only available for a short period, 
or you need to cancel the payment, call abort() 
on the request. Add this to a setTimeout() call to 
expire payments after a set period.

for the time being, support in other browsers is in 

development. In this tutorial, we will be covering many 

aspects of the API by checking out a customer’s basket. 

We will capture all the information we need to send off  to 

a payment handler and even calculate shipping based on 

an address.

1. Install the dependencies
Before we begin, we should download all the files this 

project depends on. These files are relatively small, but as 

the Payment Request API requires a secure domain to 

initialise and send the request, they are necessary.

On the command line, find the project file and run the 

following command.

> npm install

2. Generate certificates
Our pages must be served by HTTPS, or else the API will 

refuse to send us any information. All we need to do is 

self-sign our certificate. OpenSSL is a great tool for this 

and comes included with macOS and Linux. 

A Windows version can also be downloaded easily 

enough. Run the command below within the root 

directory to generate the key. Follow the prompts 

and note the pass phrase as you will need it for the 

second line.

> openssl req -x509 -newkey rsa:2048

-keyout key.pem -out cert.pem -days 365

> openssl rsa -in key.pem -out

newkey.pem && mv newkey.pem key.pem

3. Run the server
This project has a simple server built using Express and 

Node to supply our shop to the browser and also 

simulate a payment handler when we receive the details 

from the API.

Start the server by running the following command. 

When it starts, it will show an address you can enter into 

your browser to test. 

> npm run serve

4. Check for support
At the time of writing, only Chrome for Android supports 

the Payment Request API. Within a production 

environment, any other browser would need to be 

supplied an alternate payment UI to capture card details. 

Open up Checkout.js and right at the top of the 

function add in a check for support. Throw an error if 

there is no support, as those browsers cannot use the 

rest of the code.

if(!window.PaymentRequest) {

throw new Error(“Payment Request

API not supported”);

}

Left

You can inspect Chrome on Android browsers just like a 
desktop browser. By plugging in a device it appears 
under Remote Devices in DevTools.

Top left

Depending on your device and set up, you may need to 
forward port 3000 to the device. Chrome has this option 
built in under Remote Devices>Settings.

Top right

Self-signed certificates will show a security warning in your 
browser. In this case, it’s safe to bypass this by clicking 
Proceed under Advanced in Chrome.

L



5. Create a PaymentRequest
All the native payment actions get queued using the

PaymentRequest object. It takes three arguments that

define what the customer is buying, how they can pay for

it and what other data we need to capture.

The main code will execute the Checkout function

when Pay Now is clicked, so we need to add the

PaymentRequest object here. Add the following after the

support check. We will add details to the arguments later.

var request = new PaymentRequest(

method, details, options);

6. Define the payment methods
The first argument contains all the payment methods we

can support. This does not necessarily mean just credit

and debit cards. In the future, other payment instruments

like Android Pay can be added to this array.

For now, we will just define one instrument, where the

supportedMethods attribute defines the card types we

accept. We need to make sure we define these variables

before using them with the API.

var method = [

{

supportedMethods:

[“mastercard”, “visa”, “amex”]}

];

7. Create a list of payment items
The second argument details what the user is paying for.

Developer tutorials
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This should only be used as a short breakdown 

of transaction elements rather than an itemisation of 

basket items.

The browser’s user interface will only display what you 

add here. It will not add up and create a total. For this 

there is a special “total” object we need to manage 

ourselves. Create our details object with the specific 

structure the API requires. We will populate 

generateDisplayItems() later on.

var details = {

displayItems: generateDisplayItems(),

total: {

label: “Total”,

amount: {

currency: “GBP”,

value: “0.00”

}

}

};

8. Set further options
Finally, the third argument defines what other information 

you might want to capture in the request. The browser 

can help by filling out information like a contact phone 

number and email address automatically, so long as it 

gets requested upfront. 

Populate the options object with these requests using 

the requestPayerPhone and requestPayerEmail keys. 

Keep requestShipping false for now.

var options = {

requestPayerPhone: true,

requestPayerEmail: true,

requestShipping: false

}

9. Show the payment dialog
Now we have all the building blocks of a basic payment 

request, we can show it to the customer. The call to 

the Checkout block expects a promise in return, detailing 

the success or failure of the payment. Right at the bottom 

of the block, we return that Promise. Inside the function, 

add a call to show() on the PaymentRequest object to 

display the dialog.

return new Promise(

function(topResolve, topReject) {

request.show();

});

10. Adapt to the response
The call to show() also returns a promise. That resolves 

with the card details when a customer enters all the 

required information and completes the flow. It gets 

rejected when they cancel the dialog or something else 

interrupts it. 

For now, log the payment response to the console 

when the promise resolves and reject the top promise 

when it rejects.

request.show()

.then(function(paymentResponse) {

console.log(paymentResponse);

}).catch(function(err) {

topReject(err);

});

11. The paymentResponse object
The payment details get returned with the resolved 

promise. The “details” attribute contains all the fields such 

as card number and expiry, while the other attributes 

deal with other details like email and phone number.

You may notice that the dialog box does not close after 

payment. PaymentResponse has a complete() method, 

which needs to be called with a ‘success’ or ‘fail’ 

argument in order to finish. Replace the console log 

with the following.

Keep listening
While it’s possible to predefine shipping methods 
with the payment details, doing so will stop Chrome 
firing “shippingaddresschange” events, which also 
only happen for user-initiated events. 
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Left

The PaymentRequest promise only resolves once all 
details are captured. For card payments, this requires the 
customer to enter the CVC number each time.

Top left

To help with debugging, the test server will output all the 
payment details you send it, so keep an eye on the console 
window for feedback.

Top right

Until the response promise is either resolved or rejected 
after calling the server the browser will automatically 
show a spinner to the customer.



return Promise.reject(

new Error(res.statusText));

} 

}).catch(err => {

paymentResponse.complete(“fail”)

});

14. Complete the
Checkout promise
The last step here is to make the script that called the

Checkout code aware of the outcome. To do that, all we

need to do is to either resolve or reject the top-most

promise and pass any useful details it might need to

display to the customer.

The complete() call on the payment response is also a

promise, so when that resolves, call either topResolve() or

topReject() to finish the process.

paymentResponse.complete(“success”)

.then(function() {

topResolve(res);

});

paymentResponse.complete(“fail”)

.then(function() {

topReject(err);

});

15. Populate Display Items
Now the process is complete, we can focus on the

display items. These need to be defined by a function call

as these can vary based on the state of the payment and

the total of the basket. Inside generateDisplayItems(), we

need to tot up all the prices in the basket and show a

single ‘Purchases’ display item.

paymentResponse.complete(“success”);

12. Send details to server
Before we confirm the payment was successful though, 

we need to take the payment with these details. In this 

example, our server simulates a request to a payment 

provider and responds with a spoofed payment token. 

All browsers that support this API also support the 

Fetch API, so we can use that to make a call to the server. 

Prepare the data and make the request.

var paymentDetails = {

method: paymentResponse.method,

details: paymentResponse.details

}

return fetch(“/checkout”, {

method: “POST”,

headers: {

“Content-Type”: “application/json”

},

body: JSON.stringify(paymentDetails)

})

13. Reject the promise on error
Our server is set to reject any card number with a  

CVC of “000”, so we need to reject the fetch promise 

when that happens. In this case, its response code from 

the server will be 400. 

Add the following code to handle the promise from  

the fetch request.

.then(res => {

if (res.status == 400) {  

paymentResponse.complete(“success”);

} else {  
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displayItems.push({

label: “Purchases”,

amount: {

currency: “GBP”,

value: total.toFixed(2)

}

});

16. Request shipping options
The API also allows for collecting shipping addresses  

and postage options for physical items. As shipping 

options change based on the location, we can react to 

when a customer adds an address to calculate the 

options available. 

Set ‘requestShipping’ to true in the options object, and 

add listeners for the ‘shippingaddresschange’ and 

‘shippingoptionchange’ events after the request variable.
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Take payments  
by Android Pay
While card payments are the only 
standardised format within the 
specification, there are also 
provisions for third-party payment 
systems - known as “instruments” 
– within the constructor of the 
object. For Android Pay, all that is 
required is a Merchant ID obtained 
from Google in order to generate 
payment tokens and a payment 
gateway that can process those 
tokens, such as Stripe or Braintree. 
The gateway will then tell you 
whether payment has been 
successful. Future updates will allow 
other instruments to be 
incorporated; including detecting 
installed payment apps such as 
PayPal. The one-use token approach 
makes payments more secure as 
well as more convenient for the 
user. To find out more about 
Android Pay with the Payment 
Request API visit the Web 
Fundamentals page at https://
developers.google.com/web/
fundamentals/getting-started/
primers/payment-request/
android-pay.
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request.addEventListener(

‘shippingaddresschange’, e => {});

request.addEventListener(‘

‘shippingoptionchange’, e => {});

17. The updateWith() method
In order to make any changes to the dialog, we need to 

let the browser know we have changed a few things. 

Within the event is an updateWith method that allows us 

to send our updated data back to the native display. 

Add it to the newly created listener functions and have

them immediately called with the relevant parameters.

/* shippingaddresschange */

e.updateWith(((details, address) => {

return Promise.resolve(details);

})(details, request.shippingAddress));

/* shippingoptionchange*/

e.updateWith(((details,

shippingOptionId) => {

return Promise.resolve(details);

})(details, request.shippingOption));

18. Show shipping 
based on country
We have three shipping options – first- and second-class 

for domestic postage and a generic international option 

for anyone outside Great Britain. Details on these are all 

stored in an ‘allShippingMethods’ object.

Inside the ‘shippingaddresschange’ event, decide 

which shipping methods to show by looking at the 

‘country’ property of the passed in address object.

var shippingOptions = [];

currentShipId = undefined;

if(address.country == “GB”) {

shippingOptions.push(JSON.parse(

JSON.stringify(allShippingMethods.first)));

shippingOptions.push(JSON.parse(

The Apple Pay 
JavaScript API
Around the same time as the 
Payment Request API was 
introduced, Apple announced it 
was bringing its Apple Pay system 
to the web. The API allows anyone 
using an up-to-date iOS device or 
Safari on a Mac to make payments 
using the same credentials linked 
to their Apple ID. As transactions 
pass through Apple’s servers, you 
need to apply for a Merchant ID 
and generate site certificates to 
prove your identity. 

Similar to the standardised API, 
payments are initiated by an 
ApplePaySession object. Apple 
then verifies the request is from a 
valid location before showing a 
native payment form. While not 
standardised, Apple has 
expressed interest in integrating 
Apple Pay with the Payment 
Request API in the near future.

JSON.stringify(allShippingMethods.second)));

} else {

shippingOptions.push(JSON.parse(

JSON.stringify(allShippingMethods.

international)));

}

19. Update details
When a new address is selected, it invalidates any 

shipping method they might have chosen earlier. That is 

why we set ‘currentShipId”’ to undefined. 

We now need to update details to make sure it hasn’t 

taken any shipping information into account. Set details.

displayItems and its total to an updated amount just 

before the resolved promise.

details.shippingOptions

= shippingOptions;

details.displayItems

= generateDisplayItems();

details.total.amount.value

= generateTotal().toFixed(2);

20. Update pricing for shipping
When a shipping option gets selected, we should include 

that price in the total displayed to the customer. The 

‘currentShipId’ variable will hold that information for 

generateDisplayItems() to pick up.

Then all we need to do is mirror the ‘selected’ 

property of our shipping methods to reflect the 

selected one on screen as Chrome will get confused 

and display none.

currentShipId = shippingOptionId;

details.displayItems =

generateDisplayItems();

details.total.amount.value =

generateTotal().toFixed(2);

details.shippingOptions.forEach(

function(shippingOption) {

shippingOption.selected =

(shippingOption.id == 

shippingOptionId ? true : false)

}, this);

21. Include shipping in details
Finally, we need to show the current selected shipping 

price in the list of detail items. Since we call 

generateDisplayItems() to generate this list, it becomes 

relatively easy to do so.

Before returning the array, check currentShipId and 

pull in its data for a new ‘Shipping’ item.

if(request && currentShipId) {

displayItems.push({

label: “Shipping”,

amount: {

currency: “GBP”,

value: allShippingMethods[

currentShipId].amount.value

}

});}
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HOSTING LISTINGS

Featured host: Netcetera
www.netcetera.co.uk
0800 808 5450

Formed in 1996, Netcetera is one of 
Europe’s leading web hosting service 
providers, with customers in over 75 
countries worldwide. 

As the premier provider of 

data centre colocation, cloud hosting, 

dedicated servers and managed web 

hosting services in the UK, Netcetera 

off ers an array of services designed to 

more eff ectively manage IT 

About us
infrastructures. A state-of-the-art data 

centre environment enables Netcetera 

to off er your business enterprise-level 

colocation and hosted solutions. 

Providing an unmatched value for your 

budget is the driving force behind their 

customer and managed infrastructure 

services. From single server to fully 

customised data centre suites, we focus 

on the IT solutions you need. 

Managed hosting – A full 
range of solutions for a cost- 
eff ective, reliable, secure host. 

Cloud hosting – Linux, 
Windows, Hybrid and Private   
Cloud Solutions with support 
and scalability features.

What we offer

5 tips from the pros

Testimonials

Data centre colocation 
– Single server through to full 
racks with FREE setup and a
generous bandwidth. 

Dedicated servers – From  
QuadCore up to Smart Servers 
with quick setup and 
fully customisable. 

1. Reliability, trust, support
Reliability is a major factor when it 
comes to choosing a hosting partner. 
Netcetera guarantees 100% uptime, 

multiple internet routes with the ability 

to handle DDOS attacks, ensuring your 

site doesn’t go down when you need it.

2. Secure & dependable
Netcetera prides itself on off ering its 
clients a secure environment.
It is accredited with ISO 27001 for 

Security along with the options of 

configurable secure rackspace available 

in various configurations.

3. 24/7 Technical support
Netcetera has a committed team of 
knowledgeable staff  available 24/7 to

provide you with assistance when 
you need it most. Our people make 

sure you are happy and your problems 

are resolved as quickly as possible.

4. Value for money
We do not claim to be the cheapest 
service available, but we do claim to 
off er excellent value for money. We 

also provide a price match on a 

like-for-like basis, as well as a price 

guarantee for your length of service.

5. Ecofriendly
Netcetera’s environmental 
commitment is backed by use of 
ecocooling and hydroelectric
power. This makes Netcetera one of 

the greenest data centres in Europe.

Roy T
“ I have always had great service from Netcetera. Their technical support is 

second to none. My issues have always been resolved very quickly. ”

Suzy B
“ We have several servers from Netcetera and their network connectivity is 

top-notch, with great uptime and speed is never an issue. Tech support is 

knowledgeable and quick in replying. We would highly recommend Netcetera. ”

Steve B
“ We put several racks into Netcetera, basically a complete corporate backend.

They could not have been more professional, helpful, responsive or friendly. All 

the team were an absolute pleasure to deal with, and nothing was too much 

trouble, so they matched our requirements 100%. ”

To advertise here contact Luke 
luke.biddiscombe@futurenet.com
+44 (0)1202586431

Get your listing in our directory

“ Premier provider of 
data centre colocation, cloud 
hosting, dedicated servers 
and managed web hosting 
services in the UK ”
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Supreme hosting SSD web hosting

Cluster web hosting

UK-based hosting Value Linux hosting

Small business host Flexible cloud servers

To advertise here contact Luke 
luke.biddiscombe@futurenet.com
+44 (0)1202 586431

Get your listing in our directory

www.cwcs.co.uk
0800 1 777 000

www.bargainhost.co.uk
0843 289 2681

www.fasthosts.co.uk
0808 1686 777

www.cyberhostpro.com
0845 5279 345

patchman-hosting.co.uk
01642 424 237

www.hostpapa.co.uk
0800 051 7126

elastichosts.co.uk
020 7183 8250

CWCS Managed Hosting is the UK’s 

leading hosting specialist. They off er a 

fully comprehensive range of hosting 

products, services and support. Their 

highly trained staff  are not only hosting 

experts, they’re also committed to 

delivering a great customer experience 

and are passionate about what they do. 

 Colocation hosting
 VPS
 100% Network uptime 

Since 2001, Bargain Host have 

campaigned to off er the lowest possible 

priced hosting in the UK. They have 

achieved this goal successfully and built 

up a large client database which includes 

many repeat customers. They have also 

won several awards for providing an 

outstanding hosting service.

 Shared hosting
Cloud servers
 Domain names

UK based and operating 24/7 from 
dedicated UK data centres, they keep 
over one million domains running 
smoothly and ensure over 42 million Cyber Host Pro are committed to 

providing the best cloud server 
hosting in the UK; they are obsessed 
with automation. If you’re looking for a 

hosting provider who will provide you 

with the quality you need to help your 

business grow then look no further 

than Cyber Host Pro.

 Cloud VPS servers
 Reseller hosting
 Dedicated servers

Linux hosting is a great solution for 

home users, business users and web 

designers looking for cost-eff ective and 

powerful hosting. Whether you are 

building a single-page portfolio, or you 

are running a database-driven 

eCommerce website, there is a Linux 

hosting solution for you. 

 Student hosting deals
 Site designer
 Domain names

HostPapa is an award-winning, web 

hosting service and a leader in green 

hosting. They off er one of the most fully 

featured hosting packages on the market,

along with 24/7 customer support, 

learning resources, as well as 

outstanding reliability.

Website builder
 Budget prices
Unlimited databases

ElasticHosts off er simple, flexible and 
cost-eff ective cloud services with 
high performance, availability and 
scalability for businesses worldwide.  
Their team of engineers provide 

excellent support 24/7 over the phone, 

email and ticketing system.

 Cloud servers with any OS
 Linux OS containers
 24/7 expert support

emails are delivered safely each day. 
All our services can be managed 

through the award-winning Fasthosts 

Control Panel. Services include Domain 

Names, Shared Web Hosting, 

Dedicated Servers, Cloud Servers and 

Secure Online Storage.

 Cloud servers
 Hosted email
 Dedicated servers

All-inclusive hosting

www.1and1.co.uk
0333 336 5509
1&1 Internet is a leading hosting 

provider that enables businesses, 

developers and IT pros to succeed 

online. Established in 1988, 1&1 now 

operates across ten countries. With a 

comprehensive range of high-

performance and aff ordable products, 1&1 

off ers everything from simple domain 

registration to award-winning website 

building tools, eCommerce packages and 

powerful cloud servers.

 Easy domain registration
 Professional eShops 
 High-performance servers
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COURSE LISTINGS
Featured: 
Makers Academy
www.makersacademy.com
Twitter : @makersacademy
Facebook: MakersAcademy

Makers Academy is a fully immersive,
12-week computer programming
boot camp. With their help, you will

learn the principles of software

craftsmanship and they’ll also help you

get your first job. They’re Europe’s

number-one developer boot camp,

running highly selective classes of the

offline course every six weeks, and a

About us
remote course every 12 weeks. They

take a ‘learn by doing’ approach,

through project-based work. Students

are encouraged to work in pairs on

coding challenges, with weekly tests,

culminating in a final project. They help

set up job interviews via their network

of hiring partners including

Thoughtworks and Deloitte Digital.

12 week full-time coding
course from the on-site
campus in London

12 week full-time coding
course remotely from home

Do your research into lots of
different boot camps, read the
reviews, read the student blogs
and reach out to previous
graduates and speak to them.

Although the course is for
beginners, it’s important that
you’ve started to at least try to
learn to code on your own.

We send you everything to
prepare for the interview. Make

sure you go through all the
resources and give yourself two
weeks to prepare.

The course is full-time for three
months and it can take up to
three months after to secure a
job. It’s important to financially
plan for the period you won’t
be working.

Book a visit and come visit us!
Come see the Makers Academy
HQ in person and learn more.

What we offer

5 tips from the pros

To advertise here contact Luke 
luke.biddiscombe@futurenet.com
+44 (0)1202586431

Get your listing in our directory

“ Europe’s #1 Developer 
Bootcamp, running highly 
selective classes of our 
offline course every 6 
weeks, and a remote course 
every 12 weekss .”
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WE GOT CODERS

FUTURELEARN

GYMNASIUM

To advertise here contact Luke 
luke.biddiscombe@futurenet.com
+44 (0)1202 586431

Get your listing in our directory

www.wegotcoders.com
hello@wegotcoders.com

www.futurelearn.com
feedback@futurelearn.com

www.thegymnasium.com
help@thegymnasium.com

UDEMY
www.udemy.com

Twitter: @udemy
Facebook: udemy

The inspiration for Udemy began in a 
small village in Turkey, where founder 
Eren Bali grew up frustrated by the 
limitations of being taught in a 
one-room school house. Realising the 
potential of learning on the internet, 
he set out to make quality education 
more accessible. Udemy is now a 

global marketplace for learning and 

teaching online. Students can master 

new skills by choosing from an 

extensive library of over 40,000 

courses including HTML, CSS, UX, 

JavaScript and web development.

40,000+ courses: There is a 
course for every designer and dev 
Self-paced learning: Learn how 
to code at your own pace

The Iron Yard is one of the world’s 
largest and fastest-growing in-person 
code schools. It off ers full-time and 

part-time programs in Back-End 

Engineering, Front-End Engineering, 

Mobile Engineering and Design. The 

Iron Yard exists to create real, lasting 

change for people, their companies 

and communities through technology 

education. The in-person, immersive 

format of The Iron Yard’s 12-week 

courses helps people learn to code 

and be prepared with the skills needed 

to start a career as junior-level 

software developers.

 12-week code school: Learn 
the latest skills from industry pros 
 Free crash courses: One-night 
courses, the perfect way to learn

We Got Coders is a consultancy that 

provides experts in agile web 

development, working with startups, 

agencies and Government. Take one of 

their 12-week training course that covers 

all that is required to become a web 

developer, with highly marketable 

full-stack web development skills.

Classroom-based training
Real-world work experience 
Employment opportunities

Choose from hundreds of free online 

courses: from Language & Culture to 

Business & Management; Science & 

Technology to Health & Psychology. 

Learn from the experts. Meet educators 

from top universities who’ll share their 

experience through videos, articles, 

quizzes and discussions.

 Learn from experts
Free courses 
All-device access

Gymnasium off ers free online courses 

designed to teach creative 

professionals in-demand skills. 

Courses are all self-paced and taught by 

experienced practitioners with a passion 

for sharing practical lessons from the 

design trenches.

 Gain real-world skills
Get expert instruction 
Career opportunities

THE 
IRON YARD

www.theironyard.com 

Twitter: @TheIronYard
Facebook: TheIronYard
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Get textures, fonts,
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video tutorials
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Get started
Everything you need to 
know about accessing 
your FileSilo account

01Follow the instructions 
on screen to create an 

account with our secure FileSilo 
system. Log in and unlock the 
issue by answering a simple 
question about the magazine.

02You can access FileSilo 
on any computer, tablet 

or smartphone device using any 
popular browser. However, we 
recommend that you use a 
computer to download content, 
as you may not be able to 
download files to other devices.

03 If you have any 
problems with 

accessing content on FileSilo 
take a look at the FAQs online 
or email our team at the 
address below:
filesilohelp@imagine-publishing.co.uk

Unlock the entire Web Designer FileSilo library with your
unique Web ID – the eight-digit alphanumeric code printed
above your address details on the mailing label of your
subscription copies – also found on any renewal letters.

Already a print subscriber?
Here’s how to unlock FileSilo today…

The home of great
downloads – exclusive to 
your favourite magazines 
from Future PLC

Secure and safe online 
access, from anywhere

Free access for every 
reader, print and digital

Download only the files 
you want, when you want

All your gifts, from all 
your issues, in one place

Over 45 hours
of video guides
Let the experts teach you

to create and code

More than
400 tutorials

Get the code you
need to get creative

Over 200
creative assets 

Templates, fonts, textures 
and backgrounds

Subscribe today & unlock the free 
gifts from more than 45 issues

Access our entire library of resources with a money-saving 
subscription to the magazine – that’s more than 900 free resources

Unlock 
every 
issue

MMoorree thaann
900000 rreasssoonnns
tooo ssuuubscccrribbbee

More 
added 
every 
issue

Head to page 62 to subscribe now



ALL IN YOUR NEXT

EB DESIGNER
sue 257 on sale

Thursday 5th January 2017

Visit the WEB DESIGNER online shop at

for back issues, books and merchandise
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BUILD WITH THE 
INSTAGRAM API
Utilise an Instagram account to 
create a slideshow

CREATE CUSTOM
CSS ELEMENTS
Learn how to use CSS and JavaScript 
to create bespoke page elements

GET STARTED 
WITH JADE
Discover how to use the HTML 
templating language for faster builds

CUSTOMISE 
WORDPRESS
20 tips to power up the frontend 
and backend of your install

The pros reveal the technologies, techniques and trends
that will shape how you work in the new year

PRESENTS

2017
HOT 100






